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The Director of Fisheries and Game herewith presents the sixty-fourth
annual report.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
It will be profitable to examine further all the elements which make up
the "Relative Values" as applied to the cost of protection and propagation
of wild life on the one hand, and the special privilege of the health giving
recreation of pursuit and utilization of food on the other. A statement of
the case from certain angles brings out some interesting situations.
We have a small State of approximately 8,200 square miles of inland
waters and land. All of the wild life (excepting the migratory species)
that moves over the surface or lives in the waters of this entire area be-
longs to all our people. With the formation of our State governments pub-
lic ownership in the wild life was asserted. Except to pass scattering
laws the State did little more than stake out its claim on the wild life, and
rest. For generations it did practically no development work. It is in-
teresting to note that Massachusetts did not make a start to provide a
State agency to administer its wild life property until 1865. But at that,
it has been a pioneer.
The entire water and land area (except natural great ponds of ten acres
and upwards, our great rivers, and a minor percentage of land owned by
the State), is owned by a relatively small group of our people known as
the "land owners." They have the fundamental protection of law—that
as against the public they may say who shall come on their land (and
privately-owned waters) and for what purposes. While the land owners
have from the beginning enjoyed this special protection—for many gener-
ations it was seldom invoked. It has only been within recent years that
the land owners have begun to consider whether they should develop a
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source of revenue by requiring the public to pay for the privilege of pur-
suing this State-owned property on their lands.
Thus we have the anomalous situation of a great mass of State-owned
wild life property at large on privately-owned and controlled land and
water.
While Massachusetts in 1865 took the first steps toward a businesslike
administration of its wild life property—it has required the rapid develop-
ments of the past few years to bring home to the government the realiza-
tion that ownership carries with it responsibilities and obligations as to
administrative detail. We have come to understand fully that the protec-
tion and propagation of this stock calls for modern business methods.
These involve not only protection through warden patrol and the artificial
propagation of certain species—but also the preparation of the waters and
the grounds to provide the proper biological environment for the stock at
large and that which is to be released. Here the State comes up against
an insuperable obstacle in carrying out the complete cycle of game admin-
istration—the State has no right to go on to private property to do these
things without the owners' consent. The State may supply protection
in so far as enforcing close season, bag limit and other regulations ; it may
artificially propagate fish, game birds and quadrupeds, but here it must
stop for there is relatively little State-owned land on which the additional
and equally important administrative details of vermin control and pro-
viding the proper environment can be carried out. In other words, the
State will never be able to apply in their entirety the modern doctrines of
game administration except on a relatively small part of the surface of the
Commonwealth.
The State, through the Legislature, lays down certain rules under
which all our people (including the land owners) may exploit this wild
life, and defines the property rights which may be exercised in it when
reduced to possession. But the State has no power to authorize the public
generally in the pursuit of this State-owned property, to go on the lands
or privately-owned waters without the land owners' consent.
Therefore, it is possible that on an extensive piece of privately-owned
land and water may be found a sizeable volume of State-owned wild life
property which the land owner, in various ways, may, for all practical
purposes, appropriate to his own personal use or advantage. For exam-
ple, he has the right to post his land and exclude the public for all pur-
poses. He may elect to let the wild life live in peace; or, he may, subject
to law, reduce it to possession and enjoy the economic value; or, give the
exclusive privilege to his friends to come on to his property and exploit
this wild life; or, sell these exclusive privileges to an individual or club,
for his personal financial profit.
All this in the face of substantial expenditures by the State to protect
(through the warden service) this State-owned property, and to increase
its volume through propagation and distribution of large numbers of cer-
tain species. To put a single concrete case—a man may own a thousand
acres of land particularly attractive to pheasants. Within a radius of two
miles of this land a number of pheasants produced at the State game
farms may be liberated. In time a good percentage of these birds may
gravitate to the good pheasant cover on this thousand acres. They are
State-owned birds. Nevertheless the owner of this area can appropriate
this State-owned property to his own uses as indicated above.
The interesting question immediately arises—after all, what rights have
the public in this State-owned wild life? The group of our people known
as "nature lovers" (as distinguished from those who fish and hunt or
trap) may observe it wherever the land owners consent. The group made
up of the anglers, hunters and trappers may, subject to law, pursue and
reduce to possession this wild life on such State-owned lands as are open
for this purpose and on privately-owned waters and land where no objec-
tion is raised by the owners.
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As to this latter group the laws provide that all who wish to hunt, fish
or trap (other than certain groups of minors) shall purchase a sporting
license from the State in order to exercise the special privilege. The un-
derlying theory of the license is that all the people own the wild life, and
those who would take some of it for their individual benefit or recreation
should pay for the privilege. Land owners may hunt, fish or trap on their
own lands without such license if they are domiciled on the land and it is-
used exclusively for agricultural purposes.
With the foregoing background in mind we are in a position to examine
more closely the elements making up the "Relative Values" which our
anglers, hunters and trappers receive from the purchase of a sporting or
trapping license. While the possession of such license does not give him
the right to go on privately-owned waters and lands to exercise the same,
nevertheless the tolerant attitude of most of our land owners makes it pos-
sible for him to hunt and fish over vast stretches of the State without
compensating the land owners for this privilege. The licensee pays no
part of the cost of the taxes or up-keep or depreciation on this land—all
of this burden falls on the land owners. To it should be added the haz-
ards of injury to live stock, of fire, theft of property, and other items re-
sulting from the misbehavior of certain of the public on private lands,
which ranges from carelessness to downright viciousness.
While this opportunity to go on to private land free of charge is not a
part of the consideration given him by the State in return for the pur-
chase of a license, nevertheless he could not avail himself of this freedom
of access to fish and hunt and trap, without having purchased a license.
And this element must always be considered by the purchaser when ap-
praising the value received when parting with his money for the license.
Another element (and which we consider to be the greatest of all) is
the health-giving recreation of pursuit which the holder of a license may
enjoy. Much could be said in enthusiastic terms of this value. But, after
all, it depends on the mental and physical capacity of the individual and is
something which cannot be measured in dollars and cents. It is sufficient
to say, without fear of contradiction, that by the investment of no similar
amount (no matter what the cost of the license may be) can the purchaser
receive so large an opportunity for entertainment and recreation in any
other way.
The final element lies in the actual commercial value of the wild life
stock which the license holder is permitted to take. Most of it he cannot
sell but may be utilized for food. In the case of the trapper his catch may
be sold for cash. If we were to eliminate the other elements previously
mentioned and regard the investment in a sporting license as a speculation
in meat and pelts—it is a very inexperienced fisherman, hunter or trapper
who cannot reduce to possession a sufficient amount of wild life to more
than return to him, at market values for food stuffs, a cash equivalent to
that paid for the license.
If the replacement value of stock taken is to be used as a basis (mean-
ing the cost of returning an equal amount alive to the waters and covers)
the figures are startling. For illustration—it would cost the trout fisher-
man a dollar a pound to purchase from a commercial fish hatchery and re-
store to the water, any trout taken by him in a season. A bass fisherman
who captures a pound-and-a-half bass could not put another similar sized
fish back into the waters alive through the purchase of such fish from any
commercial breeder, for fish of that size are not available. Our common
pond fishes have a fish market value of thirty-five cents a pound. Sizeable
live fish of these species cannot be bought from any commercial breeders.
The hunter who kills a deer has a carcass worth thirty dollars, and it
would cost upwards of one hundred dollars to purchase a live deer to re-
lease in the place of the one killed. If the hunter kills but one cock pheas-
ant and nothing else under his license it would cost him at least twice the
amount he now pays for his sporting license ($2.25) to replace that bird
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alive in the covers (or three times the amount if he attempted to purchase
it and liberate it in the spring prior to the breeding season). Or, if he
killed one ruffed grouse and no other game, it would cost him anywhere
from five to seven times the license cost to return that bird alive to the
covers—if there was anywhere in North America that he could purchase
a bird. Or, if he killed but one quail, the cost of replacing the bird with
an eastern-bred quail would be at least twice his license cost—again, pro-
viding he could find a commercial breeder with any in stock. Many addi-
tional statistics could be quoted to cover the remaining fields, as—the tak-
ing of a single pelt by a trapper of nearly all of our fur-bearing animals
would yield him more cash return than the cost of a trapping license ; but
the above are sufficient.
The point of all the foregoing is—the sportsman today is not paying
enough for the privileges or elements of value represented by a sporting
license. For generations he received something for nothing. So long as
he obeyed the limited number of game laws he could take the public prop-
erty without protest and could make himself at home on private lands and
waters with little objection from the owners.
In recent years he has been required by the State to pay a nominal
amount for this privilege of taking public property. He is also more re-
stricted for the State sees the necessity in order to administer its wild life
property as a business proposition. Thanks to the tolerant attitude of
the land owners he still gets something for nothing in that he is not re-
quired to pay to hunt, fish and trap on most private lands and waters. To-
day he is about as well off as formerly.
But can he continue in this status? We think not. The providing of
the recreation of hunting and fishing and the occupation of trapping is
slowly becoming recognized as a business. Some of the old timers will
sigh and say that the sport has become commercialized. Call it anything
you like—the fact remains that if we are to preserve and build up the vol-
ume of this kind of sport—we must pay for it. When the rank and file
once get this idea clearly in mind, become willing to pay for the sport on
a fair business basis comparable to that which they must pay for the en-
joyment of any other recreation, and agree to provide the necessary war-
den (police) patrol to guarantee to the land owners security from im-
proper treatment and financial loss by the thoughtless and vicious element
—progress can be recorded.
Personnel
There were no changes in the existing administrative personnel. Chap-
ter 372, Acts of 1929 created the office of State Supervisor of Marine Fish-
eries, to which was appointed, dating from October 16, 1929, Mr. Zenas
A. Howes of Wellfleet.
Finances
In order that those interested may follow the financial history of the
Division we would point out that the fiscal year extends from December
1 of one year to November 30 of the year following. On or before October
15 of a given year the Director (through the Commissioner of Conserva-
tion) files with the Budget Commissioner a Forecast in which he sets
forth the appropriations needed to finance the work for the coming fiscal
year. Similar Forecasts are submitted by all departments to aid the Bud-
get Commissioner in preparing the Budget in a preliminary way for final
approval by His Excellency the Governor. The Legislature convenes on
the first Wednesday in January. Within three weeks thereafter the Gov-
ernor submits to it his Budget for financing the State's business during
the then fiscal year. The Legislature refers the Governor's Budget to a
Joint Ways and Means Committee, which conducts hearings and eventu-
ally reports the Budget back to the Legislature. When passed like any
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other measure, and signed by the Governor, it becomes the law under
which the State business is financed for the year. These several steps in
the making of the Budget are generally completed by the middle of March.
From this it will be seen that several months of the fiscal year have
elapsed before the Director knows what funds he will have to operate the
Division for the fiscal year. From the time the fiscal year starts until the
Budget is enacted into law the Director may expend sums for operating
purposes on the same scale as in the preceding year. In this way the
State business is not disrupted during the time the Budget is in the
making.
Let us now return to the Forecast which was filed Oct. 15, 1928 in which
wras set forth what, in the Director's opinion, were the sums which should
be appropriated for conducting the work in 1929. In this Forecast we
continued our practice of several years past of dividing it into three parts,
namely, "Part I,—Administration of the Central Office and the Propaga-
tion and Protection of Fresh-water Fish and Game"; "Part II,—Game
Bird Reservations and Wild Life Sanctuaries"; and "Part III,—Marine
Fisheries."
We concluded the section on Finances in our report for 1928 with a let-
ter to the Budget Commissioner, dated Nov. 15, 1928, about one month
after the Forecast had been filed, which was received while the State Bud-
get was in the making. In it we showed that since the sporting license
went into effect on January 1, 1926, $45,266.43 of the revenues had not
been appropriated for the direct benefit of those who paid in the money.
We showed also that the estimated revenue from license fees, fines and
miscellaneous revenue (Part I) for the fiscal vear 1928, would be about
$253,677.54.
We have understood in recent years that the appropriation to finance
the work represented in Part I of our Forecast (which covers the things
we do of benefit to the anglers, hunters and trappers) is based largely on
the revenues of the preceding year. We pointed out that for this year it
would be only fair to receive an appropriation to finance Part I of our
Forecast equal to the revenues of 1928 plus the arrears, which together
amounted to $298,943.97. We suggested a round sum of $299,000 and sub-
mitted a memorandum for the consideration of the Budget Commissioner
as to how such sum should be allocated over the several items included in
Part I of the Forecast, in order to get the best results from our point of
view.
The resulting appropriations and expenditures are tabulated as fol-
lows
—
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Appropriations and Expenditures, 1929
Budget
Item
Appro-
priations
Expendi-
tures Balances
Part I
256 Salary of the Director ..... $4,000 $4,000.00 —
257 Office Assistants ...... 10,100 10,096.50 $3 . 50
258 Office Expenses ...... 7,500 7,483.78 16.22
259 Education and Publicity .....
Enforcement of Laws:
1,000 923.93 76.07
260 Personal Services ...... 67,600 67,105.22 494 . 78
261 Expenses .......
Biologist:
34,520! 31,981.57 2,538.43
262 Personal Services ...... 5,930i 5,930.00 —
263 Expenses ....... 2,500 2,476.06 23.94
264 Propagation of Game Birds, etc.
Propagation of Game Birds, etc., (fiom the Gover-
100,000 1
nor's Fund for Extraordinary Expenses) . 3,500 J 103,454 . 55 45.45
265 Damages by Wild Deer and Wild Moose 13,250 10,751.03 2,498.97
272 Improvements and Additions at Fish Hatcheiies and
Game Farms. ...... 15,000 13,770.50 1,229.502
30-j Codification of the Laws .....
Part II
2,500 1,994.91 505.09
266 Protection of Wild Life .....
Part III
Marine Fisheries, Sale and Cold Storage of Fresh
Food Fish:
3,700 3,695.24 4.76
267 Personal Services ...... 11,100 10,567.85 532.15
268 Expenses .......
Enforcement of Shellfish Laws:
3,600 3,470.35 129.65
269 Personal Services ...... 14,750 11,736.79 3,013.21
270 Expenses ....... 9,500 9,170.14 329 . 86
271 Purchase of Lobsters...... 10,000 8,578.31 1,421.69
271-a State Supervisor of Marine Fisheries . 5,000 3,608.11 1,391.89
273 Bounty on Seals ...... 800 675.00 125 00
$325,850 $311,469.84 $14,380.16
Less amounts available for use in 1930
Amount actually returned to the Treasury .
1,229.502
$13,150.66
Balance available from 1928 appropriation for Im-
provements and Additions at Fish Hatcheries and
Game Farms, expended in 1929 $2,393.69 $2,384.26 $9.43
1 The original appropriations were changed to these amounts in the supplementary budget.
2 Available for use in 1930.
From the foregoing it will be seen that the total appropriation to
cover Part I of our Forecast, amounting to $267,400, is far short of our
requests. Nevertheless it exceeded our revenues (Part I) for 1928 by
$14,528.52. It was His Excellency Governor Allen's first Budget. He was
under no obligation to go back over the record and clean up these ar-
rears. The fact that the appropriation exceeded the previous year's rev-
enues by the above substantial amount shows that he appreciated the
situation and the willingness of the anglers, hunters and trappers to
help themselves.
It will also be observed that in listing the appropriations which are an
offset to the revenues from last year, the item of $13,250 to cover claims
for damages done by wild deer is included. In past reports we have
printed the arguments we have used with Commissioner Charles P.
Howard of the Commission on Administration and Finance, and others,
that these deer damage claims should be paid out of the general tax
fund and not charged against the revenues from licenses, fines and mis-
cellaneous income. On the other hand, in all fairness, we are willing to
admit that there are strong arguments in favor of retaining this item in
the appropriations made to cover Part I of our annual Forecast. For
that reason we are abandoning any further discussion of this matter,
particularly since His Excellency the Governor, in the appropriation
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for this year and later by making available $3,500 out of his fund for
Extraordinary Expenses, provided total funds in excess of the revenues
of last year more than sufficient to cover these claims.
The only item of appropriation recognizing Part II is Item 266
—
"Protection of Wild Life." In our Forecast we included under Part II
the cost of operating the Heath Hen Reservation on Martha's Vineyard
and the Penikese Island Sanctuary, believing that the maintenance of
these two units is of more importance to the bird lovers and the general
public than to the anglers, hunters and trappers. The heath hen for
years could never be considered as a game bird or having potentialities,
through increased numbers, to be ever regarded as such. Penikese
Island was set aside primarily to protect the magnificent tern colony on
it. While decoy ducks and geese have been maintained there to make it
a way-station for water fowl on migration, and a colony of cottontails
has been developed from which annually several hundred are shipped
for restocking on the mainland, nevertheless it should properly be
classified as a sanctuary and operated in the interest of all our people.
The foregoing appropriation was not sufficient to pay the operating ex-
penses of these two stations, with the result that the balance of the cost
was charged to Item 264—"Propagation of Game Birds, etc." We are
hopeful that in succeeding budgets this item will be increased to where
there can be no further controversy on this point. In Part II we asked
for appropriations to protect and develop other sanctuaries which have
been deeded to the State in recent years, but no appropriation was made.
All the other items of appropriation were made in the interest of Part
III, "Marine Fisheries," of our Forecast. It is a great satisfaction to
note the presence of Item 271-a to finance the new section of Marine
Fisheries (including shellfish) which was set up this year to be directed
by a State Supervisor of Marine Fisheries (Chapter 372, Acts of 1929).
We trust that we have presented the financial set-up of the Division
with sufficient clarity in the foregoing to settle, once and for all, the
feeling on the part of certain sportsmen that a portion of the revenues
from sporting licenses, fines and miscellaneous income is used to help
finance the work of the Division in the interest of the marine fisheries.
It should be apparent to all that no part of such revenue was so ap-
plied.
This year in presenting our Forecast for 1930 we divided it into three
parts, as previously explained. We included items in the three parts
greatly in excess of anticipated appropriations. We have followed this
policy for some years. It is the result of a carefully thought-out plan
that has two main purposes
— (1) to make a fair revelation to the ap-
propriating powers of what are the actual needs of the Division in or-
der to supply the necessary protection and to carry on the propagation
activities required if the Division is to keep pace with public demands;
and (2) by revealing that need to the anglers, hunters and trappers
while at the same time explaining that our appropriations in their in-
terest are now largely based on revenues supplied by them, to encour-
age a larger annual contribution through an increase in the license
fees. We believe that the present trend of affairs has justified the
policy. The administration, from year to year, has been shown clearly
what are the actual needs with a resulting tendency toward increasing
the appropriations. A strong sentiment is rapidly developing through-
out the State in favor of increasing the license fees.
Beginning this year we are grouping the revenue into three parts,
corresponding to the three parts of the Forecast and appropriations.
This year's revenues from Part I (licenses, fines from the inland warden
force, and miscellaneous income) as shown in the table appearing else-
where, is $279,636.42.
_
If the appropriation (for Part I) for 1930 is to be on the same rela-
tive scale (with reference to the revenues for 1929) as the 1929 appro-
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priations (for Part I) bore to the 1928 revenues for the corresponding
part, it would be $295,702. Proceeding on that assumption we sent to
the Budget Commissioner, on November 22, the following communica-
tion:
—
"November 22, 1929.
Carl A. Raymond, Esq.,
Budget Commissioner,
State House, Boston, Mass.
Dear Commissioner:
"The total of the revenues from sporting licenses, fines and miscel-
laneous income for 1928 which was the basis of the appropriation to
cover Part I of our Forecast for 1929, was $252,871.48. (See Note 1).
The total appropriation for Part I for 1929 was $267,400. (See Note 2).
This shows that the appropriations (for Part I) exceeded the revenues
(for Part I) by $14,528.52.
"The rank and file of those who are contributing the revenues to make
the major activities of this Division self-supporting deeply appreciate
this action on the part of the government, in view of the fact that since
the sporting license went into effect on January 1, 1926 about $45,000
of the revenues produced were not appropriated for the benefit of those
who paid in the money.
"The total revenues of the Division for 1929 from sporting licenses,
fines (that part collected by the inland warden force is estimated), and
miscellaneous income (Part I) to Nov. 15, amount to $281,134.62 (See
Note 3). Additional receipts between now and the close of the fiscal
year will increase this total by at least one thousand dollars.
"We are advised that the report of the special commission to revise
the game and inland fish laws will carry a recommendation for a sub-
stantial increase in the license fees. The anglers, hunters and trappers
are lining up in favor of the increase. We hope that they will be en-
couraged, and that this plan will be supported by the Division receiv-
ing a proportionately substantial appropriation for 1930.
"Assuming that this will be done we estimate that the appropriation
to cover Part I of the Forecast will be approximately $297,500.*
"For your consideration in making up the budget we enclose herewith
a statement in which we have allocated over the items which will be
grouped under Part I said sum of $297,500. (See Note 4).
"Part I. The amount indicated ($117,750) to cover the salaries and
operating expenses of the wardens takes care of our existing force and
the half year of service of one additional warden in place of the three
suggested in the Forecast. We will have to replace at least twenty
cars. The special commission may recommend compulsory uniforming
of our wardens. We have included $3,500 to take care of this item.
"We hope that the efforts of the special commission will result in the
enactment of a new code—a desperate need of many years. In that
event we should immediately publish the code. While we expect to sell
copies at cost, it will require an initial expenditure (estimated at
$6,000) to make the printing.
"While the proposed appropriation for law enforcement is a substan-
tial increase over this year, we have gone over the set-up very care-
fully and believe the amount indicated is conservative. We will be
pleased to give you our complete analysis of the requirements on which
this item is based, if you so desire.
"It will be noted that substantial increases come under the items
'Propagation of Game Birds, etc.' and 'Specials.'
* This amount was based on the estimated revenue for 1929, the actual amount not being
known at the time of writing this letter. Refigured on the basis of the actual revenue, the
amount would be $295,702 as previously stated in this report.
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'The enlargement of the production of our game farms and fish
hatcheries and the other activities chargeable to this item cannot be
financed out of appropriations of the size of the past two years—as wit-
nessed by the necessity during the present year of transferring to this
item $3,500 from the Governor's Extraordinary Expense Account. To
meet the growing demands our brood stocks of game birds and fish
should be enlarged and our output greatly increased. A large amount
of equipment should be supplied in order to get the greatest economies
of operation.
'This item will be further called on next year to carry the salary of
the 'Supervisor of Claims, etc.' which we have asked authorization to
establish as of June 1 next; also the salaries and operating expenses of
three new positions (vermin control agents).
"Each year we should supplement the output from our own plants by the
purchases of additional stock, as, for example, pheasants, Bob White
quail, cotton-tail rabbits and rainbow trout. We should establish a
number of colonies of our own native cotton-tails. Our experience on
Penikese Island shows this can be done.
'The appropriations under the item 'Specials' over the past years
have been totally inadequate to meet the development of our game
farms and fish hatcheries and the purchase of additional lands to en-
large these units, establish additional rearing stations for trout, and
pond cultural units for the production of our common pond fishes.
"We should purchase the five tracts of land which at present we are
carrying under lease, with options of purchase at prices named in the
leases, aggregating $7,635. On these we are paying annual rentals of
from six to ten percent of the purchase price. We should purchase ad-
ditional areas to protect our watersheds, and to supply the necessary
land for our game farms. The farms should be large enough to permit
resting a part of each year as a safeguard against disease. No one of
our fish hatcheries and game farms is now fully developed. The life
of the wire netting on the pens on our game farms is good for only ten
to twelve years. Most of it must now be replaced. Many wooden dams
at the hatcheries are rotted out and must be replaced with concrete.
"As to Parts II and III, we offer the following suggestions.
"Part II. The item of 'Protection of Wild Life' should be so increased
as to take care of the full operating costs of the Heath Hen Reservation
on Martha's Vineyard and the Penikese Island Wild Life Sanctuary;
and to make a start on protecting and developing the sanctuaries which
have been deeded to the State in recent years. The maintenance of a
chain of such sanctuaries across the State, each of substantial size and
well administered (including the exclusion of poachers, the destruction
of vermin, and development of food supplies) is the surest guarantee
of the maintenance of a desirable wild life stock. Our people will be
encouraged to give generously of land and funds to this end if we begin
development of the areas already received.
"Part III. From year to year we have urged some recognition of the
Marine Fisheries (including shellfish) through appropriations to en-
able the Division to be of genuine usefulness to this great industry.
We take this opportunity to recognize and thank you for your splendid
contribution in making possible this year, the establishment of the
office of State Supervisor of Marine Fisheries and the initial appropria-
tion to set it going.
"We believe you thoroughly understand our objectives in the admin-
istration of this new office and feel certain that you will suggest an
appropriation which will permit it to function efficiently.
Very truly yours,
William C. Adams, Director."
P.S. Since dictating the above we have received the bids for fish
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food for the next fiscal year. Where this year we paid 4c a pound for
hog melts—the lowest bid for the coming year is 4.57c per pound. This
year we will have used over 200,000 pounds. Next year our require-
ments will be more.
(The enclosures to the above letter, follow.)
Note 1—1928 Revenue Analyzed
Part I Part II Part III
Anglers,Hunt- Non-game Marine
ers and Trap- Birds Fisheries
pers
Part I
Sporting and trapping license fees ..... $241,870 00
Payments to balance unsettled license accounts of previous
years ......... 37.70
Rent, sales, etc., at stations ...... 507.00
Sale of shiner permits ....... 305.00
Sale of game tags ....... 25.10
Sale of confiscated goods ...... 85.79
Sale of miscellaneous goods ...... 22.94
Fines turned into the State Treasury from county treasuries
as a result of fish and game law violations
.
10,017.95
Part II
Nothing ......... Nothing
Part III
Lobster license fees ....... $930.75
Sale of lobster meat permits ...... 380 00
Lease of clam flats ....... 15.00
Total revenue, $254,197.23 $252,871.48 Nothing $1,325.75
Note 2—1929 Appropriation Analyzed
Part I
Anglers, hunt-
Part II
Non-Game
Part III
Marine
ers and trap- Birds Fisheries
pers
Salary of Director (Item 256) $4,000
Office Assistants (Item 257) ..... 10,100
Expenses (Item 258) 7,500
Exhibitions (Item 259) 1,000
Enforcement of Laws:
Personal services (Item 260) ..... 67,600
Expenses (Item 261) 34,520
»
Biologists
:
Personal services (Item 262) ..... 5,9301
Expenses (Item 263) ....... 2,500
Propagation (Item 264) . . . . 103,5002
Damages by wild deer and wild moose (Item 265) 13,250
Improvements and additions at fish hatcheries and game
farms (Item 272) 15,0001
Codification of Laws (Item 30-j) 2.500 3
Protection of Wild Life (Item 266) .... $3,700
Marine Fisheries; Sale and Cold Storage, etc.:
Personal Services (Item 267) . . . . . $11,100
Expenses (Item 268) 3,600
Enforcement of Shellfish Laws
:
Personal services (Item 269) ..... 14,7o0 4
Expenses (Item 270) 9,500*
Purchase of lobsters (Item 271) 10,000
Bounty on seals (Item 273) ...... 800
Salary and expenses of State Supervisor of Marine Fisheries
(Item 271-a) 5,000
Total appropriation, $325,850 $267,400 $3,700 $54,750
1 The original appropriations were changed to these amounts in the supplementary budget.
2 The appropriation was $100,000, and to this was added $3,500 by order of His Excellency the Gov-
ernor from his fund for Extraordinary Expenses.
3 Not a fish and game appropriation, but under the Legislative Department.
* Part in main and part in supplementary budget.
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Note 3—1929 Revenue 2 (to November 15)—IIV2 Months
Part I
Anglers,Hunt-
Part II
Non-Game
Part III
Marine
ers and Trap-
pers
Birds Fisheries
Part I
Sporting and trapping license fees ..... $267,830.00
Rent, sales, etc., at stations ...... 302.00
Sale of shiner permits ....... 290
. 00
Sale of game tags........ 51.95
Sale of confiscated goods ...... 104.47
Sale of miscellaneous goods ...... 2.00
Fines turned into the State Treasury from county treasuries
as a result of figb and game law violations 12,554. 20
i
Part II
Nothing ......... Nothing
Part III
Lobster license fees ....... $4,836.70
Sale of lobster meat permits ...... 360 . 00
Sale of lobster rules ....... 43.00
Lease of clam flats .......
Fines turned into the State Treasury from county treasuries
as a result of fish and game law violations
.
3,300. 00
!
Total revenue (11^ mos.), $289,674.32 . $281,134.62 Nothing $8,539.70
1 The total of the fines shown in Part I and Part III are actual receipts as shown on the Comptroller's
books, from Dec. 1 to Nov. 13, 1929. The division of the total amount between the inland warden force
and the coastal warden force is estimated in this office.
2 This represented the best estimate possible at the time of writing the letter to the Budget Commis-
sioner, before the fiscal year was completed. The revenue table in complete and final form is to be
found in the section on Revenue, following.
Note U—Allocation of Appropriation (Part I) for 1930
Salary of Director ....... $4,500
Office assistants . .......... 10,640
Office expenses . ........ 7,500
Exhibitions ............. 1,000
Enforcement of Laws:
Personal services ]
" Expenses. [.'.... ...
(Including one additional warden) J
117,750
Biologist:
Personal services ........ 7,830
Expenses. ............ 3,000
Propagation, etc. ......... 112,000
Damages by wild deer and wild moose ..... 11,000
Specials (New Construction) ........... 22,000
$297,220
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Revenue
The revenue turned into the State Treasury for the period of the fiscal
year (divided into three parts corresponding to the three parts of the
Forecast), was:
—
Part I
Produced by
the hunters,
anglers and
trappers
Part II
Produced by
those who en-
joy wild life
but do not
hunt, fish or
trap
Part III
Produced by
the marine
fisheries
Part I
Sporting and trapping license fees
Rent, sales, etc., at stations
Sale of shiner permits
Sale of game tags .
Sale of confiscated goods
Sale of miscellaneous goods
Fines turned into the State Treasury from county treasuries
as a result of fish and game law violations
.
Part II
$268,941.00
314.00
310.00
51.95
104.47
2.00
9,913.00
Nothing
Part III
Lobster license fees .......
Sale of lobster meat permits ......
Sale of lobster rules .......
Lease of clam flats .......
Fines turned into the State Treasury from county treasuries
as a result of fish and game law violations
.
Total revenue, $291,127.32
Nothing
$4,836.70
360.00
43.00
6,251.20
$279,636.42 Nothing $11,490.90
Detail of receipts from Sporting, Trapping and Lobster Licenses
Kind
Total
Number
Issued
Gross Value Fees to
Clerks
Net Return
to State
Resident 8*x>rting ($2.25)
Resident Trapping ($2.25) .
Non-resident Sporting ($5.25)
Non-resident Trapping ($5 . 25)
Non-resident Sporting ($2.25)
Non-resident Trapping ($2.25)
Alien Sporting ($15.25)
Alien Trapping ($15.25)
Minor Trapping ($0.75)
Duplicate Licenses ($0.50)
118,014
4,650
2,517
47
598
23
347
15
6,673
1,569
$265,531.50
10,462.50
13,214.25
246.75
1,345.50
51.75
5,291.75
228.75
5,004 . 75
784 . 50
$29,503.50
1,162.50
629.25
11.75
149.50
5.75
86.75
3.75
1,668.25
$236,028.00
9,300.00
12,585.00
235.00
1,196.00
46.00
5,205.00
225.00
3,336.50
784.50
Lobster ($1.00)* ....
Lobster ($5.00) ....
134,453
30
992
$302,162.00
30.00
4,960.00
$33,221.00
4.50
148.80
$268,941.00
25.50
4,811.20
* The fee for a lobster license was changed to $5, to take effect on January 1, 1929.
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Conferences within the State
The regular annual conference with the anglers, hunters, trappers, and
those interested generally in wild life, was dispensed with, for the reason
that the special commission to revise the game and inland fish laws held a
number of public hearings in various parts of the State, during the fall.
The Division was represented on the commission, and at the hearings most
of the matters were discussed which would otherwise have been considered
at the annual conference. On account of the activities of the said com-
mission the Director submitted no propositions to the local fish and game
clubs and chapters of the Izaak Walton League, to be the subject-matter
of recommendations to the Legislature.
Activities Outside the State
The Director attended meetings having to do with all phases of wild
life conservation, as follows:
The annual meeting on December 3 and 4, 1928 in New York City of
the National Game Conference, under the auspices of the American Game
Protective Association.
The annual meeting on December 6, 1928 in Washington, D. C. of the
Advisory Board to the United States Biological Survey, relative to regu-
lations proposed by the Bureau of Biological Survey affecting wild fowl.
The Director is a member of the Board.
Acknowledgments
Individuals and the local fish and game clubs and chapters of the Izaak
Walton League continue to take active interest in making special contri-
butions for the purchase of lands and the development of our fish hatch-
eries and game farms—to this extent enlarging the appropriations for
new construction. There is no more useful activity for the organizations
to follow than that of raising funds to assist in building additional rear-
ing pools at the hatcheries, and pens or yards at the game farms, for
these will yield substantial returns for many years after the initial invest-
ment. The disposition of contributions made to date is as follows:
Stockiuell Ponds Fund
The balance carried over from the previous year (recorded in our last
report as $64.20), proved in the final accounting to be $81. Additional
contributions were received, as follows:
South Seekonk Gun Club . $50.00
Clinton Fish and Game Protective Association
Robert Milliken, Esq.
Nipmuc Rod and Gun Club—of Mendon
Needham Sportsman's Club
Grafton Rod and Gun Club
Blackstone Valley Fish and Game Club
Beaver Pond Fish and Game Club
Westboro Fish and Game Association
.
25.00
100.00
25.00
75.00
20.25
50.00
25.00
100.00
$470.25
The above balance of $81, together with $271 of the year's contribu-
tions, was used to advance the construction of the large concrete and stone
dam on the Welsh-Sullivan properties; also for continuing the construc-
tion of the dam on the Thompson property. Additional stone work was
put up on the Putnam dam, paving the way for the elevation of the roads
at this point. The balance on hand at the close of the year is $199.25.
As a contribution toward the development work on the Stockwell Pond
Unit the town of Webster paid bills for work at the ponds amounting to
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Amherst Fish Hatchery Fund
Contributions toward the advancement of the development work were
received, as follows:
The Paper City Rod and Gun Club forwarded contri-
butions from the following local clubs
:
Agawam Sportsmen's Club .... $50
Paper City Rod and Gun Club . .200
Southampton Rod and Gun Club ... 20
Holyoke Fish and Game Association . . . 100
Holyoke Chapter Izaak Walton League . 50
West Springfield Fish and Game Club
Norwottuck Fish and Game Association
Leeds Rod and Gun Club
Florence Fish and Game Association
Charles P. Curtis, Esq. .
James S. Lee, Esq.
Dwight Blaney, Esq.
Benj. P. Ellis, Esq.
Massachusetts Fish and Game Association
$420
25
50
25
35
25
25
10
10
300
$925
The gift of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association is to cover
the purchase of an additional tract of land (the so-called Hubbard
property) adjoining the Amherst Fish Hatchery and adjacent to the
superintendent's house. This will permit moving back the garage, and
relocating the storage and meat house, together with a relocation of
the loading stand and holding boxes which will greatly improve the
facilities for distributing fish. It will also provide the necessary ground
to regrade and properly drain the road leading from the State highway
to the superintendent's house. Though negotiations are under way, at
the close of this report the purchase has not been completed.
For the completion of a system of four large rearing pools $396 was
expended, $190.75 applied toward the construction of the new hatchery
building, $300 is reserved for the purchase of land mentioned above,
and a balance of $38.25 remains on hand.
Montague Fish Hatchery Fund
A balance of $130.25 was brought over from the previous year, and
the following additional contributions were received:
Pittsfield Sportsmen's Club .... $25
League of Franklin County Sportsmen's Clubs . . 100
$125
The balance of $130.25, together with $100 from this year's contribu-
tions, was expended to cover part of the cost of further developing two
series of large rearing pools which have been under construction for
about two years. A balance of $25 remains on hand.
Gifts of Land
The public continues its interest in the principle of permanent wild
life sanctuaries. It is becoming more and more convinced that the
surest guarantee of maintaining a wild life stock lies in the existence
of permanent, well-administered sanctuaries scattered throughout the
State.
During the year the following gifts of land were received:
From Dr. John C. Phillips, approximately 2 acres (known as the Lake
Lot) located in the town of Boxford, as an addition to the Boxford
Sanctuary.
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From the Associated Committees for Wild Life Conservation, ap-
proximately 92 acres, located in the town of Boxford, as an addition to
the Boxford Sanctuary.
From the Federation of the Bird Clubs of New England, Inc., approx-
imately 2 acres (formerly known as the M. Louise Stockwell corner) at
West Sutton, as an addition to the Merrill Pond System.
From the Federation of the Bird Clubs of New England, approxi-
mately three acres (known as the Van Woert property) in East Sand-
wich, as an addition to the East Sandwich Bird Farm.
Other Gifts
The balance of $38.42 of the fund raised in 1927 by the North Shore
Rod and Gun Club (including contributions from Ralph S. Bauer, Esq.
of Lynn and from the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association) to
pay for the salvaging of fish from Wenham Lake, remains on hand at the
close of the year.
The balance of $1.20 carried over last year from the funds contri-
buted by the Federation of the Bird Clubs of New England, Inc., and
Isaac Sprague, Esq. in 1927 for the removal of buildings from Carr
Island, was used for lumber for the placing of signs on the property. The
Division acknowledges the receipt of a further contribution of $50
from Isaac Sprague, Esq. to be used for further development of Carr
Island. This amount has been carried over for future use.
The North Worcester County Fish and Game Club voted $50 to hire
legal assistance for the wardens in that district on an important case
of violation of the law concerning the use of poison capsules.
ENFORCEMENT OF LAW
Several changes will be noted in the personnel of the law enforcement
unit during the year.
On December 1, 1928 Wardens Elmer A. Macker of North Grafton and
William H. Seaman of Fall River were detached from the warden force
and promoted to the fish culturist class, ranking with the superintendents
of the fish hatcheries, to act as superintendents of fish salvage units.
Their places on the warden force were filled by the appointment of
Herbert C. Peaslee of Amesbury and Walter W. Gilmore of Milford,
respectively.
On June 1 Warden Walter A. Larkin of Andover was retired from
the service on half pay because of permanent disability received in line
of duty. Warden Larkin had a record of twenty years of efficient and
faithful service, and his disability was caused by the conscientious
manner in which he went about his duties. His place on the inland
warden force was filled by transferring Warden Henry M. Parlee from
the coastal warden service.
On August 1 Warden Albert L. Stratton of Gardner was retired from
the service, having fulfilled the age and service requirements to obtain
a pension. Arthur F. Hughes of Brookline was appointed to the inland
warden force to succeed Warden Stratton.
On September 9 Warden Don C. C. Lewis of Fairhaven, a member of
the coastal warden force, tendered his resignation.
Four additional men were appointed to the coastal warden force in
September, in the persons of Henry A. Crowley, Worcester; Ellsworth E.
Hubley, Worcester; Howard S. Willard, Orange; and Everett H. Trask,
Hopedale. The first two named succeeded Wardens Parlee and Lewis
respectively, and the latter two were additions to the force.
On November 16 Warden Thomas L. Burney of Lynn retired from the
service, having reached the maximum age limit of seventy years. Warden
Burney served the department for twenty-nine years as a fish and game
warden and established a creditable record during that period of time.
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The Legislature of 1929 created the office of State Supervisor of Marine
Fisheries, to which Mr. Zenas A. Howes of Wellfleet was appointed, effec-
tive October 16. In accordance with the terms of the law under which his
office was created, the coastal warden service was transferred to his super-
vision. This is the first time since the establishment of the department
that any division has been made in the law-enforcement work. We now
have a coastal warden force and an inland warden force. This has re-
sulted in a better program for the enforcement of the fish and game laws.
The law-enforcement work was conducted in substantially the same
manner as in previous years, except that an increase will be noted in the
number of cases prosecuted.
The court work for the year was as follows : Number of cases, 1,761
;
convicted, 1,653; discharged, 108; (filed, 246, appealed, 89); fines im-
posed, $23,795. In addition to the penalty imposed by the courts, each
person convicted loses any sporting license or trapping license which may
have been issued to him, together with his right to secure a license with-
in one year following date of conviction. Licenses revoked: resident
citizen sporting, 320; non-resident sporting, 7; resident trapping, 34;
non-resident trapping, 2; alien sporting, 3; minor trapping, 9; resident
lobsterman, 3; total, 378.
A survey of the court records for the year again discloses the fact that
one of the outstanding violations is that of fishing without securing a
sporting license. This situation prevails from year to year, although the
warden force continues a persistent prosecution of the violators, and
despite the fact that the public is periodically warned that a license is
required to hunt, fish, or trap. Efforts have also been made to bring
home to the public that the Division, in so far as it operates for the
benefit of the hunters, fishermen, trappers and wild life lovers in general,
is financed by appropriations based largely on the revenue from the sale of
these licenses. It is apparent that neither prosecutions nor education
makes much progress along this line, although there is no such tendency
to violate the law in so far as the requirement of a license to hunt is
concerned.
The other outstanding violation of the year involves the work of the
coastal warden force in the patrol of the contaminated shellfish areas.
The records show that 353 cases were prosecuted where persons attempted
to take shellfish from areas which the Department of Public health has
certified are contaminated. Despite these figures, it is believed that pro-
gress is being made in stopping the illegal taking of these shellfish which
are a menace to public health. Lack of public support is noticeable in
connection with these violations, and it has been the policy of the
Division to prosecute, wherever possible, the retail dealers and public
who create the market for the shellfish and thereby encourage the illegal
taking.
Except as noted above the court records for the year show that the
total number of cases represent many and varied violations. Under each
heading a substantial number of prosecutions has been made.
Although the total number of prosecutions exceeds any previous year
the wardens have followed out the policy of the Division in not prosecut-
ing trivial or technical cases, and only such cases as deserved the serious
consideration of the courts were entered for trial. No minors are brought
into court before exhausting all efforts with parents and probation officers
to avoid repetition of offenses. This fact is best indicated by the com-
parison of the number of convictions secured with the number of cases
entered.
An increase is noted in the number of cases for hunting on the Lord's
Day. The wardens have experienced more difficulty in handling this par-
ticular form of violation during the past two or three years, possibly due
to the liberalizing of the Sunday Sports law, and many seem to believe
that this law either does or should give the privilege of hunting on
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Sunday. Nevertheless the warden force is rigidly enforcing the law and
made 51 prosecutions during the year.
Although the charge of hunting without a license does not compare
with the companion charge of fishing without a license, yet 123 cases
were prosecuted, which is an increase over the records of the past few
years. It is difficult to see why persons interested in either hunting or
fishing deliberately attempt to evade the license law, knowing that a con-
viction represents a fine much larger than the license fee, together with
the loss of a license for a year.
The records further show that the trapping laws were reasonably well
obeyed. The largest single violation noted was that of failure to mark
the traps with the name of the owners, and 51 trappers were prosecuted
on that charge. While this may seem like a minor violation, yet it is
important as it very often follows that the trapper fails to mark his trap
with his name as required by law because of his desire to violate other
sections of the trapping laws without detection. Violation of the fishing
laws made up a very substantial part of the court records for the year.
The majority of these violations had to do with the taking of undersized
fish. Many of the persons prosecuted on these charges never attempt to
measure their fish and do not have a measuring stick in their possession.
It is fully as important to return the small fish to the water as it is to
refrain from taking them during the closed season, and if the fishermen
will realize that the small fish returned today are the big fish which
may be caught tomorrow, they will not be tempted to commit these vio-
lations which are far-reaching in scope.
To create an incentive for better work in the warden force, the Massa-
chusetts Fish and Game Association offered a prize of a fine field glass to
the warden performing the best all-round service during the year. The
award was made by the officers of the Association to Henry M. Parlee
of Watertown.
As in all phases of law-enforcement work, the success in the enforce-
ment of the fish and game laws depends very largely upon public support.
In the main the Division receives this in a high degree, and this is typi-
fied through the cooperation received from courts, police officials, sports-
men's clubs and interested citizens. The disappointing feature in this
connection is the lack of interest on the part of the citizens to provide
for the appointment of city and town fish and game wardens, as the law
permits. Only fifty-three towns in the entire State requested such
appointments. There is sufficient interest in fish and game protection in
the State to make it possible to provide for such an officer in each city and
town if the proper local initiative was taken to call the situation to the
attention of the electorate of each municipality. Such wardens may re-
ceive compensation from the cities and towns up to the maximum of $200
fixed by law.
New Legislation
The changes made in the fish and game laws by the legislature of 1929
may be summarized as follows:
Chapter 44 strikes out section 41 of chapter 131 of the General Laws
and inserts in place thereof a new section, which prohibits the importa-
tion or liberation of any live game bird or any live wild game or fur-
bearing quadruped without first obtaining a permit from the Director.
Under the previous law as contained in section 82-a it was illegal to
liberate wild birds, but the new law prohibits the importation of any
species without a permit.
Chapter 47 provides a closed season on calico bass and crappie between
December 1 and July 1, a minimum length of six inches, and a daily bag
limit of twenty.
Chapter 82 provides a closed season on the great northern pike or
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muscallonge between November 15 and May 30, and imposes a minimum
legal length of twenty inches. These fish are increasing in certain parts
of the Connecticut River.
Chapter 83 amends section 58 of Chapter 131 of the General Laws by
striking out the word "quadruped" and inserting the word "animal."
The previous law, while protecting wild and domestic quadrupeds, was
changed on petition of those interested in protecting domestic fowl, by
inserting the word "animal" which covers fowl as well as quadrupeds.
Chapter 127 gives to the cities and towns in Plymouth County the same
right to plant and grow shellfish as now exists in Barnstable and Bristol
Counties.
Chapter 138 provides for a one-week open season on deer in Plymouth
County.
Chapter 209 provides for a one-year closed season on ruffed grouse.
Chapter 304 amends the present shellfish law to the extent of limiting
the number of shellfish which may be taken by an inhabitant of the Com-
monwealth for his own family use to one-half bushel of clams or quahaugs
a day, or one bushel in one week, and one bushel of scallops per day, or one
and one-half bushels per week. The law also provides that no quahaug or
clam shall be taken that is less than two inches in its longest diameter.
Chapter 321 provides that Tashmoo Pond, Oyster Pond and Tisbury
Great Pond on Martha's Vineyard shall be considered as never having been
stocked with white perch. This will remove from them the restrictions
on white perch which now apply to other ponds which have been stocked
with these fish.
Chapter 372 creates the office of State Supervisor of Marine Fisheries
and provides for the appointment of such official by the Governor. It
charges him with the enforcement of all laws pertaining to marine fish-
eries, and shellfish, and gives him certain other powers and duties.
Chapter 34 of the Resolves provides for a special recess commission of
seven members to survey and codify the game and inland fish laws and
report to the legislature of next year.
Recommendations for Legislation
Under the terms of the special resolve creating a commission to revise
and codify the game and inland fish laws, the following members were
appointed to the commission: by the President of the Senate, the Hon.
Elbert M. Crockett of Milford; by the Speaker of the House of Represen-
tatives, Representative Ernest J. Dean of Chilmark and Sydney M.
Williams of Wellesley; by His Excellency the Governor, Dr. John C.
Phillips of Wenham and Jacob M. Haigis of Shelburne Falls; by the
Attorney General, Assistant Attorney General Gerald J. Callahan of
Holyoke; and by the Director of the Division of Fisheries and Game,
Deputy Chief Warden Raymond J. Kenney of Lowell.
The commission held many public hearings throughout the State and
made a thorough survey of the laws and their adaptability to present
conditions in the Commonwealth. In its report to the General Court it
will recommend many changes which should prove of great administrative
value.
The Division made no recommendations for changes in the laws this
year, for the reason that desirable changes have been recommended for
consideration of the special commission to revise the laws. A committee
of wardens, consisting of Supervisor Frederick W. Goodwin, Wardens
James A. Peck and Carl E. Grant, devoted much time to the study of the
laws from the standpoint of law-enforcement. This committee, through
Deputy Chief Warden Kenney who represented the Division on the per-
sonnel of the special commission, made numerous recommendations for
changes in the laws.
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EDUCATION AND PUBLICITY
Through releases to the press and special articles we continue to keep
the public informed of the work in general.
The Chief Warden continues to represent the Division, supplemented
by the Director, at many meetings throughout the State, where, through
the use of lantern slides, the public is informed of the workings of the
Division and educated in the theory and practice of wild life conservation.
The exhibit at the Eastern States Exposition in West Springfield was
made up on quite different lines from that of previous years. Assistance
was also rendered in putting on exhibits at the Franklin County Agricul-
tural Society's fair at Greenfield, and at the fair of the Worcester Agri-
cultural Society at Worcester.
BIOLOGICAL SECTION
General
The year's activities were divided among research work, field work,
and the handling of general biological and distribution problems.
Field Work
Numerous inquiries were handled on miscellaneous biological subjects;
field problems were investigated, including those arising at the fish
hatcheries and game farms; special attention and study given to trout
feeding experiments by use of an automatic feeding arrangement; and
considerable time was given in an advisory capacity to the sportsmen's
associations in connection with rearing fish and birds, and on the con-
struction of the trout rearing pools and pheasant wintering pens in which
State fish and birds are reared.
An attempt was made to capture a supply of native cotton-tail rabbits
from private grounds where they were not desired, by the use of a ferret,
but it was not found possible to collect the rabbits in sufficient quantity
to make the project worth while.
Several cases were investigated of fish dying in ponds, specimens
collected and autopsied.
Considerable time and study was given to the development of our fish
salvage activites and obtaining the necessary permission to operate in
the closed waters selected.
Periodic visits were made as usual to all of the fish hatcheries and
game farms during the year, and particularly in the rearing and dis-
tribution seasons, to inspect the stock and to advise generally on the
work as it progressed.
All fishways were inspected periodically during the season, adult ale-
wives were assisted over various obstructions on their way to the spawn-
ing grounds, and observations were made on several of the more im-
portant fishways. Considerable time was given to further study and sur-
vey, by experts, of conditions on the Parker River.
Distribution
The study of the proper waters and covers in which to liberate stock
produced at the fish hatcheries and game farms should be, and is, one of
the most important features of the biological work. The details involved
in the transportation of all fish, birds, rabbits and hares distributed
annually by the Division continue to increase, and the apportionment of
the stock to its proper covers and waters through the means of the
Sportsmen's clubs and local chapters of the Izaak Walton League of Amer-
ica is one phase of the work which consumes a vast amount of time.
The list of inland waters legally stocked by the Division since January
1, 1910, which we are required by law to publish annually, was revised
and brought up to date.
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Special consideration was given to stocking these ponds suitable for
white perch and which have never been stocked with that species, in order
to bring them within the requirements of the white perch law.
A special effort was made to obtain permission to stock privately owned
waters in order to bring them within the present license law. During
the summer months additional assistance was employed to carry forward
the survey and classification of our inland waters commenced the previous
year. There is great need of much work along these lines until the status
of each inland water is definitely determined and the principal biological
as well as physical facts recorded—together with an official survey.
Fish and Bird Diseases
The routine pathological examinations of diseased fish, birds and
quadrupeds were made at our request by Dr. E. E. Tyzzer of the Har-
vard Medical School. We take this opportunity to thank Dr. Tyzzer and
his assistant, Dr. Hans Theiler, for the time and labor they have gratuit-
ously given as advisors to the Division on such matters.
Thanks are due also to our former biologist, Dr. David L. Belding,
who has rendered valuable assistance on many occasions.
During the rearing season evidence of disease appeared among the
pheasants at the Wilbraham Game Farm. Specimens were sent to the
Department of Veterinary Science, Massachusetts Agricultural College,
and autopsied by Dr. W. R. Hinshaw, who diagnosed the disease as a
mild form of coccidiosis. On his recommendation, special rations were
fed to the birds and the disease soon abated. (For details, see report of
the Wilbraham Game Farm). Thanks are also due to him for his valued
assistance.
Early in July the brook trout at the Amherst Fish Hatchery were in-
fected with an epidemic of tail rot. A month later Gyrodactylus made its
appearance and was successfully treated. About the middle of September
a gill trouble never before observed, appeared, and Dr. H. S. Davis, Path-
ologist of the United States Bureau of Fisheries, came to the hatchery
to study the disease and work with the superintendent in treating the
fish. (For details, see report of the Amherst Fish Hatchery). Acknowl-
edgement is also made of our indebtedness to Dr. Davis and to the
Bureau of Fisheries for their interest and cooperation.
WILD BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Winter Feeding
Owing to the open winter practically no feed was distributed for the
wild stock in the field.
Breeding Season
Due to uniform, moderate temperatures and the absence of wet
weather, the breeding season for all wild life was one of the most favor-
able likely to be experienced in many years.
Fires
The absence of drouth conditions made it unnecessary to consider clos-
ing the trout fishing season. The hunting season was not closed as has
been the case on several occasions, though at one time it wTas seriously
considered whether, owing to the dry conditions, the public, including
the hunters, should be excluded from the woods. (See Upland Game
—
The Hunting Season).
Posted Land
The usual fluctuations in the posting of land continue. Occasionally
there is concerted action on the part of many land owners, such as was
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the case in the town of Hardwick this year, when a large area was posted
against both hunting and fishing. This emphasizes our oft-repeated
statements that action should be taken to acquire the land on both sides of
our principal streams to provide public fishing grounds. This is entirely
practicable and would be of equal benefit to the farmers and to the sport-
loving public. The rapid increase in wayside stands and over-night camps
has opened up to our land owners a source of revenue that is assuming
gratifying proportions. Through the wayside stands our farmers are
more and more realizing the retail prices for their outputs with the
minimum operating expense. Hundreds of beautiful locations are being
devoted to over-night camps where the tourist can find comfortable
accommodations at a reasonable price. The success of these enterprises
depends on the extent to which the city and town dwellers can be induced
to come into the country. Viewed from any angle, public fishing grounds,
properly patrolled and well stocked and administered, would be an asset
to any community in which they were located. In a small state like
Massachusetts, with its great population, public shooting grounds will
never be practicable.
Next year Massachusetts will celebrate its Tercentenary. It is esti-
mated that millions of people will visit the State. At least one study
has been made which reveals that the large majority of non-residents who
visit Massachusetts annually come here to enjoy our seashore and beauti-
ful countryside rather than to visit our historical monuments and places.
(I refer to the conclusions reached by Lawrence William Chidester in a
thesis, "The Advertising Problem of the Recreational Industry in New
England," submitted by him to Tufts College this year in partial fulfil-
ment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in Economics,
in the Department of Economics and Sociology)
.
There is no greater adornment of our lovely country-side and our shores
than an abundant population of wild life. The protection and increase of
this wild life should receive greater recognition and financial support,
whether the aesthetic or the economic value be considered. In the former
lies an inspiration to our people. In the latter lie many elements of value
—
the health-giving pleasures of pursuit, the utilization as food, or the
sale of furs; the millions of incidental business in the manufacture and
sale of sporting equipment, and transportation; the extent to which it is
a factor in revenues from tourists; and the value to agriculture from the
presence of insect-destroying birds.
Often we have referred to the democratic attitude of our land owners
in permitting the public to hunt and fish over their properties. This
condition continues, and there is increasing evidence that these privileges
are more and more appreciated by our hunters and fishermen. It is inter-
esting to note that during the early part of the open season on upland
game, starting October 20, when the closing of the woods was under con-
sideration by reason of the drouth conditions, fewer fires occurred during
the hunting days when the sportsmen were at large, than on Sundays
when they were not.
Migratory Birds
Song and Insectivorous Birds
Eighty-two permits to take protected birds, their nests and eggs, are in
effect. These permits are now issued good until revoked. However, the
holders are required to make annual reports, of which 78 were received,
recording the taking of 223 birds and 242 eggs.
We consider the protection of our song and insectivorous, and harmless
non-game birds, to be of as great importance as the protection of those
species classed as game. Our wardens fully understand this policy, and
during the year a number of convictions were secured for destroying eggs
or birds of such species.
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Migratory Game Birds
Shore Birds.—There has been no change in the Federal regulations
continuing a closed season on all species of shore birds. Considerable
sentiment is developing in favor of re-opening the shooting season on some
species, due to what appears to be an increase in numbers. However, we
again sound the warning that great care must be taken in estimating the
increase, if any, for the reason that the migration now proceeds more
leisurely than was the case when hunting was permitted.
Plover.—Both the spring and fall migrations indicate that the increase
shown last year is sustained. Owing to the difficulty of identification it
is questionable how much credence is to be given to the reported increase
in golden plover. The reports indicate some increase in this species and
a continued increase of the black breasted plover. The status of the
upland plover remains about the same. The piping plover is reported on
its rather limited range as holding its own.
Snipe.—The spring migration was usual. Owing to the drouth con-
ditions throughout the State the fall flight was light.
Woodcock.—A moderate increase in the number of breeding birds
appears to be taking place annually. During the first ten days of the
open season woodcock were well scattered throughout the State. The
tendency of most sportsmen during the early part of the open season is
to rush to the pheasant covers
—
particularly in such a year as this when
the season on grouse is closed. It is only the seasoned woodcock hunter
who devotes the first days of the open season to hunting this choice bird.
He understands that pheasants will be with us always, but that the
woodcock are here today and gone tomorrow. If more of our sportsmen
would devote themselves to the woodcock in the early season, they would
be surprised at the sport to be found. There were no pronounced climatic
conditions to force a migration.
Rails.—The season continues to open coincident with the duck season.
Owing to the drouth very little rail shooting was afforded.
Sandpipers.—These birds continue to show an increase.
Winter and Summer Yelloiulegs.—There was an excellent spring flight
of both species. The summer and fall migrations were marked by an
increased number.
Curlew.—There is a steady increase in curlew, particularly the Hud-
sonian curlew, although from year to year more specimens of the sickle
bill are reported.
Ducks.—The wood duck continues to hold its own. Each year we note
the problem of the hunters in distinguishing this duck by reason of its
immature plumage and the fact that it is found so often in the same areas
as our common black duck. This bird is particularly responsive to sanc-
tuary conditions, and we believe that if more sanctuaries are established
and the conditions made increasingly attractive to wood ducks, we will be
able to increase the breeding stock.
Mallard, teal, pintail and canvasback ducks continue each year to be
taken, but with no appreciable increase in numbers.
The spring and fall flights of red heads and blue bills continue subnor-
mal, but with something of an increase this year over last year.
The black duck continues to register a slight increase. We continue to
emphasize the possibilities in this bird. If more breeding grounds could
be set aside and developed to their maximum attractiveness the annual
production could be greatly increased. No duck excels our native black
duck in flavor when taken at a time when a proper food supply is available.
The question of permitting the baiting of black ducks at duck stands calls
for serious consideration. If prohibited it would result in a much wider
distribution of the ducks, with a resulting increased opportunity for hun-
ters at large to bag a few birds. The development of breeding grounds
and sanctuaries, the reduction of vermin of all species on these areas, the
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elimination of baiting with the resulting concentrated kill, would produce
a most gratifying result.
Geese.—From December 1, 1928 to the close of the season the movement
of these birds should be described as usual.
The fall flight (to Nov. 30, 1929) has come along per schedule, and with
enough birds to supply good sport. Every year the migration becomes
more and more complicated for these birds in particular. Each year we
are receiving increasing complaints of the influence of our flying fields and
the presence of large numbers of aeroplanes. The flat areas adjacent to
our shores offer exceptionally favorable grounds for the construction of
flying fields—serving as they do all classes of air-craft. It is along the
coast that the heaviest migrations take place, with the resulting conflict
and adverse influence. This applies to all manner of migratory birds, but
to geese and ducks in particular.
There is nothing out of the ordinary to record of the spring and fall
flights of brant. They continue to come to the usual areas without any
noticeable increase in their range. As the administration of wild life im-
proves throughout the northern hemisphere we look for a gradual increase
in this particular species.
Statistics of the Gunning Stands.—Number of stands reported, 135;
ducks shot, 12,373; geese shot, 7,021; live duck decoys used, 4,594; wooden
duck decoys used, 3,360; live goose decoys used, 5,604; wooden goose de-
coys used, 4,016.
Migratory non-game Birds—Gulls and Terns
The arrival and departure of the gulls and terns was usual and the
breeding season as a whole satisfactory. The increasing complications of
adjustment between the wild life on the one hand and civilization on the
other, is illustrated by the increasing number of complaints of damage to
craft by being fouled up through the perching habits of these birds.
Federal Control of Migratory Birds
It is a great satisfaction to record the signing of the Norbeck-Andresen
Migratory Bird Conservation Act by President Coolidge on February 18,
1929. This brought to a successful close the struggle of many years by
those who have worked for increasing Federal control and assistance in
the rehabilitation of these birds.
So many national and local organizations and individuals participated
in the campaign at one time or another during these years, that it is im-
possible to list them. Aside from the merits of the bill itself and the re-
sults accomplished in this special field, the long campaign has had an edu-
cational effect on the people of this country in the modern conception of
game administration, that will continue to bear fruit for many genera-
tions to come.
The bill makes no appropriation ; it "merely authorizes a certain sched-
ule of appropriations totalling in the aggregate about eight million dol-
lars, beginning with an initial appropriation of seventy-five thousand dol-
lars for carrying on a survey to determine the areas available for" the
purposes of the bill. These purposes are to acquire for all time the prin-
cipal breeding, feeding and wintering areas of the several States. Before
any lands are taken the Legislature of the State must approve. A special
commission is created to handle these matters of which the officer in
charge of the fish and game work in a given State shall be a member dur-
ing the time that lands in his State are under consideration. The sched-
ule of appropriations authorized in the bill calls for $75,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1930; $200,000 for the fiscal vear ending June 30,
1931.; $600,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1932; $1,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1933; $1,000,000 for each fiscal year thereafter
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for a period of six years ; and $200,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1940, and for each fiscal year thereafter.
It is always well to bear in mind that the conservationists of the coun-
try must annually remain alert to see that the annual sum provided above
shall actually be appropriated for the purposes of this great work.
Upland Game
The Hunting Season
The absence of rain throughout the summer and fall resulted in a con-
dition the like of which may not be experienced for many years to come.
Streams were very low, with many of them completely dry; most swamps
were practically dry ; and ponds and reservoirs exceedingly low. However,
the general conditions were such that it was decided to take no step
toward postponing the season on account of drouth, unless the presence of
large numbers of sportsmen in the covers resulted in an increase in forest
fires to such an extent as to make this necessary. The season opened on
Monday, October 21. It is a great satisfaction to record that there was
no substantial increase in forest fires during the week. On Sunday, Octo-
ber 27, there was a comparatively large outbreak of fires so that serious
consideration was immediately given to the necessity of closing the woods
to all the public, including the hunters. At no time was the suspension of
the hunting season contemplated—only the exclusion of the hunters from
the woods. Fortunately, rains appeared on Wednesday, October 30 and
continued for such period and in such volume as to remove any further
question as to the closing of the season for this year. At this point, on
behalf of Commissioner Bazeley and our Division, we take the opportunity
to compliment the hunters on the great care exercised, and the practical
demonstration that the presence of sportsmen in the covers does not nec-
essarily mean an increase in forest fires. We are more and more coming
to understand the deadliness of the forest fire to our wild life stock and
are governing ourselves accordingly.
Pheasants.—The maintenance of a satisfactory pheasant stock in our
covers will always be complicated by the fact that substantial sections of
the State are not natural pheasant country. Probably few states in which
the pheasant is bred and distributed as a game bird have a larger percen-
tage of territory apparently unacceptable to these birds. This is a basic
factor that must always be reckoned with when considering pheasant
shooting.
By following so far as possible, our present policy of liberating the
output of our game farms as adult pheasants in the spring and shortly
prior to the start of the breeding season, we believe that we can come
nearer to an even distribution of the stock over the State than by any
other method. We believe that under this plan many birds will breed
in localities from which they would wander away if liberated in the fall
and had until the following spring to select their breeding grounds.
We continue to note the indifference of the hunters in reporting the
kill of cock pheasants, although this is a requirement of the law. Rec-
ognizing some of the disadvantages of our earlier regulations as to the
time for reporting the kill, the hunters were given this year a period of
ten days after the close of the shooting season, within which to make
the report. This leaves no excuse whatever for any hunter failing to
report his kill. It is a reasonable regulation, and an accurate record
of the annual taking is an essential requirement of businesslike game
administration.
The total number of cock pheasants reported shot in open season
was 2,902, divided according to counties as follows:—Barnstable, 18;
Berkshire, 40; Bristol, 159; Essex, 362; Franklin, 98; Hampden, 286;
Hampshire, 290; Middlesex, 568; Norfolk, 159; Plymouth, 175; Suffolk,
4; Worcester, 659; locality not reported, 84.
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Ruffed Grouse.—The problem of administering our wild life stock has
been more emphasized in relation to the grouse during the past two or
three years, than perhaps in any other field. It illustrates the desirabil-
ity of giving to the administrator of the wild life stock more authority
to regulate the opening and closing of the seasons and the number of
birds which may be taken in a given year.
At the last session of the Legislature a bill was introduced to give
more authority to the Commissioner or the Director (subject to the ap-
proval of the Governor and Council) to regulate the open season and
bag limit on grouse. However, this bill failed of enactment. If no
action had been taken by the Legislature an open season would have
prevailed this fall. After the failure of this bill the Director made a
quick but extensive canvass of conditions throughout the State, and it
was decided to give the birds the benefit of the doubt. The Director
filed a recommendation for a close season, which was supported by the
sportsmen. A favorable breeding season ensued, with most encourag-
ing reports of the come-back staged by the birds in many parts of the
State. The foregoing illustrates the inelasticity of the system which
prevails. Under it it is necessary to determine during a legislative ses-
sion (which occurs annually in the winter and spring) what shall be
the policy of the State for a given year in administering its wild life
stock. During this early period conditions may on their face warrant
an open season the following fall, but the decision must be made prior
to the breeding and rearing period, and with possible adverse factors
being unknown. Many adverse factors may combine between the close
of the legislative session and the opening of the breeding period to
make it highly inadvisable to have an open season, yet nothing can be
done to give the stock adequate protection at the time it needs it most.
The proposition cuts both ways. Adverse conditions which obtain early
in the year and are the basis of legislation to close a season or to ex-
tend an existing close season, may be entirely overcome by the time of
the subsequent breeding and rearing period, so that a limited or a usual
open season might be ordered with perfect justification. No fish and
game department in any state can ever give the business-like adminis-
tration demanded unless it has greater latitude to determine these im-
portant matters.
The dry and favorable breeding and rearing season of this year has
resulted in a most gratifying increase in the grouse over a large por-
tion of the State. There continue to be localities where the birds have
not prospered. But as we have said on many occasions, these "spotty"
conditions will always obtain.
The New England Ruffed Grouse Investigation Committee continues
its good work. Owing to our closed season but few specimens have
been available from this State for the investigation. The local clubs
and the public generally have been notified of the continuance of the
work and urged to ship to Dr. Alfred 0. Gross, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick, Me., any specimens which have been accidentally killed.
We shall continue to urge the public to send to Professor Gross all
specimens found at any time of the year. We have asked that the
whole carcass be sent, securely wrapped, with the name of the sender
on the package, and an explanatory letter forwarded giving the locality
from which the bird was shipped and all the known circumstances of its
death.
Quail.—The drouth conditions which prevailed prior to and during
the quail season caused the birds to hang more to the deep recesses of
the large swamps. The hunters who did, not understand these condi-
tions might easily conclude that in a given region the birds were
scarcer than usual. As a matter of fact, in the absence of a winter kill
the quail have demonstrated a remarkable ability to withstand the
present open season. If the public will appreciate the deadliness of ad-
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verse weather conditions to the end that we can receive a widespread
response to any appeal that may be sent out at a given time to feed the
quail,—we will be taking the principal step toward preserving this
bird, and when sent out would be on the basis of an emergency, and
unless the public makes an immediate and thorough response the loss
will be suffered. The second most important activity to maintain and
increase the quail stock is adequate vermin control in all areas where
these birds are found. In those counties where quail shooting is now
permitted, the birds are more than holding their own. In some of the
counties closed to shooting they are making some progress, but the im-
provement is coming slowly. The greatest need in these closed counties
is to have native birds to carry on a systematic restocking over a period
of years. We hope in time that this needed stock will be supplied from
our game farms. All of this development is coming slowly, for the
reason that we are working with our native stock. The only available
supply is Mexican Bob whites, which we feel is inferior to our native
stock in this region where we are constantly faced with the menace of
the winter kill.
Deer.—A study of the protection given to our native white tailed deer
from the Colonial times to the present would unfold a most interesting
picture. From an abundance at the beginning of the settlements the
deer were reduced almost to the point of extermination. Then for
many years they had their ups and downs as the result of ineffectual
protection and a reduction of their range. Some years ago it was neces-
sary to protect them throughout the entire year. The abandonment of
large areas that were once cleared lands, better protection and short
open seasons have firmly established them throughout the entire State.
It would be very interesting, some time, to print the history of the deer
beginning with the Massachusetts colonies, but without attempting to
gradually trace each step, it is sufficient to say that after a closed
period of years the season was opened in 1910. From that time until
1928 there has been a one-week open season, which, beginning with
1928 was increased to two weeks. At first the open season applied to
only a portion of the State, and finally was extended to all parts. Since
that time, off and on, certain counties have been given closed seasons
of varying periods of time.
Despite the continuance of the one-week open season annually, the taking
of does as well as bucks, and the wide-open law which permits the land
owners to destroy deer which they have reason to believe are about to
do damage, the deer stock in our State has continued to increase to the
point that annually substantial sums are being paid for damage by
them to crops and fruit trees.
In the deer season falling within the period of this report (Decem-
ber, 1928) a State-wide open season of two weeks obtained for the first
time. The prediction that this would result in an excessive killing did
not materialize. The total kill was 2,024 deer as compared to 2,261 deer
which was the previous record kill of 1926. It is always difficult to make
any accurate appraisal, for the hunting conditions are an important
factor. The total kill of 2,024 deer was divided into 1,068 bucks and 956
does, divided by county as follows: Barnstable, 282; Berkshire, 560;
Bristol, 62; Dukes, 1; Essex, 36; Franklin, 288; Hampden, 252; Hamp-
shire, 130; Middlesex, 25; Norfolk, 11; Plymouth, 173; Worcester, 194;
locality not reported, 10.
Deer shot while damaging crops numbered 139.
There were brought over into 1929 (because in process of appraisal),
and paid, 35 claims filed in 1928 amounting to $1,417.09. In 1929 there
were received 230 claims which were approved and paid in the amount
of $9,333.94. There were also received 2 claims which will be approved
and paid within the next fiscal year.
The new method of appraisal of damages continues to justify itself.
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The great variety of the claims is impressive. In recent years we have
paid for damage to fields of pansies, gladioli, carrots trenched in for
the winter, fields of alfalfa, a variety of garden crops, and fruit trees.
The new method of appraisal takes into consideration the age of the
tree, the extent of the annual growth as bearing on the condition of
the tree, and the quality of the soil. Claims are adjusted on a percent-
age basis from total loss down. We have begun investigations looking
to some system by which each tree can be permanently marked when
once it has been injured, in order that the tree will thereafter carry a
record that will be easily ascertained by appraisers in subsequent years.
In other respects we are endeavoring to work out a system that will
give reasonable compensation where warranted, but will increase the
efficiency of our check on a given orchard or other damaged area.
Squirrels.—The number of squirrels in a given region continues to bear
a close relation to the food supply. In no section can squirrels be consid-
ered plentiful, but in some localities still afford a reasonable amount of
sport. This refers to the gray squirrel, for the fox squirrel is not a native
of this State. The red squirrel is not protected and should be classified
more as a predatory species by reason of its destruction of bird life.
Hares and Rabbits.—We continue to recommend to the sportsmen a
substantial reduction in the present open season on hares and rabbits.
This extends from October 20 to February 15. We repeat that there is no
form of upland game in the United States which will stand our present
open season on this species. However, it is only fair to state that in cer-
tain sections there has been a gratifying increase in the number of cot-
tontails. In that portion of the State which can be classed as natural
white hare country, these animals are merely holding their own, despite
the substantial numbers annually imported by the Division, individuals
and clubs, for restocking purposes.
Owing to the presence of tularemia in the regions from which cotton-
tails can be imported for restocking, we have been reluctant to issue any
permits to bring these animals into the State. A more rigid importation
law was passed at the last legislative session, which gives us more control
over the situation. However, after carefully studying the matter and
seeking further advice from the Federal authorities, we have decided to
issue permits to persons found to be entirely responsible, to import cotton-
tails subject to rigid restrictions involving an adequate quarantine period.
There will be the further requirement that all animals found dead upon
arrival of a shipment, or dying during the quarantine period, will be im-
mediately turned over to Dr. E. E. Tyzzer of the Harvard Medical School,
for examination.
The success with which we have annually collected and shipped cotton-
tails from the colony on Penikese Island has encouraged us to undertake
the establishment of other colonies from which we hope in time to meet,
in a substantial way, our own annual restocking requirements.
Fur-bearing Animals.—The increase in the annual take of fur is grati-
fying, particularly in the case of the muskrat. The muskrat is a harmless
animal (except for the damage it does to dykes in cranberry culture) and
is an excellent article of food, as well as valuable for its fur. The wisdom
of our present regulation prohibiting the taking of rats in the spring, is
justified by the increase. A few years ago it was feared that the muskrat
was on the verge of extinction in many sections of our State.
The report of fur taken by licensed trappers during the calendar year
1929 (the law requires the reports to be made for that period) is as fol-
lows:
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No. of
Re-
ports
County
Musk-
rat Mink Skunk
Red
Fox
Gray
Fox
Cross
Fox
Rac-
coon Weasel Otter Total
54 Barnstable 687 3 440 45 11 41 1,227
123 Berkshire 2,969 143 442 190 30 - 153 172 2 4,101
91 Bristol 1,792 61 507 50 - 21 51 o 2,488
3 Dukes 66 66
123 Essex 4,330 46 355 24 - 14 71 3 4,844
94 Franklin 939 40 582 214 29 — 38 52 — 1,894
212 Hampden 2,840 75 561 131 21 - 50 101 4 3,783
113 Hampshire 1,218 121 613 165 19 1 46 65 1 2,249
223 Middlesex 5,975 160 871 201 - 31 82 13 7,334
- Nantucket
85 Norfolk 3,189 44 886 74 - 11 95 7 4,307
158 Plymouth 5,443 60 1,129 132 - - 24 180 4 6,972
2 Suffolk 16 1 2 1 - - 1 — - 21
440 Worcester 6,300 385 1,801 401 20 - 78 190 4 9,179
27 Locality not
stated 896 36 104 23 4 - 11 22 2 1,098
1,748 36,660 1,175 8,293 1,651 127 1 489 1,122 45 49,563
Enemies to Game
The more fully the modern conception of the administration of game
is understood, the more apparent is the need of systematic vermin con-
trol. Man has so completely upset the balance by his inroads, through
one agency or another, on the desirable forms of wild life, that he can-
not escape the responsibility of keeping to a harmless minimum some
of the most destructive species which are generally classed as vermin.
We believe that the time has come for a systematic vermin-control
branch of our work. At the start we should have several experienced
trappers who would make up a vermin-control squad. Their duties
should consist of travelling through the State, contacting our people
and explaining the need of vermin control ; instructing the trappers in
more efficient and economical methods of taking fur-bearing animals
and the other species classed as vermin which are not fur-bearers. In
addition, each member of the squad could be assigned to a large terri-
tory of State-owned land (as a State Forest or one of the large water-
sheds surrounding State-owned water supplies) or large areas under
private control, where he could keep up a systematic reduction of
overhead and ground vermin.
We do not advocate the extinction of any species that comes within
this classification, but believe that they should be reduced so that a
proper balance may be maintained. The time may come when the State
will finance a bounty system on at least some of the worst killers, but
the establishment of a vermin-control squad is an immediate necessity.
Bounties of $10 each were paid by county treasurers (under Section
90, Chapter 131, General Laws) on 104 wild cats (Canada lynx or loup-
cervier), for which they were reimbursed by the Treasurer of the Com-
monwealth.
Reservations
Martha's Vineyard Reservation
It is with profound regret that we are compelled to record the pass-
ing of the heath hen. At the close of the period covered by this report
(November 30) but one lone cock bird has been observed on Martha's
Vineyard in many months. It was last seen by the superintendent of the
reservation on May 11, and on September 12 Mr. James Green reported
that he had seen it on his farm.
The colony has continued to be under the observation of Dr. Alfred
O. Gross of Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me., whose report we print
herewith. We take this opportunity to publicly express our appreciation
to Dr. Gross and to Bowdoin College, whose generosity has made his
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services available, for the painstaking research that he has made of
these birds and the scientific record which he has compiled, based on
years of contact and study. The heath hen will be the first bird to pass
out of existence of which a complete scientific observation has been
made. During the period from 1907 to date (November 30) the State
has expended $67,412.63 in its efforts to protect and preserve the heath
hen. The outstanding scientific organizations interested in ornithology
have been consulted, as well as scientists who were particularly qualified
to advise, and we have sought near and far for assistance in the strug-
gle. The record is too long to make individual public acknowledge-
ment of the contributions, both of service and money. These appear
in the permanent record which has been built up by Dr. Gross. But the
State and all those concerned can at least feel that over this span of
years a conscientious and persistent effort was made to preserve the
heath hen from extinction.
Dr. Gross' report is as follows:
—
"The annual Heath Hen census on Martha's Vineyard Island, Mas-
sachusetts, was taken March 30 to April 3, 1929, under the auspices of
the Division of Fisheries and Game. The weather conditions were ideal
during the entire period of the census. Since the last annual census
taken for the Federation of the Bird Clubs of New England, Inc., in
April, 1928, all active protection of the Heath Hen has been conducted
by the State Department. Mr. Allan Keniston, Superintendent of the
Heath Hen Reservation, has continued his trapping operations and ver-
min control and has thoroughly patrolled the entire region occupied by
the Heath Hen. The last birds have been more or less restricted to the
vicinity of the farm owned by James Green located near West Tisbury
about four miles from the Heath Hen Reservation.
"The recent history of the Heath Hen is well known, but a review of
the numbers of birds seen during the past two years will assist us in
understanding the present status of the birds. In the 1927 spring cen-
sus we were able to account for thirteen birds, two of which were
females. In the autumn of that year only seven birds made their ap-
pearance. This flock appeared regularly on the open meadow at the
Green farm, but during the course of the winter it dwindled one by
one until only three males remained at the time of the annual census
in April, 1928. At the approach of summer the three birds dispersed,
as usual, to the scrub oaks where in the course of their wanderings one
more bird was lost, as only two Heath Hens returned to the Green farm
last fall. Special attention was given to these two birds and an effort
was made to locate them each day. According to Mr. Keniston's daily
reports they were both at the Green farm until December 8, 1929. Since
that date only one bird has been seen.
"The entire region formerly occupied by the Heath Hen has been
thoroughly combed again and again in the hope that other individuals
would be located. Many interested persons of Martha's Vineyard aided
in the search, and every place which could possibly harbor a few birds
was visited. To stimulate further efforts to find birds a reward of
$100 was offered jointly by Mr. Thornton W. Burgess, Mr. Francis A.
Foster, and Mr. John E. Howland, to anyone who would locate three
Heath Hens, including a female, in any part of the Island. Later an offer
was made by Mr. Burgess to anyone who would locate a single bird
other than the one known to be on the Green Farm. These rewards
have never been claimed, and therefore it is reasonable to infer that the
lone bird at West Tisbury is the very last of his race.
"During the census the observers saw the bird each day in the open
field near the buildings of the farm. It came out of the scrub oaks
bordering the field soon after daylight in the morning, and again late
in the afternoon of each day. The bird was wary and seemed constantly
alert for any impending danger. It was quick to squat in the grass when
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a hawk chanced to fly over the field, and at one time the swoop of a
Marsh Hawk caused the Heath Hen to fly into its retreat in the scrub
oaks. The bird though wary came very near to our blind at times to
feed on the grain and seeds scattered there to attract it. Fortunately,
this gave the observers excellent opportunities to make photographs
and moving pictures at very close range of the last Heath Hen living
a normal life under natural conditions. This last bird is a plump male,
and its plumage is in perfect condition; it has every outward appear-
ance of being a perfectly healthy individual.
"We did not see the bird 'boom' while it was on the field, nor has
it been seen or heard to boom by those who have been keeping it under
daily observation throughout the spring. One morning, however, we saw
it fly to the top of an oak tree, and there it went through a series of
characteristic performances. It erected its tail, threw its pinnate
feathers forward, spread its primaries firmly against the sides of its
body and inflated the orange-colored sacs in the true nuptial dance
style. Even from that vantage point there were no fellow Heath Hens
to admire or to challenge him. It is unusual to see a Heath Hen perched
in a tree, and the 'booming' in such a situation is a real departure from
the customary performance. But a bird bereft of all of its companions
might well be expected to do that which is unusual.
"How long this bird will continue to live whether a day or a year
or longer, only time can answer. The death of this bird will also mean
the death of its race. It is the intention of the Massachusetts State
Division of Fisheries and Game to allow the last Heath Hen to live
its remaining days in a normal way among the scrub oaks of its an-
cestral home on Martha's Vineyard Island. As long as it lives it will
be carefully observed and protected by the Superintendent of the Heath
Hen Reservation. Never in the history of ornithology has a species
been watched in its normal environment down to the very last in-
dividual.
Alfred 0. Gross, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine."
Throughout the year there were no destructive fires on any part of
the heath hen range.
The superintendent has continued his work throughout the year
along the same lines as in previous years, although no heath hen have
frequented the reservation since the spring of 1928. This comprised
trapping vermin; looking for other than the known heath hen; run-
ning down many reports of birds seen which were thought by the ob-
server to be heath hen but which invariably turned out to be either
quail or partridge when any bird at all was found; and the planting of
buckwheat and clover for the quail and mourning doves and for heath
hen if any should appear. The list of vermin taken by trapping is: 20
cats, 12 crows, 70 rats (and many more were destroyed by poison) and
3 hawks. The stomachs of the cats and hawks were examined, but
nothing found worthy of note. Superintendent Allan Keniston resigned
from the service as of November 1. He labored long and earnestly
against discouraging conditions, to do his share of all that was done.
What disposition will finally be made of the reservation is a matter
for future consideration.
Penikese Island Sanctuary
Ducks and geese frequented the island throughout the year in larger
numbers than at any time since it has been operated as a sanctuary.
As many as 60 geese were noted at one time. Large numbers of ducks
came in nearly every night for fresh water and feed. During the winter
holes were cut in the ice on the pond so that the ducks could have ac-
cess to fresh water. Throughout the year live duck and goose decoys
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were maintained in prominent places to encourage the migrating birds
to use the island as a way-station. Grain was displayed at all times, so
that any passing birds would find feed upon striking in.
The tern colony continues to flourish. It was for the preservation of
this colony of common and roseate terns that the island was originally
turned over to this Division to be a wild life sanctuary. The terns be-
gan to arrive on the first of May and continued to come until the 15th.
They started to nest about June 1. The superintendent reports twice
the number of adult birds as last year. The breeding season was favor-
able, with abundant food, no bad storms, and no inroads from vermin.
The terns started to leave the island around the first of August but
some lingered until the beginning of October.
On July 4 Laurence B. Fletcher and Dr. Winsor M. Tyler of Boston
visited the island and stayed until the following Saturday noon. They
banded 2,250 birds, mostly common terns, together with some roseates
and 75 herring gulls. A little later the superintendent banded some
500 more terns. From time to time the superintendent has banded
black ducks. Three interesting returns were reported this year. One
banded by him on February 15 of this year was shot in Labrador on
May 24 following; one banded on February 19 was shot on Prince Ed-
ward Island October 28, and one banded on February 20 was killed in
Little Compton, R. I. on October 23.
Students from the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, made
their annual summer visit and at another time a group of German,
French and Japanese scientists looked over the island.
The stock of cottontail rabbits continues to flourish, though there
were some losses of young in the early spring. There were 488 trapped
and shipped to the mainland for restocking purposes. Of these 11
died, one was lost in transit, and 476 liberated in the covers.
The quail show a slight but steady increase. We are following this
small stock of quail with great interest to see whether they will accus-
tom themselves to the conditions on this outlying island. It is entirely
possible that in time a strain of birds will be developed particularly
adapted to restocking our larger islands, such as Martha's Vineyard, Nan-
tucket and Tuckernuck.
The work of cleaning up the debris of the old concrete buildings pro-
ceeds slowly, but many of the scars are gradually being covered over.
Additional fencing was supplied to improve the yards where the duck
and goose decoys are confined, and to protect the superintendent's crops
from rabbits. Some 50 sections of common drainage tile were sunk into
the ground at different points, to make shelter and breeding places for
the cottontails.
The caretaker's dwelling had fallen so rapidly into disrepair that ex-
tensive work was required. All the stucco was removed from the out-
side of the building; the boarding, along with wire lathing, removed
from the building, and boarding replaced; an intruding corner of the
demolished administration building was removed from the living room
and the corner of the living room built out and refinished; the build-
ing, with the exception of the back shed, was entirely reshingled, re-
placing the old stucco work; new chimney of tile and brick installed;
an entire new roof constructed, and numerous repairs made in the in-
terior, along with painting and repapering.
The boat was overhauled in the spring, and painted.
No trees were planted, but 125 Japanese barberry bushes were set
out.
Other Sanctuaries
The establishment of a chain of large-sized wild life sanctuaries
across the State is the surest guarantee of the maintenance of our wild
life stock.
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The various sanctuaries, large and small, for which no caretaker is
employed, are temporarily under the supervision of the Chief Warden,
who makes occasional inspection trips throughout the year, studies the
needs and carries on such development work as funds will permit. Since
the appropriation for this branch of the work is not even sufficient for
the operation of the Martha's Vineyard Reservation and the Penikese
Island Sanctuary, very little can be done for the smaller sanctuaries.
Some 400 wooden frames for posters were made and placed. Bird
houses have been planned, some already built, and patterns are being
prepared for easy making of others. Seed and food-bearing shrubs
will soon be planted in nurseries for later transplanting to the reser-
vations.
Brief statements follow concerning those sanctuaries on which any
other development work was done during the year.
Isaac Sprague Bird Sanctuary (Carr Island).—As noted elsewhere in
this report, a gift of fifty dollars was received from Isaac Sprague, Esq.
for development work on Carr Island. This will be used during the
coming year.
Boxford Sanctuary.—As recorded elsewhere in this report, two addi-
tions were made to the Boxford Sanctuary this year—the first, three and
one-half acres (the so-called Lake Lot) from Dr. John C. Phillips, which
is very desirable for rounding out our holdings. The other comprises
ninety-two acres from the Associated Committees for Wild Life Conser-
vation. The Associated Committees has also tendered two parcels contain-
ing approximately twenty-eight acres, but up to the close of this report
the transfer has not been completed, work on the titles being still in prog-
ress. From a small beginning the sanctuary has now grown to 325 acres,
and we are led to believe that additional gifts and purchases, without cost
to the State, will be made in the future. The reservation was studied in
company with a member of the Forestry Division. A considerable area
found to be infested by moths was sprayed with arsenate of lead 400 feet
each side of the road. Damage from the same cause in other parts of the
reservation is serious, and the entire property should be sprayed. The
principal needs are cutting of branches to admit light on the new growth,
and the planting of food and seed-bearing bushes and trees. A survey
was completed of the old area, and the entire reservation fully re-posted.
Pheasants from the State game farms were liberated within the reser-
vation.
Edward Hoivard Forbush Wild Life Reservation, Hancock.—All paths
leading into the reservation were fully re-posted; trees were re-blazed
along the boundaries so far as these are known (a survey of the entire
reservation is needed) ; and posters placed on the southeast and north
sides of the known boundary. A large metal poster was made, ready to be
placed at the right of way on the South Williamstown road. On two oc-
casions the Chief Warden and the State Ornithologist visited the reser-
vation to plan its future development. Arrangements have been made
with a local person to make bird houses and to maintain a general over-
sight of the area during the winter.
Watatic Mountain Wild Life Reservation, Ashburnham and Ashby.—
This reservation was fully posted during the year. The Wapack Trail was
defined and marked with arrows, and large metal posters placed at each
end.
Minns Wild Life Sanctuary (Little Wachusett Mountain) , Princeton.—
The work of posting the reservation was completed during the year.
Heavy wires were placed across wood roads and paths entering the reser-
vation ; stone walls replaced in small sections ; gooseberry bushes removed
where they might transmit blister rust. An old spring was located in the
woods on the north side, and arrangements made with Miss Lois Fay
(who has a life interest in the area) for enlarging it. In addition Miss
Fay has supplied for the office files, a complete list of trees and plants on
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the reservation, and has set out bird houses near the highway. Pheasants
were liberated on the reservation by the Division.
Reservations under Sections 69-75, Chapter 131, General Laws
The term for which the Randolph Reservation was established expired
November 10, 1929.
A new reservation in Hinsdale and Peru, covering approximately 750
acres, was established for five years from July 1, 1929.
INLAND FISHERIES
General
(Additional details concerning the individual species will be found un-
der Propagation of Fish and Game, and Fish Distribution.)
The conditions affecting the fish life in our inland waters were the most
unfavorable noted for many years. The winter did not bring the usual
amount of anchor ice and long-drawn-out, sealed-up condition of the
ponds. The spring run-off was not particularly heavy, and there were
extreme fluctuations in temperature. A relatively hot week in early April
was followed by a sudden snow-fall in the middle of the first week of the
open season, making a combination not at all favorable to the angler. For-
tunately conditions were such that there was no occasion to consider clos-
ing the fishing season by reason of menace of forest fires. Early in the
summer a drouth condition began to prevail which lasted until late in the
fall, which took some toll through the complete drying up of many streams
and the reduction of others to a series of pools in which high tempera-
tures and vermin did considerable damage. Many ponds became so low
that fish life was seriously threatened, necessitating salvage work, re-
corded elsewhere. The extent of the losses will never be known, but in
the aggregate they are, in all probability, not so large as is generally
assumed. All species of wild life adjust themselves to unfavorable condi-
tions with surprising success.
It is fortunate that we were not following a plan of fall distribution of
the output of our fish hatcheries, for this year it would not have been
practicable. The character of our streams has been so changed by the
various agencies of man that these extreme fluctuations in temperatures
and water levels are likely to occur more often and become more acute,
rather than less so.
It is a great satisfaction to report a large stock of trout available at
our hatcheries for the fishing season next spring. We have continued our
policy of producing only trout large enough to be caught when planted.
While the statement of output shows a liberal production of fmgerlings
—
these were more or less in the nature of a by-product resulting from hav-
ing a larger stock on hand during the summer from which to select large
fmgerlings to be reared to yearling size. Some of the fmgerlings were
planted as the fish were sorted, at intervals, during the summer, and oth-
ers shipped to the clubs for further rearing.
The fishing in our streams continues to improve. A larger number
of trout were taken this year than at any time in recent years, showing
that our policy of spring planting of legal size fish is producing results.
The total record of fish distribution for the year exceeds, when num-
ber and size are considered, any previous output in the history of our
hatcheries. As an illustration of the requirements for producing such
a stock, it is interesting to point out that during this year our fish were
fed 154,396 pounds of pork melts, 87,303 pounds of liver, and 4,493
pounds of miscellaneous food. If we are to raise large fish we must
feed them liberally, and this costs money.
Through the operation of our one pond-cultural unit and the activ-
ities of the salvage crews we are making as much progress as possible
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towards increasing the output of those species suitable for stocking
our ponds. We continue to emphasize the need of more pond units and
more salvage work, to the end that the production of our pond fishes
can be brought up to at least equal the hatchery outputs for our
streams.
We again ask our fishermen to consider some restrictions on the
present volume of fishing through the ice. We continue to say that it
is hopeless to expect to maintain a satisfactory stock of fish in our
ponds without some further protection to the stock already there.
Brook Trout
The first three days of the week preceding the opening of the fishing
season were extremely warm. Then came a heavy snow storm, accom-
panied by a great drop in temperature. The snow remained for about
twenty-four hours except in the heavily wooded sections of the western
part of the State, where it went off slowly. The remainder of the week
was cold and raw and similar weather marked the early part of the fish-
ing season. There was snow water in the brooks, with high waters and
conditions generally unfavorable. In fact, throughout all of April and
the most of May there was very little ideal fishing weather. Considering
the many unfavorable factors the brook trout fishing season as a whole
was more than usually satisfactory. A larger number of sizeable fish
were reported and more catch limits than has been the case for years.
Loch Leven, Brown and Rainbow Trout
A larger number of yearling and adult brown trout were planted than
at any other time in our history. As an increasing number of fishermen
study the habits of this fish and learn the tricks of angling for it, the
brown trout is sure to increase in popularity. The brown trout and the
rainbow are available for restocking some of our larger waters that
are unsuitable for brook trout. Increased attention is being given to
the rainbow, and a larger number is on hand at the Montague Fish
Hatchery than at any other time in years, a start having been made to
build up a brood stock of rainbow trout that will match the brood
stock of the brown trout now on hand.
Chinook Salmon
We have continued importation of a limited number of Chinook sal-
mon eggs for stocking a few ponds in which this species thrives. When
our hatcheries have been developed so that some of these fish can be
carried to the yearling stage, we believe it will increase in popularity
for stocking a limited number of our larger completely landlocked
waters.
White Perch
The salvage operations at Tashmoo Pond yielded smaller returns
than were expected, for, owing to last year's unsatisfactory catch, a
larger catch this year was anticipated. While a great deal of interest-
ing discussion has arisen during the year as to the habits of white
perch in our coastal waters and ponds connected with the sea, much
data remains to be collected on the extent to which any waters are an-
nually automatically restocked by white perch ascending from salt
water to our fresh water ponds.
Pike Perch
A larger number of sizeable pike perch were reported as having been
taken this year, than for several years. This illustrates some of the
mysteries of restocking. Pike perch can only be planted as newly
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hatched fry. Upon such stockings a few years ago the fry seemed to
melt away and were considered as a complete loss. In later years
enough large specimens were taken to show that at least some of the
small fish got by. It is questionable the extent to which this fish will
be available for stocking our waters on an extensive scale.
Pickerel
The pickerel continues to be the most popular fish of our ponds, but
we note very little increase in the stock, taking all our waters as a
whole. Rather the pickerel appears to be slowly declining, both in
size and numbers. We do not expect these conditions to improve until
there has been a reduction in the present open season. There is no
fish which can stand a ten-months open season, and this season ex-
tending up to the spawning period.
Smelt
The future of smelt fishing can not be contemplated with enthusiasm.
Thousands of our fishermen delight in the capture of these little silvery
beauties. But the smelt, more than any other species, must always feel
the blighting effect of coastal developments, for its breeding grounds
on our coast are slowly but surely being wiped out. A few breeding
grounds, such as those in the Parker and Mill Rivers, might be pre-
served for all time, but what remain of some of the former splendid
breeding streams appear to be fast disappearing through the construc-
tion of barriers, filling in, and pollution.
Bass
The bass continues a popular fish in some regions, and in others there
is considerable opposition to restocking. We are following our plan of
some years ago to stock a selected list of waters with bass instead of mak-
ing promiscuous distributions. The fishing is steadily improving in many
of the waters so selected.
Horned Pout
Public interest in horned pout is increasing, undoubtedly brought about
by the larger numbers of such fish distributed by us from year to year.
During the year there has been considerable discussion in favor of re-
ducing the present daily catch limit from 40 to 20 fish. Our salvage oper-
ations reveal that there are many splendid pouts in our municipal water
supplies that will be fine brood stocks if and when they are re-distributed
in open waters. An improvement is reported in many of the waters
stocked during the last few years.
Ponds
Public Rights
We again call attention to the desirability of restoring the former pub-
lic rights in all natural great ponds between 10 and 20 acres, which were
taken away and vested in the riparian owners by the special act of 1869.
From the beginning of the colonies until that date the public had been
given the right of free fishing in these waters. These natural great
ponds between 10 and 20 acres continue to be the property of the State,
but the riparian owners, as matters now stand, have the exclusive right to
say who shall fish in these State-owned waters. We advocate that the
special act of 1869 be revoked and the complete public rights to these
waters be restored.
The county commissioners of Barnstable County have proceeded, under
Chapter 254 of the Acts of 1928, to make a taking for the purpose of lay-
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ing out a public right of way to Walker's Pond (also called Buck's Pond)
in the town of Harwich. Progress has been reported during the year, but
up to the present time this right of way, for all practical purposes, in-
cluding travel by automobile, still remains to be developed.
Pursuant to a petition under the above act the Department of Public
Works made a special report to the Legislature (House 155) on the neces-
sity for laying out a right of way to Lake Chaubunagungamaug (also
called Webster Lake) in the town of Webster. This was reported into the
Senate as Senate 298 from the committee on Harbors and Public Lands.
The Senate committee on Counties reported "Ought not to Pass" and it
was rejected by the Senate.
As a result of surveys during the year by the Division of Waterways
and Public Lands, the status of the following ponds has been definitely
established :
—
Gould Pond (also called Lost Lake), Brimfield and Holland. Found to
be a natural pond over ten acres in area, but less than twenty acres.
Baptist Pond (also called Hart Pond), Chelmsford and Westford.
Found to be a natural great pond of over twenty acres.
Wedge Pond, Winchester. Found to be a natural great pond of over
twenty acres.
Winthrop Lake, Holliston. Found to be a natural great pond of over
twenty acres.
Request was made by us to the Division of Waterways and Public Lands
for the survey of a number of ponds, the status of which is in doubt.
Great Ponds Stocked and Closed
The following-named ponds were stocked under Section 28, Chapter
130, General Laws, and regulations (Form 1) applied which will be in
force for the periods named below. These regulations prohibit all fishing
in the ponds from November 1 to May 30, and in all tributary streams
except between April 15 and July 31. Fishing is permitted only with a
hand line and single hook, or a single hook and line attached to a rod or
pole held in the hand
:
Robbins Pond, East Bridgewater Nov. 1, 1929 to Nov. 1, 1931
Snipatuit Pond, Rochester Nov. 1, 1929 to Nov. 1, 1932
Mary's Pond (also called Cary's Pond), Ro-
chester and Marion Nov. 1, 1929 to Nov. 1, 1932
Snow's Pond, Rochester Nov. 1, 1929 to Nov. 1, 1932
Winnecunnet Lake, Norton Nov. 1, 1929 to Nov. 1, 1932
Forest Lake (also called South, Harris,
Welch and Youths Pond), Methuen Nov. 1, 1929 to Nov. 1, 1932
Privately-oiuned or Controlled Ponds Stocked
Pond Town
Arlington Heights Reservoir Arlington and Lexington
Ashmere Lake Hinsdale and Peru
Battin Mill Pond (Pearl City Pond; Pond in
North Part; American Tissue Pond) South Hadley
Beaver Pond Bellingham
Berkshire Pond (Pond south of Berkshire
Village) Lanesboro
Comins Pond Warren
Crossmans Pond Warren
Day-Smith Company's Pond (Smith-Day
Company's Pond ; Pond southeast of Bald-
winsville) Templeton
Emery Mill Pond (Rucaduck Pond) Walpole
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Pond Town
Foundry Pond (Factory Pond No. 21; Pond
south of Cocasset Pond)
Flints Pond (Mill Pond; Upton Pond;
Swains Pond)
Furnace Pond (Moose Brook Pond)
Gardner Falls Reservoir
Golden Gate Pond (Hollow Pond; Factory
Hollow Pond; Puffers Pond)
Hoosac Reservoir (Cheshire Reservoir)
Harts Pond (Sunset Lake)
Hillside School Pond (Cook Pond)
Hatch Pond
Island Pond (near Beaver Dam Pond)
Knife Works Pond (Hammershop Pond;
Lothrop Pond)
Linwood Pond
Morses Pond (Pond north of railroad)
Manchester Pond (Pond south of Robinson-
ville)
Mill Pond (Pond southeast of village; Had-
ley Pond; Hadley Mill Pond)
Manchaug Reservoir
North Hadley Mill Pond (North Hadley
Pond; Pond east of North Hadley)
Nashua Reservoir (Ballou's Reservoir)
Pout Pond
Parkers Pond (Pond at West Gardner)
Pelham Lake (Rowe Pond)
Powder Mill Pond
Reservoir No. 2 (Number 2 Pond)
Reservoir No. 3 (Number 3 Pond)
Reservoir No. 4 (Number 4 Pond)
Rowe Mill Pond
Red Bridge Pond
Round Meadow Pond (Merriams Pond)
Reservoir at Town Line (Phillipston Reser-
voir; Mill Brook Pond—this is not the
reservoir which is a water supply for
Athol)
Reservoir Pond (Braintree Dam Pond; City
Reservoir; Quincy Reservoir)
Russells Mill Pond
Rocky Pond
Sodum Pond (Chaffin Pond)
Snow's Pond (Muddy Brook Pond)
Saxonville Pond (Saxonville Mill Pond)
Silver Lake
Saw Mill Pond
Tripp Pond (Pond west of center)
Foxboro
Tyngsboro
Hardwick
Buckland and Shelburne
Amherst
Cheshire and Lanesboro
Great Barrington
Marlborough
Stockbridge
Plymouth
Sharon
Northbridge
Douglas
Attleboro
Hadley
Douglas and Sutton
Hadley
Ashburnham and Gardner
Uxbridge
Gardner
Rowe
Barre
Buckland, Conway and
Shelburne Falls
Buckland and Shelburne
Buckland and Charlemont
Rowe
Ludlow
Westminster
Athol and Phillipston
Braintree
Plymouth
Boylston
Holden
Ware
Framingham
Athol
Sharon
Hudson
The following privately-owned ponds were stocked on agreement by
the owners to permit the Division, in future, to take an equal number
of stock from the resulting increase:
Leach Pond, Easton and Sharon, on the property of Oakes Ames,
adult crappie.
Crane Estate Pond, Falmouth, yellow perch adults.
Pine Lake (Cooley Pond, Granville, located on property of Ralph B.
Cooley, Granville, adult blue gills and adult crappie.
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Breeding Areas in Great Ponds
Upon petition from the town of Harvard under Section 28-a, Chap-
ter 130, General Laws, received during the last fiscal year, the follow-
ing described portions of Bare Hill Pond, in the town of Harvard, were
set aside as a breeding area for food fish of all species, for five years
from December 1, 1928:
(No. 1) That portion lying west of a line drawn from the southerly
extremity of Turner's Point (so-called) to the northern extremity of
Greeman's or Minister's Island (so-called) following the westerly shore
of said island to its southwestern extremity and thence westerly to the
nearest point on the mainland known as the Clinton Shore.
(No. 2) That portion lying south of a line drawn from the northern
extremity of Warren's Peninsula (so-called) and running in a south-
westerly direction to a large boulder on the mainland known as Ben-
nett's Rock.
The regulations are as follows:
"No fish of any species shall be taken from said waters without the
written consent of the Director of the Division of Fisheries and Game
—provided that employees of the Division may take fish for re-stocking
purposes."
Violation of the regulations carries forfeiture of license and fine not
exceeding twenty dollars.
We regret that more action has not been taken under the provisions
of the above act, providing that the selectmen of towns may petition
the Division to set aside breeding areas in great ponds. We believe
that this is in line with the best administration of such waters.
Great Ponds Leased for Fishing Purposes
The lease of Chilmark Pond running from March 1, 1925 to March 1,
1930 was cancelled on December 1, 1928 for failure on the part of the
lessees to pay the annual rent. Application for renewal of the lease
was made on September 11, 1929. The applicants were notified that be-
fore the matter could be considered the arrears of rental under the
previous lease must be paid.
Request was made on September 15, 1929 for the renewal of the lease
of Tisbury Great Pond when the existing lease (running from January
1, 1925 to January 1, 1930) should expire. No action could be taken,
however, since the Director's authority to lease the pond (conferred
by Chapter 39 of the Acts of 1919) does not extend beyond January
1, 1930. On petition of the lessees a bill was entered in the Legisla-
ture to extend the Division's authority to lease this pond.
FlSHWAYS
No new fishways were installed in our coastal waters during the year.
The principal coastal streams, with the exception of the Parker River,
now have fishways around all important barriers.
In 1922 local sentiment was developed in favor of restoring the fish-
ways in the Parker River at points where, at some time in the past,
such fishways had existed, together with the construction of additional
ways on new dams. The Division investigated the conditions and
caused plans to be made of proposed fishways at some of these points.
However, public sentiment was not sustained, and no further action
was taken. During the past two years interest in the fishways has re-
vived. The Parker River system was carefully studied during Decem-
ber, 1928 by our former biologist, Dr. David L. Belding, and Mr. George
M. Besse of Wareham. The latter has had many years of practical ex-
perience in the construction of fishways over obstructions on coastal
streams, in order to build up the alewife fisheries which he has leased
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from the towns having control. Both Dr. Belding and Mr. Besse filed
reports of their investigations with the Division.
A hearing was held in Newburyport by the Commissioner and the
Director on May 8, at which the proponents for the installation of the
fishways and those opposed, were given a full hearing. The sentiment
appeared to favor the construction of the fishways, providing that it
could be done without involving such costs and loss of water power as
would seriously injure the industries located on the river. Various
means were considered of financing the construction of the fishways.
After the hearing the Commissioner and the Director arranged for
Mr. Besse to go over the dam sites once more with Mr. Michael Cash-
man of Cashman Bros. Co. of Newburyport, contractors, in order that
Mr. Cashman and his company could make up plans embodying the types
of fishways recommended by Mr. Besse. After some delay this was
done and plans with estimates of costs were submitted to the Division by
Mr. Cashman covering the construction of fishways at the three principal
dams. The commission to revise the game and inland fish laws on Novem-
ber 11 held a conference with all parties in interest, to consider the en-
tire situation and more particularly the method of financing the con-
struction of the fishways. As a result of this conference it was agreed
that a special bill would be filed in the next legislature, asking for an
appropriation out of the general tax levy for the construction of the ways.
Pollution
Certain instances of the passage of trade wastes into our streams
were reported. The Department of Public Health has generously assisted
us in making examinations and recommendations for the improvement
of conditions at these points. All such cases have been taken up with
the parties responsible for the conditions, in the hope that through friend-
ly negotiations improvements will be made.
PROPAGATION OF FISH AND GAME
Fish Hatcheries and Game Farms
General
Fish Hatcheries.—At the fish hatcheries we have continued our policy
of the past few years of putting all buildings into good repair. As fast
as the wooden dams built in earlier years go into decay they are being
replaced with concrete. We are continuing our policy of shipping out
trout at least six inches long, or better. It is our intention to limit the
production of such fish from the hatcheries to between 250,000 and
300,000, including brook, brown and rainbow trout. In order to have a
reasonable stock from which to select the fingerlings each year to be
carried through the following winter for liberation in the spring as
yearlings, we will always have a certain number of fingerlings to be dis-
carded annually. It is not our intention to enlarge the fish hatcheries
during the next few years beyond the point where we can have all the
facilities necessary to properly handle brood and rearing stocks of the
present size. Every fish hatchery should have ample pool room in which
to raise fish of all sizes in order to deal with disease if it appears, and to
rest all pools for a portion of the year as a protection against disease.
It is along these lines that we will continue to develop our fish hatcheries.
There is great need of rearing stations for the handling of trout in Berk-
shire County and in Essex County, but no funds will be expended in this
direction until suitable locations have been discovered. This involves not
only a large volume of cold water, but water of a suitable quality.
At several of the fish hatcheries experimental work was done on auto-
matic feeders. This was of two types. In both experiments a glass jar
was used from which the bottom had been removed. A wooden plug was
driven into the neck of the bottle, through which a hole had been bored to
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take a petcock. The inverted jar was then filled with ground-up hog melt,
and the contents allowed to drip slowly into the pools. It was found ad-
visable to so adjust the water conditions that the particles of fish food
would drop into a quick current and be carried out over the pool. These
jars were set up at the intakes to some of the rearing pools. The other
line of experiment employed the same apparatus set up in a hatchery
building, with long, narrow troughs leading from the automatic feeder
to several of the wooden troughs in which the young fish were held, so
that the fish were fed automatically from about the time that they started
feeding. We are not yet prepared to say to what extent this system is
an improvement over the old practice of feeding at intervals by scattering
the food in the rearing troughs or pools. The principal tests will be
—
whether the methods result in any economies in the amount of food re-
quired and in stimulating a more rapid growth of the fish.
Game Farms.—From the time the rearing season started until late in
the fall the drouth conditions resulted in the almost complete absence of
rain. The general climatic conditions, while unfavorable for growing
green food, were the most favorable experienced in the history of our
game farms for the production of birds, for there was an absence of the
cold, rainy periods with which we have had to contend during nearly
every rearing season.
Massachusetts stands alone in the field of pheasant rearing in that for
some years it has used the incubator-brooder-house system without any
brood hens on the farms. There is considerable misunderstanding
throughout the country as to the nature of this system, and therefore it
may be helpful to explain it at some length. We have four game farms,
three of which operate with a brood stock of 400 pheasants, while at the
fourth (Ayer) we are gradually working up to a brood stock of the size
of the other farms. At Ayer we also maintain an "egg stock." By this
we mean a flock of pheasants maintained solely for the production of
eggs for shipping to individuals and to local clubs and chapters of the
Izaak Walton League, for hatching. By this plan we are giving them the
same quality of eggs as those used at the game farms. None of the eggs
from this egg stock are used at the game farms. Each year after the
eggs are collected some of this egg stock is liberated, and it is built up
each year by additions in order to keep the blood lines as strong as in
the brood stocks. The four game farms are located at different points
in the State, as appears from the reports on the individual stations fol-
lowing. The soil at all these farms is of a rather light, sandy nature,
and not the best quality of farm land for the growing of hay crops.
However, by careful treatment we are gradually improving the produc-
tiveness of this soil. At the Marshfield and East Sandwich farms there
is a natural floor covering of brush, including blueberry and bayberry
bushes, which supplies considerable protection and food. There are all
sorts of climatic conditions, from the intense cold and deep snow in the
western part of the State to the milder climate of the coastal region in
which the Marshfield and Sandwich farms are located.
We are gradually surrounding these farms with guard fences. These
fences are built of 4 x 4 western pine posts placed on ten-foot centers,
with that part creosoted which goes into the ground. At the surface is
placed a six-inch, heavily creosoted board; above this, a painted one-foot
board; above that, a two-foot strip of one and one-half inch mesh hex-
agonal wire ; and above that, a five-foot strip of two-inch hexagonal wire.
The fence is further stiffened by a strand of heavy wire running from
post to post over the top. We do not claim that this is the best type of
guard fence that can be built, but when working with limited funds the
essential thing is to get a fence that for all practical purposes will keep
out a substantial amount of ground vermin. No fence will protect against
overhead vermin.
The incubator houses and all of the other buildings are kept outside the
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guard fences for convenience of operation. There is no particular type of
incubator house. At the Wilbraham Game Farm we use a portion of the
basement of a barn; at Marshfield, the basement of another building;
at Ayer and Marshfield there are two brooder houses of the usual type.
There is no standardized equipment as to incubators. At Marshfield and
Sandwich the Prairie State is used ; at Ayer, the Charters ; at Wilbraham,
the Buck Eye, with one Hersom and one Prairie State. Owing to the lack
of funds we have not yet experimented with the electric incubator, but
we believe that it has larger possibilities than any we are now using.
There is no standard practice among the superintendents as to the method
of operating the incubators. Each man follows his own system, with the
result that there are certain variations in practice. Our average hatch
is about fifty per cent of all the eggs set, for the reason that we operate
the incubators as long as it appears advisable to take eggs from the brood
stocks (the last eggs often being set in July). This is also made neces-
sary by the small brood stocks we are carrying and our limited facilities
for caring for many young birds at one time. We hope in years to come
to be able to carry larger brood stocks, hatch more eggs at a time, and
discontinue the collecting and hatching of eggs at an earlier date. We
believe this would increase the percentage of our hatch and be much
more beneficial to the brood stocks by releasing them from the present
intensive production.
The general practice is to start the incubators with a heat of 101 to
101 V2 degrees (with the top of the bulb of the thermometer on the level
with the top of the eggs in a tray). The heat is gradually stepped up to
103, at which point it is carried until the hatch starts. It would not be
advisable to attempt to go into all the details of the individual practices
of the four superintendents in manipulating the incubators. However,
we believe that the future holds great possibilities for developments in
hatching of pheasant eggs through better adjustment of the moisture,
through maintaining the eggs on the hatching tray with the small end
down, by use of the device by which the eggs can be turned a number of
times each day, as well as through better control of the heat and ventila-
tion. In this direction there is a great opportunity for study and experi-
ment in the future.
The chicks are allowed to remain in the incubators until the hatch is
completed and all are dried off. They are then transferred to the brooder
house.
Three types of brooder houses are used. At the Marshfield Game Farm
there is a small brooder house 100 feet long, divided into eighteen com-
partments and heated by a hot water system. Here the chicks are started
and later transferred to a larger brooder house 200 feet long, also heated
by hot water. At the East Sandwich Game Farm there is one brooder
house fifty feet and another eighty feet long, similarly heated. At both
of these farms there are additional brooder houses 20 x 10 feet, heated by
oil-burning or coal-burning brooder houses. At the Wilbraham Game
Farm all brooder houses are heated by oil-burning brooder stoves. All
of the brooder houses so heated and mentioned at this point are station-
ary, with concrete floors, and covered pens adjoining. At the Ayer Game
Farm all of the brooder houses are 10 x 10 feet each heated with an oil-
burning brooder stove, and all these houses are portable. In front of each
house is a series of V-shaped rearing pens which are lightly built, and
portable. When a brooder house is once placed on location the portable
pens are revolved around it in order to give the young birds fresh ground
at intervals.
At all farms the birds are carried under wire in heated brooder houses
until they are about 4y2 weeks old. From here they are shifted for about
a week and a half into pens without heat. At the age of six to seven
weeks they are wing-clipped and turned into large rearing fields, where
they are carried, wing-clipped, until at least twelve weeks of age.
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It is at this point that shipping begins. The stumps of the quills are
pulled from the wings and the birds are then shipped to individuals and
clubs, who at their own expense provide the pens, labor and feed to carry
them through the winter to be liberated in the spring as adults. Prac-
tically the entire output of our farms during the last year and this year
have been so handled.
Game breeders are pretty generally convinced of the necessity of mov-
ing from point to point in order to have their birds each year on clean
ground. To that end we are working in the direction of having eventually
most of our brooder houses, rearing pens and yards of such construction
that they can be easily moved. To this end we are experimenting with
brooder houses of about 10 x 10 feet with walls 6 feet high and heated
with old-burning brooders. The portable rearing pens to go with such
houses as used at the Ayer Game Farm are entirely practicable. This
year we have adopted the steel post for the construction of rearing fields
inside of guard fences. These fences will be of hexagonal wire from 6 to
7 feet high. It is entirely possible for a bird now and then to get from
one pen into another by this type of fence, but that makes little difference,
so long as the farm is surrounded by a guard fence. Carrying the birds
wing-clipped simplifies the plan. Such fences can be quickly moved to
other parts of the farm and the ground cleared for plowing and planting.
We now have under consideration using steel posts and wire fences 6 to
7 feet high to set up uncovered yards around our portable brooder houses.
No practical difficulties appear in clipping our birds after the third week,
and before that age it is doubtful if many would try to get over a fence
so high. It may not be necessary to start clipping the birds until they are
even older, for if a few should escape from time to time they would still
be inside the guard fence and quite easily caught up. The essential thing
is portability and a reasonable control over the birds.
Much of our system is predicated on carrying the birds wing-clipped
for shipment to be wintered, as contrasted to the plan in other states of
liberating the birds direct from the rearing fields. By the foregoing
system our birds, before shipment, are given at least six weeks of life in
the open with no protection from the weather, and in natural cover. If
the birds are to be shipped fully winged, they must be caught up about
the seventh week or many of them will escape. If they are to be held
beyond the seventh week before liberation as fully winged, they will have
to be held in covered yards for the remainder of the growth period; which
raises complications in the actual carrying of the birds and the overhead
cost of large covered holding pens.
In the feeding of birds the opinion has prevailed in some quarters that
we have some secret formulas for feeding our birds which we are reluctant
to make public. Our methods of feeding are no more standardized than
are our methods with the incubators. Every superintendent is permitted
to carry out his own ideas, and there are no two who follow the same
formulas from start to finish. We use practically the same methods and
formulas employed generally throughout the country, that is to say, hard-
boiled egg and any one of the standard mashes to start with, while giving
the birds an abundance of green food. As the birds increase in size the
same amount of egg content is retained, but a larger bulk of the other
food. The egg is usually discontinued when the birds are about four
weeks old. Most of our superintendents have come to regard highly the
Chapin Kernel and are feeding the "Lay-All" almost entirely after the
birds have reached the age when the egg is no longer added. Some of
our superintendents are using this food entirely at the present time to
carry through stocks of young birds still on hand, and the brood stocks.
At two of our farms practically no scratch grain or whole grain is now
being fed.
During the past two years we have hopper-fed all our birds, both young
and old, to an increasing extent. We find it is entirely practicable and
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makes for economies and cleanliness. We have used hoppers on very small
birds, before which we keep a dry mash feed most of the time. We have
not yet perfected a type of hopper for the moist food.
The incubator-brooder system necessitates the feeding of large quan-
tities of green stuff. For this purpose our superintendents use a variety
of things. Lettuce is most satisfactory, but in the early part of the
season is fairly expensive. However, as time goes on we will be growing
larger quantities on our own farms. Spinach is also fed, as well as kale,
and later in the season, cabbage. Most of this is crammed into net bags
and suspended to a height where the birds must work for it; but we also
have used, very successfully, a type of feeding rack in which the green
stuff is placed off the ground and under a cover which protects it from
the snow.
Our system requires a larger amount of feed for the birds than is the
case in the range system, but we believe there are advantages which offset
this cost. The compactness of the system makes it possible to operate
with small working forces.
One of the great problems in the system has been cannibalism among
the young birds. This we have almost entirely met during the past year
by smearing the birds in the pen (whether they need it or not) with one
of the commercial smears which would discourage this practice.
Our records show that we hatch about one-half of the eggs put into
the incubators and raise about one-half of the chicks with which we start.
We are hopeful that, as time goes on, this spread can be narrowed up.
While we make no claim that this system is the solution of the rearing of
game birds, yet we are heartened to push forward from the evidence com-
ing to hand that the system is more and more being considered by the
game breeders of the country. While the foregoing makes no attempt
to cover many interesting details it is brought forward in the hope that
the public will more fully understand its practical application.
(See report of the Wilbraham Game Farm for a somewhat detailed
account of the hatching and feeding practices followed there).
Ayer Game Farm
The winter months were spent in an intensive construction program.
Breeding and rearing pens were constructed in sectional form, to be
assembled in the spring. Ten 10 x 14 ft. breeding pens of a new type,
36 rearing pens, intercommunicating, apex type, 8 x 10 in size, and 9
nursery pens of similar type and size, but covered with roofing paper for
protection from the weather, were completed. Five new 10 x 10 ft. port-
able brooder houses, sheathed and roofed with Celotex were built, and the
7 old-type wooden brooder houses were renovated and remodelled. Ten
oil-burning brooder stoves were installed. In August work was started on
two large wintering pens, one for the brood stock and the other for the
egg stock. These pens were completed in October. They are each over
900 feet in circumference, surrounded by an eight-foot fence, and con-
tain natural cover in the shape of alder and birch thickets, evergreens,
low brush, swale, etc. The old duck pond was dug out and a low dam built
across the lower end to enlarge its capacity. The run-off is carried across
the new brood stock yard to provide a constant stream of running water
for the birds. This pond, when completed by further excavation, will be
utilized in pond fish culture. In it were placed this year 750 fingerling
blue gills and 750 fingerling crappies from the Merrill Pond System.
The superintendent's house was improved by the installation of a double
window in place of a single one in the living room, door openings were
rearranged to improve the heating conditions, and two rooms re-
decorated.
The construction of a guard fence is now in progress to enclose the
winter breeding and rearing area now in use. This calls for about 1,700
ft. of eight-foot guard fence.
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A number of hoppers were constructed for use in the breeding and
rearing yards.
No extensive reforestation work was done this year, though a small
number of swamp pinks and 50 black walnut seedlings were set out.
Pheasants.—This year the Ayer Game Farm was operated both as an
egg-producing station (to supply eggs to applicants for hatching) and
for a station for the production of pheasants for distribution.
The year opened with 231 adult pheasants on hand as brood stock and
548 adult pheasants as egg stock.
Of the 231 adult brood stock 2 were lost prior to the breeding season,
leaving 229 on hand at the beginning of the laying season. The birds
were mated in late March in the ratio of 8 hens to a cock. From this
stock, 9,684 eggs were collected and 661 eggs from the egg-stock birds
added in partial replacement of brood-stock eggs sent to applicants prior
to the receipt of incubators, making 10,345 eggs handled. Of this total
2,230 were distributed to clubs (the incubators were not received in time
to set the first eggs collected), 3,393 were used for feeding chicks, and
4,722 were set in incubators. 2,746 wTere infertile in incubators, contained
dead germs, or were otherwise lost (included in this figure are 476 fer-
tile eggs which were destroyed when accident occurred to the heat regu-
lating device in one of the incubators) and 1,976 hatched. To these were
added 105 birds hatched from eggs collected from the egg stock, making a
total of 2,081. Of these 599 were distributed for wintering, 1 for lib-
eration, 1,025 were lost, and 456 remain on hand November 30.
Of the 229 on hand at the beginning of the breeding season 57 were
lost, 2 sent away for scientific investigation and 11 distributed, leaving
159 on hand, to which wTere added 11 transferred in July from the egg
stock, making a total of 170 on hand November 30.
The 548 adult egg stock birds were reduced by the loss of 12 and dis-
tribution of 200, to 336. To these were added 100 received from the
Marshfield Game Farm (10 cocks and 90 hens) and 10 cocks from the East
Sandwich Game Farm, making 446 on hand at the beginning of the lay-
ing season. From this stock 12,716 eggs were collected. 11,031 were
distributed to applicants for hatching, 824 used for feeding chicks, 661
used for partial reimbursement for shipments of eggs from the brood
stock prior to the receipt of incubators, and 200 set. 95 of these were
infertile or contained dead germs, and 105 hatched and were transferred
to the birds reared from brood stock eggs.
Of the 446 on hand at the beginning of the laying season 92 were lost,
343 distributed and 11 were added to the brood stock birds in July.
East Sandwich Game Farm
Fifty additional breeding coops (10 x 6 x 6 ft.) were constructed for
quail work; also 10 brooder boxes for use with Putnam brooder stoves
in work with young quail. One hexagonal brooder house was con-
structed of Celotex, equipped with a large Newton coal-burning brooder,
so arranged that each side represented a division inside the house and
brooder, and also a V-shaped yard outside so that a flock of quail util-
izes each division. To hold young quail portable fences were constructed
with fine mesh wire and one-foot wide base boards. These can be set
up to connect with the small brooder boxes mentioned above, in order
to have a wedge-shaped yard. The whole fence is held up with steel
posts.
A temporary guard fence was constructed around the quail breeding
coops with base boards, wire and steel posts, to the height of 7 feet so
that all could be removed as soon as the permanent outside guard fence
is finished. The northerly side of this temporary yard is being con-
structed to the standardized fence (3 x 4 fir posts) and is the first
section of the permanent guard fence that will be continued until it
encloses a large area devoted to the whole quail work.
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Considerable time was put in repairing the old setting boxes used
for bantams. This season ends their usefulness.
In connection with the pheasant work considerable new area was
enclosed with yards, as follows. A large open yard (called the railroad
yard) on the westerly side of the drive and northerly side of the rail-
road encloses 90,800 square feet of upland and marsh land with some
trees and cover, besides open land. This is divided in halves by tem-
porary fences and steel posts. Inside this area three houses were
erected and open yards made for each house. Each yard is 60 x 20 feet.
The houses had previously been used as winter quail houses, being 6
x 8 feet and shed roof. In these were placed Simplex brooders.
Another open yard (known as the bog yard) lying easterly of the
workshop and taking in an old, grown-up cranberry bog) as well as
open land and bushes, was constructed. This yard covers 84,000
square feet of area and is divided into a north and a south half.
A smaller open yard enclosing the workshop and lying between the
bog yard and the old covered winter yards, was constructed (known
as the shop yard). It encloses 21,600 square feet of area, mostly open
land.
Another open yard (known as the hardening yard) lies north of and
adjoining the old chicken brooder houses. It encloses 35,000 square
feet of mostly grass land, and is to be divided this coming season into
small yards for hardening the young pheasants as they come from the
brooders.
A group of portable yards was built, each 24 x 75 feet, on a large
buckwheat area south of the No. 2 open yard next to the Fish property,
for 6 to 10 weeks old pheasants. These were later removed, as planned.
No trees were planted this year.
Considerable brush and trees were removed for future fence building.
The gift of three acres of land (known as the Van Woert property)
from the Federation of the Bird Clubs of New England, Inc. was a val-
uable addition to our holdings at this station, so that now the State
holdings extend northerly to and borders on the State highway.
Pheasants.—The year opened with 56 adult pheasants not brood stock,
and 550 adult brood stock birds on hand (a recount added 1 to the pre-
vious inventory of adults not brood stock).
Of the 56, six were lost and 50 distributed for liberation.
Of the 550 brood stock 10 were sent to the Ayer Game Farm, 43 were
lost, 101 distributed for liberation, leaving 396 on hand at the begin-
ning of the laying season. From this stock 13,657 eggs were collected
and set in incubators. 5,132 proved to be infertile or contained dead
germs, and 8,525 hatched. Of these 4,643 were lost, 852 distributed for
liberation, 2,735 distributed for wintering, 130 held for later distribu-
tion, and 165 held for the 1930 brood stock. This makes a total of 295
on hand November 30.
Of the 396 adults on hand at the beginning of the laying season 58
were lost or escaped, 100 were distributed for liberation, and 238 are
on hand November 30.
Quail.—The year opened with 162 adult quail on hand, to which
were added 18 wild birds, making a total of 180. This number was re-
duced through the death of 27 (from natural causes), the loss (unac-
counted for) of 3, and the distribution of 26 extra cocks, to 124 by the
beginning of the mating season.
Fifty-eight mated pairs were placed in breeding pens, and 8 extra
males held for emergency. From these pairs were collected 1,540 eggs,
and 100 eggs were purchased from the Virginia State bird farm mak-
ing a total of 1,640 eggs that were set, mostly under bantams, though
a few were placed in an incubator for experiment. Of the 1,640 eggs
incubated 160 were broken, 711 held dead germs or were infertile, and
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769 hatched. Of this number 206 were raised and are on hand at the
close of the year. All are being held for breeders next season.
Of the 124 adults on hand at the beginning of the breeding season 12
were killed by rats or weasels, 9 escaped, 1 was distributed, 21 died,
and 81 remain on hand November 30.
In comparison with last season the quail laid much better, and no
female refused to lay at least some eggs, so that some of the birds that
did not lay in 1928 did so this season. This may be accounted for
principally by the fact that the breeding pens were placed much farther
apart, contained considerable natural cover, and no wooden shelter was
placed inside the pen for the birds to sit upon and look forward for a
jump and a fly when the attendant came near, which would start the
birds in all the other pens to jumping. These conditions being absent
the birds appeared to be very much less nervous and therefore laid
better. The first eggs were noticed on May 13, and the last one was on
August 28. The best layer produced 53 eggs and the poorest 3. There
was much trouble by bantams deserting their nests, which resulted in
destroying the germs in the eggs or weakening them. Some eggs also
were destroyed by vermin, and some brooding bantams persisted in
breaking and eating the eggs.
Most of the young quail were placed in brooders of a small type that
were heated by kerosene heaters. The latter were not always reliable.
A large coal-burning brooder of standard make was utilized in an
eight-sided building and so divided that 8 flocks could be mothered at
one time. The 8 yards radiated from this building forming triangular
yards, making it easier to drive the birds inside when necessary. Fur-
ther experiment is necessary to perfect it.
The losses were large for several reasons, cannibalism being per-
haps the greatest. It was ten times as bad as the worst case of canni-
balism ever experienced at this farm among young pheasants in brood-
ers. It would start with day-old birds, usually with vent picking, toe
picking and sometimes with bill picking, either of which appeared to
be such a nervous shock that the birds refused to eat and usually died
within a few days. The ointment used for young pheasants and chick-
ens helped somewhat, but evaporated too quickly for best results, so
that preventive measures were more satisfactory. These consisted in
keeping the birds in smaller flocks, darkening the brooders, and occupy-
ing the birds otherwise. Cannibalism once begun in a flock of as many
as fifty young quail in a brooder is most disastrous. A flock of 15, or
20 at the most seems to be the limit of safety. This being so, it can be
readily seen that in comparison with our system of rearing young
pheasants with 150 to 250 in a flock under one brooder, it means that
at least ten times as many brooding units will be required for the same
results, although of smaller size. Seldom, if ever, do any signs of can-
nibalism appear among the bantam-raised quail.
Marshfield Game Farm
The remodelling of the small brooder house was completed and the in-
terior painted. In the large brooder house many of the windows were re-
placed, floors repaired, and the building raised. An additional large valve
was installed to improve the control of the heating system. Both brooder
houses were painted.
Some of the surface was removed from the yards in front of the brooder
houses, then the surface heavily limed and covered with a layer of clean,
fresh sand. The five brooder nouses on the hill were equipped with oil-
burning brooder stoves. Thirteen covered rearing yards were built on the
north side of these brooder houses on the hill. Eighteen covered runs
with cement floors were placed in front of the small brooder houses. The
large rearing yards in front of the small and large brooder houses were
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re-covered and sub-divided and extended to be "hardening yards" for car-
rying the birds without heat until they could be released, wing-clipped, in
the rearing fields.
A yard was constructed across the swamp at the northerly end of the
breeding pens, as a run for the brood stock, in order that they could be
removed from the breeding pens and given this range immediately after
the laying season.
A portion of the swamp and upland lying inside the guard fence was
sub-divided into rearing fields by the use of steel posts and wire netting.
The orchard rearing field was further sub-divided by the use of steel
posts and wire netting.
A concrete flume and tide gate was constructed at the outlet of the
brook for the purpose of draining the additional swamp land on the east-
erly side of the farm in preparation for its use as rearing fields.
Seventy self-feeders were installed in the breeding pens and about 15
built (another style) to use in the outside yards and in the brooder houses.
A new open yard was built from the golden pheasant pen to the flume.
The dog pen was covered and sub-divided.
No reforestation was done this year, though 300 trees were trans-
planted.
A large piece of land (loaned by the superintendent) was plowed and
laid down to winter rye for feeding in the spring.
Pheasants.—The year opened with 871 adult pheasants, not brood stock,
and 555 brood stock adults, on hand.
Of the 871 there were 175 lost or killed as cripples, 134 distributed for
wintering, 421 for liberation, and 141 were sent to the Wilbraham Game
Farm (130 hens and 11 cocks).
Of the 555 brood stock birds 26 were lost prior to the breeding season,
21 distributed for liberation, 100 sent to the Ayer Game Farm for egg
stock (90 hens and 10 cocks) and 408 were on hand at the beginning of
the laying season. The birds were mated 1 cock to 5 hens. From this
stock 16,433 eggs were collected, of which 183 were used for feeding
chicks and 16,250 were set in incubators. 9,519 were infertile in incuba-
tors or contained dead germs and 6,731 hatched. Of these 2,520 were lost
or killed as cripples, 444 distributed for liberation, 36 held for later dis-
tribution, 3,613 distributed to the clubs for wintering, and 118 are being
held for additions to the 1930 brood stock.
Of the 408 adults on hand at the beginning of the breeding season 41
were lost, 124 distributed for liberation, and 243 remain on hand Novem-
ber 30.
93 birds (1929-hatched) were purchased. Of these 3 were lost, 10 dis-
tributed to clubs for wintering, and 80 are on hand for additions to the
1930 brood stock.
At the close of the year there are on hand the 198 birds (118 plus 80
above) of the 1929 hatch and the 243 adults mentioned above.
Wilbraham. Game Farm
During the year there were 1,180 feet of guard fence built around the
orchard east of the farm house, and the area then divided by temporary
fences into four sections, which are being used as holding pens for the
young birds. There were 1,578 feet of fence built around the lot west of
the farm house. This is now being used as a wintering pen. Posts and
baseboards were put up ready for the wire on 5,830 additional feet of
fence.
The three large chick brooder houses were sheathed on the inside to a
height of two feet, rounding off all corners. Above this was fastened one-
inch mesh wire to keep the birds from roosting on the ledges made by the
sheathing. The old trap doors were removed and new, ground-level doors
installed; roof ventilators built and installed in each house; and cello-
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glass put on the outside screen doors of each house. The fifteen coal-
burning brooders in these houses were replaced with fifteen Simplex oil-
burning brooders. The covered yards attached to these houses were dug,
limed with air-slaked lime and covered with sand to a depth of four inches.
The windows in these houses were changed so as to open for ventilation
without drafts.
Twenty of the new type breeding cages were built and, together with
some of the old cages, placed on new ground for the 1929 brood stock.
Water pipe was laid and automatic drinking fountains installed in the
holding pens, as well as in all of the brooder houses (with the exception
of two of the large baby chick brooder houses).
The small tractor was replaced with a second-hand Fordson and some
farm machinery was added.
During the spring twenty-two acres of land were cleared of brush, the
stumps pulled, and the land plowed, limed and seeded—18 acres to rye,
two to oats and clover, one and one-half to buckwheat, and one-half acre
to vegetables. This land was again plowed during the fall, when eighteen
more acres were cleared, plowed and all seeded to winter rye. This makes
about forty acres under cultivation.
In continuation of the reforestation program 500 trees were set out.
Pheasants.—The year opened with 196 of the 1928 brood stock pheas-
ants on hand in the quarantine yards. 21 were lost, 26 autopsied, and the
remaining 149, which proved tubercular, were cremated on scientific ad-
vice.
The year opened with 389 brood stock birds on hand. To these were
added 141 from the Marshfield Game Farm (130 hens and 11 cocks) mak-
ing a total of 530 for the 1929 brood stock. During December and Janu-
ary they were fed twice each day, wet mash in the morning and scratch
feed in the evening. About the middle of February a combination of
Chapin Lay-all Kernels and scratch feed was fed. This was fed in hop-
pers so it would be accessible to the birds at all times. After feeding this
for a short time it was noticed that the birds preferred the Kernels. We
therefore decided to try feeding them on Kernels exclusively, and found
they were relished by the birds. We fed the Lay-all Kernels through the
breeding season, and found that the birds came through the breeding sea-
son in better plumage and the hens with fewer injuries from the cocks.
This can be accounted for in two ways,—the Kernels may have checked
the moult, or, as this was such an exceptionally dry season, the feathers on
the hens' backs were subjected less to the matting from rain, resulting in
fewer injuries from the cocks. In the course of the breeding season this
brood stock was decreased by the loss or escape of 49, and the distribution
of 72, to 409 at the beginning of the laying season. These birds were
mated six hens to each cock, in individual pens. 17,533 eggs were col-
lected, of which 292 were broken, 957 used for feeding to chicks, and
16,284 set in incubators. Our method of hatching is as follows. Three
days before putting eggs in an incubator the egg compartment is disin-
fected, thermometers placed on the egg trays, the water tank filled, the oil
tank filled with fresh oil, and new wicks inserted in the burner. With the
ventilators open to allow the fumes of the disinfectant to escape, the lamp
is lighted and a careful watch is kept for the first twenty-four hours, so
as to adjust the heat to the hatching temperature of 105 degrees. At this
time the ventilators are closed. Again the machine is carefully watched
to see that it holds an even temperature. The eggs are then placed in the
machine, and after closing the egg compartment it is not disturbed again
for twenty-four hours. The egg trays are then removed, the eggs turned
twice every twenty-four hours, and cooled once each day, up to the twenty-
first day, or until the first chipped eggs are noticed. The egg compart-
ment is then closed and the ventilators opened. The machine is not dis-
turbed again until the hatch is completed. The length of time necessary
for cooling the eggs depends on the temperature of the incubator cellar.
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With a cellar temperature of 65 degrees the eggs are cooled for five min-
utes each day during the first week. From then to the twenty-first day
they are cooled for ten minutes each day. As most of our hatching is done
during midsummer it is necessary to supply moisture. To do this the in-
cubator cellar floor is sprayed with a hose twice each day. This also tends
to keep down the temperature in the cellar. The eggs are sprayed with
warm water once every forty-eight hours for the first fourteen days, and
again on the twenty-first day.
Of the 16,284 eggs set in the incubators 9,084 were infertile or con-
tained dead germs, and 7,200 hatched. Our method of handling the
chicks is as follows. In setting the incubators it is planned to have
three of them hatch on Friday or Saturday of each week, so as to have
enough chicks to fill one brooder house of five brooder compartments,
each compartment to receive 150 chicks. Having three of these houses
we plan to fill one each week. At the end of the third week, the chicks
are moved from the first house to the intermediate houses. This moving
is always done on a Monday, and as the chicks hatch on Friday or Sat-
urday, there are four days in which to disinfect the house for the next
lot of birds. To do this the stoves are shut off, the sand and droppings
are removed, the windows closed, and the interior sprayed with a ten
percent solution of formaldehyde. The house is then left closed over
night, after which the windows are removed, and the interior, including
the floors, whitewashed and left undisturbed until the next day, when
fresh sand is spread on the floors and the stoves relighted. This plan
was followed with all of the houses throughout the rearing season.
Before placing the chicks in a brooder house the stove is regulated to
give 90 degrees of heat at fifteen inches from the base. A screen of
cellar wire fifteen inches in height is then placed around the stove
about thirty-six inches from it. Inside this screen two water fountains
are placed, and two hoppers filled with Purina Starting Mash. The
chicks are then placed inside this screen, and, assuming that they are
placed here in the early afternoon, at 6 P. M. they are given a feed of
crumbly, moist Spratt's Game Meal containing twenty-five percent
finely chopped hard-boiled egg. For the first three weeks this food is
given four times per day. On the second day green food is given morn-
ing and afternoon, and is continued until the birds are moved to the
holding pens. As a green food for the first week, lettuce is preferred.
On the third day twenty percent dried skim milk is added to the dry
mash. At the end of the third week, when the birds are removed to the
intermediate house, the heat is decreased to 85 degrees at 15 inches from
the base of the stove. At this period we change from Purina Starting
Mash to Purina Growing Mash, but still add the twenty percent dried
milk, and feed Spratt's Game Meal with ten percent egg three times per
day. During the fifth week the heat is shut off, so that for at least three
days the birds have no artificial heat. At the end of the sixth week they
are moved to the open holding pens. At that time Chapin Lay-all Ker-
nels are mixed with the dry mash. During the next two weeks Purina
Growing Mash with the twenty percent milk is gradually eliminated.
Spratt's Game Meal is now fed morning and evening with five percent
egg. At ten weeks of age Spratt's Game Meal and egg is eliminated, so
that the birds are getting Chapin Kernels exclusively. After several
lots of birds had been in these holding pens and had stripped them of
natural vegetation, we found it necessary to feed green food to the last
lot of birds.
During July several of the five-weeks-old birds in one pen showed
symptoms of coccidiosis, and a few of the three-day-old chicks were
suffering from diarrhoea. It was also noticed at this time that some of
the five-weeks-old birds were coughing with gapes. On noticing the
symptoms of coccidiosis, specimens were immediately picked up from
this pen (as well as all of the three-day old chicks with diarrhoea), and
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sent to the Department of Veterinary Science, Massachusetts Agricul-
tural College, at Amherst. They were autopsied by Dr. W. R. Hinshaw,
who diagnosed one of the five-weeks-old birds as being heavily infected
with coccidiosis. He recommended that these birds be fed forty per-
cent dried skim milk in their food for four days, which was done by
adding twenty percent more milk to the dry mash which was being fed
to them at that time. Along with this the ration of Spratt's Game Meal
and egg was continued. After being fed this forty percent milk mash
for five days, the birds were transferred to the open yards and were
then put back on their regular feed, and did not again show signs of
the disease. As a means of prevention, when each lot of birds reached
the age of five weeks they were given the forty percent milk mash for
five days before transfer to the open yards. After the first lot of birds
was delivered to the clubs from these yards and the next lot placed in
them, there was reason occasionally to suspect that there might be a
slight infection, so at seven weeks of age these birds were given forty
percent milk for five days before feeding the Kernels. When gapes was
discovered all birds over three weeks of age were fumigated with Black-
erite once each week. The losses from these diseases during the season
amounted to about twenty-five percent, and another twenty-five per-
cent was caused by the six-weeks-old birds becoming chilled on being
transferred to the open yards. The balance of the loss was among the
baby chicks or accidental losses. Early in the season a salve or paste
recommended as a remedy for vent, toe and feather picking, was procured
and used freely with good results throughout the season.
Of the 7,200 chicks hatched, 2,536 were lost, 35 sent away for scien-
tific examination, 6 sent to Forest Park, Springfield, for exhibition pur-
poses. 4,513 distributed for wintering, and 110 are on hand November
30. (Of these 40 are to be added to the 1930 brood stock and 70 to be
distributed to the clubs during December, for wintering).
Of the 409 adults on hand at the beginning of the breeding season 22
were lost, 56 distributed for liberation, 4 sent to Forest Park, Spring-
field, for exhibition purposes, and 327 remain on hand November 30.
Amherst Fish Hatchery
During the early winter months brush cutting was done on the new
tract, all fish cans repainted, screens and nets made.
The most important addition was a hatchery building, 20 x 32 feet, of
one-story construction, with floors and sides up to three feet of concrete,
and the superstructure of wood. Most of the materials were supplied
from the lumber salvaged at North Dana. A concrete dam was built to
impound the water from nearby springs and this water supply was piped
into the hatchery. Hatching troughs were brought up from the East
Sandwich Hatchery after having been thoroughly cleaned and painted; a
stove was set up; and the electric light wiring extended from the super-
intendent's house across to the hatchery building.
The superintendent's cottage was improved by the installation of a ce-
ment floor in the cellar and a further strengthening of the supports under
the floor. The front porch was glassed in and supplied with screens. All
windows were screened and an oil stove was added to the house equipment.
A series of four additional rearing pools was constructed, as previously
noted, through contributions of clubs. Owing to the fact that these were
built in very soft ground it was necessary to make wooden sides. These
are the first pools constructed at this hatchery not having natural dirt
sides and bottom. In the pool system running along the lower side of the
grounds a gravel bottom was put in.
In continuation of the reforestation program 3,360 trees were set out.
During the summer surveying was done on the Hubbard tract looking
to its purchase with the funds contributed by the Massachusetts Fish and
Game Association this year, mentioned under Acknowledgments.
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Brook Trout.—The year opened with 59,000 fingerling brook trout on
hand (a recount added 4,000 to the previous inventory). 5,000 were dis-
tributed to the local brooks and 54,000 were reclassified as yearlings. Of
these 43,320 (six inches or over) were distributed to open waters and
2,180 (six inches or over) and 8,500 (under six inches) were distributed
to club rearing pools.
For the work of the season 73,000 fry were received from the Montague
Fish Hatchery. These did well and made a rapid growth until July 1.
About that time an epidemic of fin and tail rot started, the first appear-
ance of this disease at this station. Control measures were taken, and all
fish treated with a solution of 1 to 2,000 copper sulphate, placing the fish
in an ordinary washtub and keeping them there from one to two minutes.
It seemed to be a very virulent form of the disease, and the trouble was
not eradicated until the latter part of August. After that Gyrodactylus
made its appearance, and all fish were successfully treated with a solution
of 1 to 500 glacial acetic acid—40 quarts of water and 3 ounces of acetic
acid. 1,000 fish from 3 to 6 inches may be treated in this quantity of so-
lution, dipping 200 at a time and keeping them in the solution 1 to 2 min-
utes. An ordinary washtub serves the purpose. About the middle of Sep-
tember a gill trouble attacked all the brook trout. This bacteria is very
dangerous and if not recognized in time will result in great mortality.
The disease was overcome by using the same treatment as for fin and tail
rot described above.
There were losses of 3,000 as fry, and 70,000 were reared to fingerlings.
To these were added 28,300 fingerlings from the Montague Fish Hatchery.
19,300 fingerlings were lost, 18,000 distributed to local brooks, and 61,000
remain on hand to be carried through the winter for spring distribution.
Owing to the various attacks of disease during the summer the fish re-
ceived a severe set-back in growth, and consequently were not as large at
the close of the year as was the stock of the year previous.
Brown Trout.—In previous years brown trout eggs from various
sources had been hatched at the Palmer Fish Hatchery, and the fish, after
feeding for a short period, brought to the Amherst Fish Hatchery for
rearing. The hatching temperature of the water at Palmer being so much
lower than that available at this station, together with the necessity of
moving the fish at an early stage, produced unsatisfactory results. We
believe that the construction of a hatchery building at this station, so that
the brown trout work can be confined to it entirely, is a step toward cor-
recting these conditions.
The year opened with 11,900 fingerlings on hand, which were reclassi-
fied as yearlings. 1,185 were lost, 115 distributed to open waters (first
going to fairs—40 to the Eastern States Exposition, 25 to the Greenfield
Fair and 50 to the Worcester Fair), and 10,600 are on hand November 30.
The 5,000 yearlings on hand at the beginning of the year were reclassi-
fied as adults and added to the 950 adults reported on hand at the end of
the previous year. Of these 5,567 were distributed to public waters (6
going first to the Eastern States Exposition, 6 to the Worcester Fair and
5 to the Greenfield Fair), 16 distributed for display in the Northampton
Courthouse fountain, and 367 remain on hand November 30.
For the work of the season 663,840 eggs were collected and sent to the
Palmer Fish Hatchery for hatching. 107,000 fry from these eggs and
45,000 from eggs received from the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station at
Bozeman, Mont., hatched at Palmer, were received back for further rear-
ing. 136,000 were lost, and the balance of 16,000 were reared to finger-
lings. 6,000 of these were lost and 10,000 remain on hand November 30.
East Sandwich Rearing Station
There was no new construction at this station. The areas that have
been turned over to the game farm were cleared of brush, and mowed off
again in September.
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No reforestation was done—there being but a small amount of land at
this station except that actually used in fish culture.
Brook Trout.—The year opened with 58,020 fingerling brook trout on
hand. 270 were lost and 57,750 reclassified as yearlings. Of these 12,485
were lost, escaped or unaccounted for, 32,615 (six inches or over) distrib-
uted to open waters, and 12,700 (under six inches) distributed to open
waters.
For the work of the season 70,000 fry were received from the Sandwich
Fish Hatchery, 16,200 of which were lost and 53,800 reared to fingerlings.
To these were added 2,500 fingerlings from the Sandwich Fish Hatchery,
making a total of 56,300. Of these 19,180 were lost and 37,120 remain on
hand November 30.
The 3,260 yearlings (over six inches) reported placed in the large pond
during the fiscal year 1928 liberated themselves in Scorton Creek.
Chinook Salmon.—For the work of the season 50,000 Chinook salmon
eggs were received from the California Fish and Game Commission in ex-
change for an equal number of brook trout eggs sent them during the pre-
vious fiscal year. Of these 1,971 were lost and 48,029 hatched. 1,079
were lost, and 46,950 reared to fingerlings. Of the fingerlings 6,950 were
lost, 10,000 sent to the rearing station of the Dighton Fish and Game
Club, and 30,000 distributed to open waters.
Blue Gills and Crappie.—No report can be made on the 6,000 fingerling
blue gills and 4,000 fingerling crappie which last year were planted in the
large pond in an effort to establish a brood stock, as the pond has not been
drawn down since.
Montague Fish Hatchery
Additional progress was made toward the completion of the new house
for the superintendent. The outside was given two coats of paint ; a con-
crete walk built out to the proposed driveway; the grounds immediately
around the house were regraded and coated with loam. The interior re-
mains entirely unfinished and unequipped. Four drainage basins were in-
stalled to take care of the run-off from the spouting, and minor repairs to
trie roof and one end were necessitated by the house having been struck by
lightning. The woodshed was lengthened by 10 feet.
The wooden holding boxes connected with the loading stand were re-
painted and placed on repaired and improved foundations.
The series of large rearing pools at the lower end of the grounds was
so far completed with contributions acknowledged in another part of this
report, that they were put into operation in the fall. This was made pos-
sible by running a pipe line from the main brook to a large cement water
box built at the head of the pools. A new dirt and wooden dam was built
across the depressed area between these new pools and the main brook,
flowing a new area for rearing rainbow trout. The main brook below the
last dam on it was straightened and walled up with stone to resist wash,
and take care of the underground pipe line just laid in.
In continuation of the reforestation program 4,726 trees and a small
amount of shrubbery were set out. •
Brook Trout.—The year opened with 93,000 fingerling brook trout on
hand. 3,500 were lost and 89,500 reclassified as yearlings. Of these 10
were lost, 73,590 (six inches or over) were distributed to public waters
(5 being first used for display) and 7,950 (under six inches) and 7,950
(six inches or over) were distributed to club rearing pools.
For the work of the season 270,000 brook trout eggs were received from
the Sandwich Fish Hatchery, and 150,000 were purchased. 90,000 were
lost and 330,000 fry hatched. Of these 45,000 were lost, 73,000 trans-
ferred to the Amherst Fish Hatchery, and 212,000 reared to fingerlings.
Of these 30,000 were lost, 28,300 transferred to the Amherst Fish Hatch-
ery, 16,100 distributed to club rearing pools, 29,920 distributed to open
waters (120 were first sent to the Eastern States Exposition) and 107,680
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are on hand November 30 to be carried through the winter for spring dis-
tribution.
650 adults were on hand at the beginning of the year. 17 were lost, 78
distributed to public waters (first going to the Eastern States Exposi-
tion) and 555 are on hand November 30.
Rainbow Trout.—The year opened with 3,800 fingerling rainbow trout
on hand, of which 1,605 were lost and 2,195 reclassified as yearlings.
The year opened with 1,800 yearlings on hand, to which were added the
2,195 reclassified fingerlings, making a total of 3,995 yearlings. Of these
1,960 were lost, 1,035 (505 under and 530 over 6 inches long) distributed
to open waters (25 first going to the Greenfield Fair) and 1,000 are on
hand November 30.
Of the 20 adults on hand at the beginning of the year 10 were distrib-
uted to fairs (6 to the Eastern States Exposition and 4 to the Greenfield
Fair) leaving a total of 10 on hand, to which was added one salvaged from
the Deerfield River by a local sportsman, making a total of 11 on hand
November 30.
10,413 fingerlings were received from the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries as
partial reimbursement for brook trout fingerlings sent their Nashua,
N. H. station last year. (The balance due of rainbow fingerlings will be
delivered during 1930.) Of these 1,713 were lost, and 8,700 are on hand
November 30.
Palmer Fish Hatchery
A new roof was put on the superintendent's house and a pantry at the
back remodelled into a small office. A china closet was built into the
dining room and a kitchen cabinet into the kitchen. The kitchen was
repapered and the bath room repainted. Where needed new eave
troughs, drainage pipes and drainage boxes were installed.
At the Wright house the bulkhead steps, and also clapboards around
part of the sills, were repaired. The kitchen and living room were
papered, and where needed the porch screens were rewired.
At the Gray house the kitchen was papered and new cesspool in-
stalled for both tenements. A discarded hot water heating plant was
taken from another station and installed in one of the tenements of
this house.
In the early spring two pool overflows were replaced with concrete.
A small oval pool was built to carry large trout for show purposes. On
the main brook a new dam was put in to fit the large rearing pool. Some
of the shade boards were replaced by driving two-inch pipe into the
bank at a forty-five degree angle, with boards laid crosswise on them, re-
sulting in a great improvement in the appearance of the pools. New flash-
boards were placed in the large supply dam in front of the hatchery
building. The main brook down to this point was straightened, and
much of the overhanging brush and trees removed. During the fall bass
ponds Nos. 4, 7 and 8 were resurfaced with loam to the depth of two or
three inches and planted with aquatic seeds and plants.
A new Chevrolet truck was purchased to replace the old Reo.
In continuation of the reforestation program 1,500 trees were set out.
Brook Trout.—The 38,850 brook trout fingerlings on hand at the be-
ginning of the year were reclassified as yearlings. To these were added
825 collected from the back brook on the hatchery grounds, making a
total of 39,675. Of these 1,400 were lost, 30,475 (six inches or over)
distributed to public waters, 800 (six inches or over) exchanged for
pond fish obtained from a private pond in Prescott, and 3,500 (six
inches or over) and 3,500 (under six inches) distributed to club rear-
ing pools.
For the work of the season 80,000 brook trout eggs were received
from the Sandwich Fish Hatchery. 2,275 were lost and 77,725 fry
hatched. Of the fry 4,600 were lost, 250 distributed for study pur-
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poses, 72,875 reared and reclassified as fingerlings. To these were
added 9,042 fingerlings from the Sandwich Fish Hatchery, making a
total of 81,917. Of these 27,800 were lost or unaccounted for, 10,200
distributed to club rearing pools, and 43,917 are on hand November 30.
Brown Trout.—From the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries 100,000 brown
trout eggs were received in exchange for brook trout eggs, and 663,840
brown trout eggs were received from the Amherst Fish Hatchery for
hatching. 215,724 were lost, 12 sent away for study purposes, and 548,-
104 hatched. Of these 365,784 were lost, 70 were distributed for study
purposes, 30,250 were planted in open waters (250 being first used for
study at the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard University)
and 152,000 fry transferred to the Amherst Fish Hatchery. (107,000
were fry from the eggs collected at the Amherst Fish Hatchery and
45,000 from the eggs of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries).
Small-mouth Black Bess.—There were 424 black bass adults on hand at
the opening of the year, to which were added 87 obtained from the
various salvage jobs, making a total of 511. From the bass ponds there
were collected and distributed 244,500 fry and 34,800 fingerlings (of
which 100 wrere first sent to the Worcester Fair).
Of the 511 breeders 129 were lost, 14 distributed to public waters (9
first being displayed at the Eastern States Exposition and 5 at the
Worcester Fair), and 368 are on hand November 30.
Horned Pout.—The 400 adult horned pout on hand at the beginning of
the year are still on hand November 30.
From the supply pond 25,000 fingerling horned pout were collected
and distributed to open waters.
The horned pout fingerlings and yearlings salvaged from the Con-
necticut River at Longmeadow, where it had overflowed its banks and
left fish stranded in depressions on the shore, were held at the station
for a time and then distributed.
Large-mouth Black Bass, Pickerel, Yellow Perch, Blue Gills and Sun-
fish.—The stock salvaged from the Connecticut River at Longmeadow
were held at the station and later distributed.
Sandwich Fish Hatchery
A new loading stand 14 x 18 ft. was built, with electric motor and
pump attached to make it more convenient for loading the fish into the
large salvage trucks for distribution. One new dam was rebuilt in the adult
fish pond, to replace one which had rotted away. Three new artesian
wells were driven for additional water supply. New eave troughs were
put on the hatch house and a few minor repairs were made on the port-
able camp. The banks of the large fingerling ponds were resurfaced
with gravel to make it more convenient for handling the fingerlings in
sorting, as well as for keeping the ponds in shape.
Brook Trout.—The year opened with 103,900 brook trout fingerlings on
hand, 900 of which were lost and 103,000 reared and reclassified as
yearlings. Of these 11,435 were lost, 24 (six inches or over) used for
experimental purposes, 70,445 (six inches or over) distributed to public
waters (150 first going to the New England Sportsmen's Show, 10 to the
Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard University, and 25 to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for display and study purposes)
;
365 (under six inches) were distributed to public waters (300 being first
displayed at the New England Sportsmen's Show, 15 at the Museum of
Comparative Zoology and 50 at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology), 2,940 (six inches or over) and 13,500 (under six inches) sent
to club rearing pools, and 4,291 remain on hand November 30.
Of the 6,450 yearlings on hand at the beginning of the year, 144 were
lost, 500 (six inches or over) distributed to public waters, and 5,806
reared and reclassified as adults.
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To the 3,013 adults on hand at the beginning of the year were added
the 5,806 reclassified yearlings, making a total of 8,819 adults. Of
these 1,243 were lost, 3,926 distributed to public waters (6 being first
used for display at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and
3,650 remain on hand November 30.
For the work of the year 900,000 eggs were collected from station
stock and 100,000 were purchased. 66,500 were lost; 270,000 sent to the
Montague Fish Hatchery; 80,000 sent to the Palmer Fish Hatchery;
50,000 sent to the California Fish and Game Commission in exchange
for Chinook salmon eggs to be furnished us in the next fiscal year;
10,000 were distributed to public waters (first having been used for
display purposes at the New England Sportsmen's Show) and 523,500
hatched. Of these fry, 4,200 were distributed to public waters (4,000
first being displayed at the New England Sportsmen's Show, 100 being
displayed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and 100 at the
Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard University) ; 25,000 were
exchanged with a private hatchery for 795 yearlings (6 inches or over)
that were distributed to public waters; 70,000 were transferred to the
East Sandwich Rearing Station; 76,800 sent to the Sutton Fish Hatch-
ery; 101,500 were lost; and 246,000 were reared to fingerlings. Of
these 58,000 were distributed to club rearing pools, 10,000 transferred
to the Palmer Fish Hatchery, 10,000 to the Sutton Fish Hatchery, 2,500
to the East Sandwich Rearing Station, 63,100 were lost, and 102,400
remain on hand November 30.
Sutton Fish Hatchery
A portion of the barn was remodeled to make a store room for a part
of the gear of the salvage crews, and in the basement below this room
a workshop was fitted up for boat-building and storage, and general
repair work in connection with salvage and special work.
Some repairs and painting were done on the interior of the residence,
and a portion of the lawn regraded.
A new fence was built on either side of the road entering the hatch-
ery grounds, replacing that washed out by the flood of November, 1927.
The capacity for yearling fish was increased by deepening the silted-
in area in the main rearing pond, and by an extension of the smaller
pools to include a section of the supply brook.
Two thousand trees were planted in beds at the hatchery (for re-
moval and replanting later) and about the same number taken up from
beds already established, and replanted at the ponds.
Brook Trout.—The year opened with 40,000 brook trout fingerlings on
hand, all of which were reared, and reclassified as yearlings. 5,975
were lost or unaccounted for, 28,725 (six inches or over) and 5,300
(under six inches) were distributed to public waters.
For the work of the season 76,800 fry were received from the Sand-
wich Fish Hatchery. 17,800 were lost and 59,000 reared, and reclassi-
fied as fingerlings. To these were added 10,000 received from the Sand-
wich Fish Hatchery, making a total of 69,000. Of these 23,050 were lost,
5,950 distributed to local brooks, and 40,000 remain on hand Novem-
ber 30.
Field Propagation
Merrill Po?id System
Through many channels we have called attention to the difficulties of
producing a volume of our common pond fish, pickerel, horned pout, perch,
etc., which cannot be artificially propagated in hatcheries as is the case
with trout. Nor can they be bred in small ponds on the principle applied
to small-mouth bass. Our investigations so far indicate the only practical
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method to be the establishment of series of ponds, running from ten acres
upwards to a large size, in which brood stocks of these pond fish can be
retained. Such ponds should be so constructed that they can be drawn
down flat. The practice is to so draw them down each fall, collect the
brood fish and hold them until the operation is over, run the small fish into
large catching pens (some of these fish to be returned to the ponds for
later distribution as two-year old stock), and return the brood stock to
the ponds.
Our State possesses only one such system, which is known as the Mer-
rill Pond System (so named in honor of Arthur Merrill, the superintend-
ent of the Sutton Fish Hatchery, for whose vision and persistent energy
and labor in bringing it into existence we are indebted). It lies in the
town of Sutton, and is operated in connection with the Sutton Fish
Hatchery.
The Merrill Pond System comprises a narrow strip of land, about two
and a half miles wide, on which are located seven ponds, ranging in size
from ten to twenty-five acres, and with a site for an eighth pond. We now
have under water a total of one hundred acres of the possible 120 acres.
In the system we own 92 acres and have 99 additional acres under lease
with options of purchase at prices named in the leases.
The system was established in 1921, and each year we are developing
it as rapidly as appropriations will permit.
Some of the ponds are the remains of old mill ponds, and the old
dams (some of which go back to the eighteenth century) have been re-
paired and in some respects substantially rebuilt. They were origin-
ally built of large field stones taken from the nearby district. In all
of our reconstruction and in the building of new dams we have con-
tinued the old style, with concrete facing on the upstream side, and
heavy fill. Some of the original stone walls on the boundaries of the
property are still in position. These will all be retained and repaired.
Additional stone walls of the same type will be laid up where needed
in order that the region will continue to retain its ancient appearance.
In this way a remnant of old New England will be preserved for all
time.
All of the areas above the flowage lands will be reforested, and it
is hoped that additional areas will be acquired, to the end that even-
tually this entire system will be in a setting of magnificent evergreens.
It will serve at once as a beauty spot and a joy to our people, while at
the same time being a practical working unit which for generations to
come should make a large contribution to preserving the gentle art of
angling. For the purpose of description we refer to portions of the
system under different units, as follows:
—
Stockiuell Ponds Unit
At the Putnam dam, on the fill that was made around the stone race-
way last year, the stone wall was built on one side out to the emergency
run-off. Stone has been brought on location to complete the laying up
of all the wall around this point in preparation for future grading.
A new dam that has been in process of construction for several
years at the Middle Pond has now been practically completed by addi-
tional fill on the crest of the dam. This dam, which is 257 feet long
and about 10 feet high was built largely from contributions from local
clubs, which is a fine commentary on the spirit of our anglers and
hunters.
The Arnold dam was further strengthened by additional fill, and seep-
age that developed was stopped. The outlet on the down-stream side was
further walled up, and additional fill was added toward bringing the road-
way across the crest of the dam into a satisfactory condition. Shrubs and
flowering plants were planted to improve the beauty of the location.
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Sutton-Thompson Unit
On the Thompson dam the stone facing on the upstream side was con-
tinued from the point where this construction stopped last year. On the
downstream side additional courses of stone were laid up and additional
fill was made.
Excellent progress was made by the owner of the property (we hold it
under lease) in the removal of all timber within the boundaries to which
the pond will ultimately be flowed.
The town of Sutton dam was further repaired to entirely stop the seep-
age which was worked on last year. Also additional fill was put on the
crest of the dam, and graded.
Welsh-Sullivan Unit
Construction of the dam was substantially advanced. This dam is of
heavy stone construction around the flume, and the same general idea is
being carried out on the wings of the dam as they are extended and raised
as the work on the dam advances to completion. Part of the stone gutter
or run-off between the base of the dam and the road was completed. Also
a large amount of filling was made between the road and the dam. The
dam is now so far completed that we can carry all of the head of water
possible until the Eight Lots Road (which runs along one side of the
pond) can be raised to a higher level. It is so low at points that if the
water is raised any higher in the pond it will overflow. However, work is
progressing as fast as funds are available to complete entirely the dam so
that we can raise the water to the maximum height when the road has
been finally filled in. On the downstream side of the dam and across the
road from it, considerable excavation was made for the installation of a
large system of catching basins.
In all the above pond units the channels were improved for running
the fish down by removing such obstructions as logs, brush and mud
banks, and fine sand was dumped in at the head of several ponds to drift
along with the current and settle in the softer mud holes. Brush cut on
the shore was thrown in to increase the amount of shelter. Stones were
placed for horned pout nesting, and the construction of several types
of concrete nests started. Additional tanks were provided for holding
mixed fish as they are trapped, and improved methods worked out to
sort and grade them.
Breeding and Production
We continue to report on the breeding, production and distribution at
all the ponds collectively. When the system has been fully developed it
may be possible to report on the results at each pond separately. How-
ever, this may not be done, for the reason that in our annual fall collection
of the stock from the ponds we have found it practicable to draw down the
water gradually, and float the fish downstream from one pond to the other
to a concentration point where all the stock in the ponds can be handled
most economically and expeditiously.
At the finish of the season of 1928 a large number of fingerling horned
pout, blue gills and crappie were returned to the ponds for growth and
to vary the distribution for 1929 with an increased number of yearling
fish; also to reach a position for increasing the proportion of crappie
over blue gills for breeding. This did not affect the capacity of the ponds
for producing fingerlings, and the net result was a general increase in
production.
The production of blue gill and crappie fingerlings was normal for the
amount of breeding stock. Perch snowed a marked increase, and the
number was greater than was expected for the number of breeders put
back. Horned pout bred well in all ponds, and for the whole made an
abnormal increase over any previous number. Pickerel practically failed
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to produce fingerlings, and the small number found were left in the ponds
as far as possible. There seems to be no explanation for this, except that
at times with some species there is a non-breeding year, or conditions that
cause a failure of the eggs to hatch. This has occurred with other species,
and did to a marked degree this year with shiners. In a thorough clean-
out to eliminate the latter from the ponds, breeding fish far exceeding
any other species were taken out, but only a few thousand fingerlings
were found in the whole system.
The Sutton-Thompson Unit had been stocked only with horned pout,
since these are the easiest removed under the present conditions (they
have to be run down a rocky brook, with a descent of about 100 feet).
The production was so notable that this plan was renewed for another
season, and to do the work under the best conditions the ponds, after the
removal of the horned pout stock, were sterilized to clear them of shiners
and common sun-fish, the most persistent in remaining in a drained pond,
and to have them so clean of all fish, except horned pout that they could
be used for starting a new strain of any fish cultivated without mixture
with the older stock.
The Stockwell Unit, now numbering four ponds, developed to full capa-
city, produced horned pout, blue gills and crappie mainly, with a large
stock of yellow perch from the Schoolhouse and Putnam Mill Ponds. The
growth varied in the several ponds, partly from the amount of stock con-
tained, but more from the age of the ponds, and was far greater in the
new pond built from club contributions, this resulting from the richness
of a newly flowed pond in food. All of these ponds produced a substantial
number of yearling fish without any apparent effect on the fingerling
production.
The Welsh Unit was stocked largely with fingerling horned pout, crappie
and blue gills in 1928 to produce yearlings on account of the uncertainty
of building a suitable trap for fingerlings. The production and growth of
these yearlings was very satisfactory, and in addition there was a record
production of fingerling horned pout for in the ponds, from a compara-
tively small number of breeding horned pout put in to test the effect of
possible fermentation of a newly flowed pond on horned pout fry, the
only fish so far appearing to suffer injury in new flowage.
Restocking
The only change in restocking the ponds has been the substitution of
crappie for blue gills as far as the stock of these fish would permit. The
number of breeding fish was somewhat reduced, as it is recognized that
the removal of shiners gives larger production and growth of the fish
bred for distribution. The plan of returning fingerlings for growth and
yearling production was followed with an increased number.
The production or yield (meaning the whole number taken out in the
complete drainage) was 900,000 of the fish cultivated. These 900,000
were disposed of partly by distribution, partly by returning to the ponds
as brood stock (recorded in detail below), and some held for stocking
club rearing ponds and distribution during the first part of the coming
fiscal year.
The following stock from other sources was planted in the ponds : from
Butler Ames Pond, Tewksbury, 270 adult horned pout, 1,210 adult crap-
pie, 805 adult blue gills; from North Watuppa Pond, Fall River, 504
adult horned pout; from Suntaug Lake, Lynnfield and Peabody, 100 adult
crappie and 50 adult horned pout.
Distribution
Distributions from the ponds for the period of this report (December
1, 1928 to November 30, 1929) totalled 514,480 fish (of which 510,837
went to open waters and 3,643 allotted for other purposes) as follows:
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Blue gills—184,300 fingerlings, of which 182,850 went to open waters,
700 to a club rearing pool, 750 to a pond on the Ayer Game Farm; 11,450
yearlings and adults, of wThich 11,385 went to open waters (38 first going
to the Eastern States Exposition and 12 to the fair of the Worcester Agri-
tural Society), and 65 to the South Boston Aquarium.
Horned pout—121,870 fingerlings, of which 120,870 went to open waters
and 1,000 to a club rearing pool; 27,167 yearlings and adults, of which
27,157 went to open waters (30 first going to the Eastern States Exposi-
tion and 12 to the fair of the Worcester Agricultural Society), and 10 to
the South Boston Aquarium.
Yellow perch—38,400 fingerlings, all of which went to open waters;
6,285 yearlings and adults, all of which went to open waters (28 first
going to the Eastern States Exposition and 12 to the fair of the Worcester
Agricultural Society).
Crappie—118,650 fingerlings, of which 117,600 went to open waters,
300 to a club rearing pool, and 750 to a pond on the Ayer Game Farm;
1,700 yearlings and adults, of which 1,650 went to open waters (33 first
going to the Eastern States Exposition and 12 to the fair of the Wor-
cester Agricultural Society), and 50 to the South Boston Aquarium.
Pickerel—2,158 yearling and adult pickerel, of which 2,140 went to
open waters and 18 to the South Boston Aquarium.
Common Sunfish—2,500 yearlings and adults, all of which went to open
waters.
FISH AND GAME DISTRIBUTION
Fish Distribution
Time has demonstrated the economy of distributing the output of the
hatcheries and the rearing unit by our own trucks. While the type of
truck in use is still inadequate as to carrying capacity and speed, yet great
progress has been made in the last few years in the building up of this
equipment. Great credit should be given to many local sportsmen's organ-
izations for the assistance they have rendered us in going to the hatch-
eries with their own trucks and taking charge of the distributions from
that point. While the most effective planting will be realized when all
the fish can be transported in our own trucks and planted direct to the
waters by our own fish messengers, the time when we will have sufficient
funds to do this is remote. However, a start has been made by the pro-
motion of two of our former wardens into the fish culturist class to
serve, among other things, as fish messengers. There is great need of
more men and more equipment in this field.
We continue in the belief that the planting of the fish in the spring
as far in advance of the opening of the fishing season as possible, will
give our fishermen the largest possible returns. The cost of the large
rearing pools, feed and labor required to hold these fish from a given
spring to the following fall, would be entirely beyond anything that could
be financed with present or immediately prospective appropriations.
When we point out that over 245,000 pounds of fish food (mostly hog
livers and melts), were fed at our hatcheries during the past year, some
idea can be formed of the additional costs. Any attempt at fall distribu-
tion would necessitate starting the work fairly early. Such a condition
as obtained in our streams this fall because of the drouth period would
have brought us face to face with insurmountable difficulties.
We take the opportunity to publicly thank 37 local clubs and chapters
of the Izaak Walton League and individuals for the teamwork exhibited
in constructing pools at their own expense, and supplying care and food
to rear allotments of trout to a larger size. It is most advisable for all
such persons to consult the Division before expending labor and money on
the construction of such units. There are many important considerations
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which can only be dealt with by an experienced fish culturist. The
Division will be pleased at any time to supply expert advice on any loca-
tions or plans. During the past year the superintendents of our fish
hatcheries, and particularly Superintendent Merrill of the Sutton Fish
Hatchery, have travelled to locations and advised on these matters. Not
only should this be done but we should have a sufficient force to enable us
to provide an experienced fish culturist to visit each layout several times
a year to inspect the fish and advise those in charge how to get the best
results.
Brook Trout.—By the fall of 1928 each station had selected sufficient
of its choicest 1928-hatched fingerlings to carry through the winter for
liberation in the spring of 1929 as yearlings.
There were distributed (as by-products and for rearing) 143,170
fingerlings, 5,000 of which were 1928-hatched and 138,170 were 1929-
hatched. It is not part of our plan of fish distribution to plant fingerling
fish ; but in concentrating on the production and distribution of legal-sized
yearling fish only, enough fingerling fish must be carried through at the
hatcheries from which to select a uniform stock for this annual yearly
distribution, which necessitates culling out and discarding, during the
process, a considerable number of fingerlings. This thinning out also
makes for a better growth in the yearling fish.
There were distributed from all sources, either to public waters or to
the local clubs for further rearing and later distribution, 352,245 yearling
brook trout. (See table of distribution at the end of this section).
There were 4,004 adult trout distributed to open waters. Stocking of
ponds with the large, stripped brook trout was continued in the following
waters : Peters Pond, Sandwich ; Onota Lake, Pittsfield ; Job's Neck Pond,
Edgartown; Lake Attitash, Amesbury; Congamond Lakes, Southwick;
Norwich Lake, Huntington; Garfield Lake, Monterey; Pentucket Pond,
Georgetown; and Lake Archer, Wrentham.
At the close of the year there are on hand at all the stations 392,117
(1929-hatched) fingerlings, 4,291 yearlings, and 4,205 adult brook trout.
Brown Trout.—During the year 30,250 fry, 115 yearling and 5,567 adult
brown trout were distributed to open waters. At the close of the year
there are on hand 10,000 (1929-hatched) fingerlings, 10,600 yearlings
and 367 adults.
Rainbow Trout.—The only rainbow trout distributed during the year
were 1,035 yearlings. There are on hand at the close of the year 8,700
fingerlings, 1,000 yearlings and 11 adults.
Chinook Salmon.—The only distribution of Chinook salmon was 30,000
(1929-hatched) fingerlings to open waters and 10,000 to the Dighton Fish
and Game Club's rearing station. There are none on hand at the close
of the year.
Small-mouth Black Bass.—The entire production of small-mouth black
bass at the Palmer Hatchery (with the exception of a small number
distributed to fairs), 244,500 fry, 34,800 fingerlings and 14 adults, was
planted in the following specially selected waters: Seymour Pond, Brew-
ster and Harwich; Great Herring Pond, Plymouth and Bourne; Wakeby
Pond, Mashpee; South Pond, Savoy; Yokum Pond, Becket; Laurel Lake,
Lee and Lenox; Clarksburg Reservoir, Clarksburg; Goose Pond, Tyring-
ham and Lee; Noquochoke Pond, Dartmouth; Hazzard or Russell Pond,
Russell; Metacomet Lake, Belchertown; Spy Pond, Arlington; Lake
Mascuppic, Dracut and Tyngsboro; Sandy Pond, Ayer; Lake Boone,
Hudson and Stow; Sudbury River, Framingham; Lake Waban, Wellesley;
Lake Archer, Wrentham; Massapoag Pond, Sharon; Braintree Dam,
Braintree; Clew Pond, Plymouth; Big Sandy Pond, Plymouth; Snow's
Pond, Rochester; West Pond, Plymouth; White Island Pond, Plymouth;
Jamaica Pond, Boston; Queen Lake, Phillipston; Silver Lake, Athol; Big
Alum Pond, Sturbridge; Webster Lake, Webster; and Bare Hill Pond,
Harvard.
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The bass collected in miscellaneous salvage jobs were planted in ponds
near the locations from which the fish were taken.
Horned Pout, Blue Gills, Large-mouth Black Bass, Pickerel, Yellow
Perch, White Perch, Crappie.—An unusually large stock of native pond
fish was distributed from the Merrill Pond System in addition to horned
pout from the Palmer Hatchery, pickerel purchased from a private pond,
and the fish collected in the various salvage operations. (For details,
see Field Propagation and Work of the Salvage Units).
Muskallonge.—The New York Conservation Commission furnished
25,000 muskallonge fry which were planted in the Connecticut River at
Montague.
Alewife.—No distribution of alewives was made during the year.
Work of the Salvage Units.—The salvage operations resulted in the
collection of 194,347 fish (of which 190,879 were planted in public waters,
and 3,468 allotted for other purposes).
From April 5 to May 3, Salvage Unit No. 1 operated on Martha's Vine-
yard collecting white perch from Tashmoo Pond, Tisbury. 50,200 adult
white perch (4 to 7 in.) were collected and distributed to open waters.
From May 23 to June 2, Salvage Unit No. 1 operated at General Butler
Ames Pond and collected the following fish, which were planted in open
waters: 3,200 adult crappie (4 to 13 in.) ; 2,900 adult blue gills (3 to 6
in.); 375 adult horned pout (5 to 13 in.). In addition there were col-
lected and sent to the South Boston Aquarium the following: 100 adult
crappie ( 4 to 13 in.) ; 100 adult blue gills (3 to 6 in.) ; 60 adult horned
pout (5 to 13 in.) ; 20 adult small-mouth black bass (9 to 13 in.) ; and to
the Merrill Pond System to be used as brood stock: 1,210 adult crappie
(4 to 13 in.) ; 805 adult blue gills (3 to 6 in.) ; 270 adult horned pout
(5 to 13 in.). In addition, 25 adult crappie and 30 adult blue gills were
sent to Holy Cross College for study purposes.
From May 27 to June 5, Salvage Unit No. 2 operated at Wenham Lake,
Beverly and Wenham (water supply for Beverly and Salem) and collected
the following fish which were planted in open waters: 3,267 adult white
perch (6 to 12 in.) ; 384 adult yellow perch (6 to 10 in.) ; 193 adult small-
mouth black bass (10 to 16 in.); 164 adult pickerel (10 to 20 in.); 5
adult horned pout (13 in.).
From June 9 to 16, Salvage Unit No. 2 operated at Artichoke Basin,
Newburyport and West Newbury (water supply for Newburyport) and
collected the following fish which were planted in local ponds : 1,795 adult
white perch (4 to 14 in.) ; 355 adult yellow perch (4 to 10 in.) ; 365 adult
horned pout (12 in.) ; 84 adult pickerel (14 to 27 in.) ; 3 adult small-
mouth black bass (12 to 19 in.). In addition, 28 adult pickerel (14 to 27
in.) were collected and sent to the South Boston Aquarium.
From July 17 to 25, Salvage Unit No. 1 operated at Long Pond, Fal-
mouth water supply for the town of Falmouth) at the request of the town
officials, who paid all expenses, and the following fish were collected and
planted in ponds in Falmouth: 1,700 adult small-mouth black bass (9 to 18
in.) ; 1,600 adult yellow perch (9 to 14 in.).
From June 21 to 29, Salvage Unit No. 2 operated at Ludlow Reservoir,
Ludlow and Belchertown (water supply for Ludlow) and collected the
following fish which were distributed to local waters: 1,435 adult small-
mouth black bass (9 to 15 in.); 95 adult horned pout (10 in.); 490
adult yellow perch (6 to 10 in.) ; 39 adult pickerel (10 to 16 in.) ; 121
yearling long-eared sunfish (4 to 5 in.).
From June 5 to 14, Salvage Unit No. 1 operated at North Watuppa
Pond, Fall River (water supply for Fall River) and collected the follow-
ing fish which were planted in open waters: 1,875 adult small-mouth black
bass (8 to 21 in.) ; 3,581 adult white perch (9 to 15 in.) ; 1,325 adult
yellow perch (8 to 14 in.) ; 1,650 adult horned pout (9 to 15 in.) ; 21
adult pickerel (16 to 24 in.); 32 adult pike perch (20 to 24 in.). In
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addition, 504 adult horned pout (9 to 15 in.) were sent to the Merrill Pond
System to be used as breeders; and the following were turned over to
the Rhode Island Park Department for exhibition in a municipal aquarium
in Providence; 10 adult small-mouth black bass (8 to 21 in.); 20 adult
white perch (9 to 15 in.) ; 10 adult yellow perch (8 to 14 in.) ; 6 adult
horned pout (9 to 15 in.) ; 3 adult pike perch (20 to 24 in.).
From September 19 to 21, Salvage Unit No. 2 operated at Tuxbury
Pond, Amesbury and collected the following fish which were planted in
open waters: 535 adult pickerel (7 to 25 in.) ; 920 adult yellow perch (4 to
12 in.) ; 5 adult horned pout (11 to 12 in.) ; 2 horned pout fry (iy2 in.) ;
23 fingerling blue gill (2 in.).
From September 26 to October 3 Salvage Units No. 1 and No. 2 oper-
ated at Crystal Lake, Wakefield (water supply for Wakefield) and col-
lected the following fish which were planted in Quannapowitt Lake: 775
adult small-mouth black bass (8 to 16 in.) ; 89 adult pickerel (14 to 24
in.) ; 455 adult horned pout (8 to 12 in.) ; 775 adult yellow perch (6 to
12 in.) ; 37 adult white perch (10 to 13 in.) ; 750 adult common sunfish
(5 to 6 in.). In addition 8 adult small-mouth black bass (10 to 15 in.)
were turned over to the Palmer Fish Hatchery for brood stock.
From October 5 to 11, Salvage Units No. 1 and No. 2 operated at
Weymouth Great Pond, Weymouth (water supply for Weymouth) and col-
lected the following fish, which were planted in open waters: 600 adult
small-mouth black bass (9 to 18 in.) ; 1,000 adult horned pout (9 to 13
in.) ; 550 adult white perch (8 to 10 in.) ; 625 adult yellow perch (6 to
9 in.) ; 2 adult pickeral (18 to 24 in.).
From October 18 to 25, Salvage Units No. 1 and No. 2 operated at Sun-
taug Lake, Lynnfield and Peabody (water supply for Peabody) and col-
lected the following fish, which were planted in open waters: 305 adult
small-mouth black bass (12 to 18 in.) ; 430 adult crappie (12 to 14 in.) ;
245 adult horned pout (9 to 13 in.) ; 250 adult yellow perch (5 to 10 in.) ;
28 adult pickerel (18 to 24 in.). In addition there were sent to the
Merrill Pond System 100 adult crappie (12 to 14 in.) ; 50 adult horned
pout (9 to 13 in.) ; to Palmer Fish Hatchery, 36 adult small-mouth black
bass (12 to 18 in.).
From October 30 to November 6, Salvage Units No. 1 and 2 operated
at Great and Little Quitticas Ponds, Lakeville, Rochester and Freetown
(water supplies for New Bedford) and collected the following fish which
were distributed to open waters: 90 adult small-mouth black bass (10 to
18 in.) ; 5 adult large-mouth black bass (14 to 19 in.) ; 105 adult white
perch (8 to 11 in.) ; 27 adult pickerel (17 to 27 in.) ; 115 adult yellow
perch (6 to 10 in.); 75 adult horned pout (9 to 11 in.).
Several small jobs were accomplished, mostly by our wardens and
superintendents, and the fish planted, unless otherwise stated, in local
ponds
:
From Cranberry Burrage Bogs, Halifax, 800 fingerling blue gills (2 to
4 in.) ; 550 fingerling pickerel (3 to 5 in.).
From Meadowbrook Flowage Basin, Amesbury, 25 adult yellow perch
(5 to 9 in.) ; 25 adult white perch (5 to 9 in.).
From Crystal Lake, Gardner, 30 adult small-mouth black bass were
collected and turned over to the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station at
Nashua, N. H.
From Herbert R. Wolcott's private pond in Amherst, 1,000 fingerling
horned pout (2 to 3 in.) ; 980 yearling horned pout (3 to 6 in.) ; 20 adult
horned pout (10 to 12 in.).
From the Connecticut River at Longmeadow (some were first sent to
the Eastern States Exposition and the New England Fair at Worcester)
12,500 fingerling horned pout (2 to 3 in.) ; 6,325 yearling and adult
horned pout (4 to 12 in.) ; 777 yearling and adult pickerel (5 to 17 in.) ;
230 yearling yellow perch (3 to 10 in.) ; 35 fingerling large-mouth black
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bass (3 in.) ; 11 adult large-mouth black bass (9 to 14 in.) ; 135 yearling
blue gills (3 to 6 in.) ; 50 yearling sunfish (3 to 6 in.).
From Noyes Pond, Westminster, 21,500 fingerling horned pout (3 in.) ;
8,600 yearling horned pout (4 to 5 in.) ; 8,600 adult horned pout (6 to 8
in.) ; 4,300 adult horned pout (8 to 10 in.) ; 3,750 fingerling pickerel
(3 to 5 in.) ; 3,000 yearling pickerel (6 to 10 in.) ; 750 adult pickerel
(12 to 15 in.) ; 560 fingerling yellow perch (3 to 4 in.) ; 2,240 yearling
and adult yellow perch (4 to 5 in.) ; 1,680 adult yellow perch (6 to 8 in.) ;
560 adult yellow perch (8 to 10 in.) ; 560 adult yellow perch (10 to 12 in.) ;
400 adult shiners (2 to 6 in.).
From Howe Pond, Millbury, 6,000 yearling and adult horned pout
(4 to 8 in.).
From Shippee Brook, Rowe, 9 yearling brook trout (4 to 6 in.).
From a small pool in Mansfield, 600 adult horned pout (6 in.).
From Crystal Lake, Gardner, 43 adult small-mouth black bass (8 to
14 in.) were collected and turned over to the Palmer Fish Hatchery for
brood stock.
From Greens Pond, Fitchburg, 500 fingerling pickerel (3 to 5 in.) ;
500 yearling and adult pickerel (6 to 12 in.) ; 4,000 fingerling yellow perch
(3 to 5 in.) ; 1,500 fingerling horned pout (2 to 3 in.) ; 2,000 yearling and
adult horned pout (4 to 5 in.) ; 1,500 adult horned pout (6 to 8 in.).
From an unnamed mud hole in Athol, 387 fingerling horned pout (2
in.) ; 44 fingerling pickerel (6 in.) ; 33 fingerling common sunfish (3 in.).
From Woods Pond, Prescott, 600 adult pickerel (10 to 16 in.) ; 400 adult
pickerel (8 to 10 in.) ; 1,750 adult horned pout (4 to 8 in.). An exchange
of yearling brook trout will be worked out with the owner of this pond.
From Hales Brook, Chelmsford, 1,800 fingerling horned pout (3 in.) ;
375 yearling horned pout (4 to 5 in.) ; 225 adult horned pout (6 to 8 in.) ;
1,050 fingerling crappie (3 in.) ; 750 yearling crappie (3 to 6 in.) ; 50
fingerling blue gills (3 in.) ; 60 fingerling pickerel (5 in.) ; 100 yearling
pickerel (5 to 10 in.) ; 125 fingerling yellow perch (3 in.) ; 65 fingerling
small-mouth black bass (3 in.).
From the standpipe at Shaker Mill Pond, Hancock, 120 yearling (5 to
6 in.) and 30 yearling (6 to 7Vfc in.) brook trout.
From an unnamed pool in a dump in Springfield, 85 fingerling horned
pout (1 to 2 in.) ; 40 yearling horned pout (5 in.).
From an unnamed stream on the Winchendon-Templeton line, 78 year-
ling trout (over 6 in.) and 48 yearling trout (3 to 6 in., average 4 in.).
A number of fish stranded in Westville Pond, Taunton, were driven by
the superintendent of Salvage Unite No. 1 through the gates and down into
Mount Hope Mill Pond, Taunton. They were mostly pickerel and large-
mouth black bass. No figures could be arrived at on this particular job.
Under authorization from this Division the Fish Restoration Com-
mittee of the Fall River Rod and Gun Club salvaged, from North Watuppa
Pond, Fall River, 876 adult small-mouth black bass (7 to 14 in.) ; 10 adult
pickerel (12 to 22 in) ; 85 adult white perch (5 to 10 in) ; 20 adult yellow
perch (5 to 11 in.) ; 9 roaches (5 in.).
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Brook Trout:
Eggs and fry J .
Fingerlings 2
YearlingB (under 6 inches)
YearlingB (6 inches or over)
Adults ....
Brown Trout:
Fry ....
Yearlings (6 inches or over)
Adults (6 inches or over) .
Rainbow Trout:
Yearlings (under 6 inches)
Yoarlings (6 inches or over)
Chinook Salgion:
Fingerlings
Small-mouth Black Bass:
Fry .
Fingerlings
Yearlings and adults
Horned Pout:
Fry ....
Fingerlings
Yearlings and adults
White Perch:
Yearlings and adults
Yellow Perch:
Fingerlings
Yearlings and adults
Blue Gills:
Fingerlings
Yearlings and adults
Sunfish (other than blue gills)
:
Fingerlings
Yearlings and adults
Pickerel:
Fingerlings
Yearlings and adults
Muskallonge:
Fry ....
Crappie:
Fingerlings
Yearlings and adults
Miscellaneous:
Large-mouth black bass fingerlings
Large-mouth black bass adults
Shiner adults .
Pike perch adults
Product of State
Hatcheries
planted direct to
public waters
18
282
4
365
930
004
115
,507
505
530
30,000
244
34
145,
27,
500
800
14
870
157
,400
,285
182,
11,
117
1
850
385
500
140
600
650
Product of State
Hatcheries
reared by clubs
to larger size be-
fore liberation
84,300
33,450
16,570
10,000
1,000
700
300
1,157,167 146,320
Not hatchery
product (pur-
chase, gift,
seining, etc.)
177
903
65
6,976
2
38,772
45,585
59,560
4,685
12,134
873
3,035
33
921
4,904
7,136
25,000
1,050
4,380
35
16
400
32
216,674
1 The 10,000 eggs and 4,200 fry planted were some that had been first used for display purposes.
2 The 58,870 fingerlings distributed were a by-product in the production of yearling stock.
3 The 30,250 brown trout fry distributed were some which had first been used at the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology of Harvard University for display purposes.
Game Distribution
Pheasants.—Our system of distributing pheasants is unique, differing
from the practice in any other State. Each spring we liberate such adult
pheasants as are carried over at the game farms in excess of the require-
ments for brood stock.
Up to this year practically the entire output of young pheasants from
our game farms has been taken by clubs and individuals, carried through
the winter in pens provided at their expense (they also paying for the
labor and feed), and liberated the following spring as adult birds. This
year, owing to the large increase in production, we could not find accommo-
dations for several hundred birds, and adopted the following plan. All
requests for young birds from the sportmen's organizations, local chap-
ters of the Izaak Walton League and individual sportsmen, were filled.
These birds were at least three months old, many running from 13 to 15
weeks of age when delivered. As the season progressed it was discovered
that there would be a considerable surplus at the game farms, and late in
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the distribution period we arranged with some of the parties which
received the earliest birds, to liberate in the covers after the close of the
shooting season on November 20, a portion of their birds (which would
then be at least six months old and for all practical purposes fully devel-
oped). These were replaced, in most cases, with an equal number of our
later-hatched birds (running from 3 to 4 months old) to be carried
through the winter.
There are several reasons for following the present policy of liberating
our birds as adults in the spring. One is to eliminate, as far as possible,
the losses from putting immature birds into the covers prior to and during
the shooting season. Another is to reduce the destruction of such birds
by vermin—believing that the adult bird has a much better chance to sur-
vive vermin and rigorous weather than has the young. A most important
factor, however, is the fact that large sections of this State are not ideal
pheasant country. Only a relatively small portion of the State is farmed,
and in practically no section is to be found extensive grain fields or a
variety of cultivation which the pheasant prefers. If these birds were
liberated in the fall as young stock we believe it is their nature to wander
off seeking the more ideal living grounds, with a resulting concentration
on some areas and a practical desertion of others. We believe that the
distribution of adults in the spring immediately prior to the breeding
season in the best covers available in a given region is more likely to result
in the birds adjusting themselves to such localities, with a more even
distribution of the resulting hatches. The hens will soon be heavy with
eggs and will be forced to rest. The cocks will be held by the hens. The
birds thus reared in a given area are less likely to wander away before the
opening of the shooting season the following fall.
We have continued our policy of many years of shipping eggs for hatch-
ing to individuals and clubs willing to take them. While we could not
give some applicants all of the eggs desired, there were none that went
without any. We find, more and more, a desire on the part of such
applicants to take larger numbers of eggs, in order to experiment with
the use of incubators and brooder houses. Many are poultry breeders
and familiar with the operation of such equipment. While the outcome
has not always been satisfactory, in some cases surprising results have
been noted. We furnish the applicants with instructions for the handling
of these eggs in incubators, but it is not yet generally understood that
the hatching and rearing of pheasants involves many considerations which
are entirely different from those in the hatching and handling of poultry.
One of the great difficulties of handling pheasants under the incubator-
brooder system is cannibalism. This year we demonstrated at the game
farms that this trouble can be largely controlled, if not entirely elim-
inated, by using one of the commercial smears, as explained elsewhere.
Prior to the time that the young birds were shipped the applicants were
furnished, without cost, with a sufficient amount of one of these smears
to enable them to deal with this condition.
It is desirable to reduce the handling of the young birds to a system
as near "fool-proof" as possible. This year we demonstrated that the
birds at the age shipped out, can be hopper-fed. In fact, most of them
had been so fed for weeks prior to shipment. Steps have been taken to
produce a satisfactory hopper to be sold at cost to applicants. We are
certain these birds can be carried through the winter on a simple diet,
providing considerable green food is supplied up to the winter months.
We refer to a balanced ration made up as one food by the manufacturers
of poultry foods. One such feed, kept before the birds in hoppers, will
make the care of the birds increasingly less complicated and improve
sanitary conditions. We take this opportunity to publicly acknowledge
the splendid teamwork of the 134 individuals, clubs and chapters of the
Izaak Walton League, which this fall took pheasants to rear to adult age
and liberate without expense to the Division.
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A very important link in this system is yet to be supplied. We refer
to the need of one or more qualified bird culturists to travel through the
State and inspect the suitableness of all pens before birds are shipped.
Despite the earnest efforts of the applicants we find that some do not yet
understand the requirements. After the birds have been shipped the
colonies should be inspected from time to time by our representative, who
should also educate those in charge of the birds to the best methods of
care and feeding. This applies also to groups which take substantial
numbers of eggs for artificial incubation.
There were 13,261 eggs shipped for hatching, from which 5,009 birds
hatched. Of these 1,715 were reared to the age of at least three months,
and liberated. 484 are being carried through the winter for spring libera-
tion—^making a total of 2,199 birds produced in this branch of the work.
1,297 young pheasants (three months old or older) were liberated from
the game farms in open covers during the fall. There were distributed
to the clubs and others for wintering 11,470 young (including 10 pur-
chased birds). A substantial number of these were distributed (as pre-
viously explained) after the gunning season, and these were replaced (in
most cases with an equal number of later-hatched birds to be carried
through until spring.
There were 1,499 adult pheasants liberated in the covers. These were
1928-hatched birds which had been carried through at the game farms,
and discards from the brood stocks and the Ayer egg-stock (as well as
the 134 pheasants wintered by the clubs).
At the close of the year there are on hand fit the four game farms, for
brood stock and spring liberation, 1,095 (1929-hatched) and 978 adult
pheasants.
White Hares.—The Division imported and liberated 2,205 white hares.
Special care was taken to place them only in localities providing suitable
cover.
Cottontail Rabbits.—Penikese Island supplied 476 cottontail rabbits for
restocking on the mainland—a substantial advance over last year's pro-
duction.
Quail.—No distributions of quail were made except for the liberation
of 27 excess adult cocks. The remaining 206 young and 81 adults were
held for brood stock.
Game Distributed to the Covers, 1929
Product of State
Hatcheries lib-
erated direct to
the covers
Product of State
Hatcheries wintered
by clubs and others
before liberation in
the spring
Not hatchery
product (pur-
chase, gift,
etc.)
Pheasants:
Young (reared by clubs and others from the
13,261 eggs distributed for hatching)
Young
Adult
Quail:
Adult.
Cottontail Rabbits:
Adult.
White Hares:
Adult
.
1,715
1,297
1,499
27
4842
11,4602
134i
12,078
1Q32
2,205
2,215
i Carried through the winter of 1928-9.
2 Carried through the winter of 1929-30.
3 Distributed for wintering.
Considering the number of birds and the age, this is the largest dis-
tribution ever made by the State, and we believe it constitutes a record
in the production of pheasants in this country.
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MARINE FISHERIES
General
The fishing season of 1929 as conducted by Massachusetts vessels, large
and small, has been one of the most successful in our history- It is
also pleasing to note that the industry in general is rapidly improving on
the progress indicated in recent reports and apparently faces a period of
great growth. The production of haddock has increased to where more
haddock are landed at Boston than at any other fishing port in the
world. There were many outstanding features during the year, the
most noticeable being the great demand for haddock fillets, both fresh
and frozen. This in great measure accounts for the additional vessels
now engaged in fishing upon the shore and off-shore grounds, a number
having been built during the year and others having been changed over
from dory fishing style to what are commonly known as draggers or small
beam trawlers.
The landings of haddock have increased at the port of Boston more
than 100% in five years. This remarkable record of the landings of
haddock and the immense volume of fish business added by reason of the
manufacture and distribution of fillets over an enlarging area prompts all
to consider whether the source of supply of these fish can be made secure
for years to come ; in other words, that the great body of haddock which
courses over the banks contiguous to the Massachusetts coast, and also
those to the eastward in other North Atlantic waters, is not depleted in
any serious measure. Facts on this point can only be obtained by scien-
tific investigation. Unfortunately the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
has no provision for any such work and also it should be noted that no
state in the Union has as much at stake as has Massachusetts in this great
haddock fishery. Therefore, it would seem to devolve upon the United
States Bureau of Fisheries to conduct an intensive investigation of the
haddock fishery together with the source of supply on the various banks
and make reports and deductions from which, if it is found necessary, a
plan of possible future action may be mapped out.
This is not said as an alarm that the haddock fishery is playing out,
but in past years we have had, both on the Atlantic coast and the Pacific,
specific instances where wonderful fisheries have declined simply as a
result of over-fishing and where, taken in time and given a proper in-
vestigation and plan of propagation and protection they would have even
now maintained a satisfactory volume. It is to guard against any possi-
bility of the depletion of the haddock fishery that this suggestion is made,
because around this fishery at the present time is wrapped millions of
dollars invested in modern crafts and gear and fishing plants, and also
the increasing demands of people hundreds of miles away from our shores
for a continuation and increase of our service to them of haddock fillets.
As the result of this change in the method of fishing the so-called shack-
ing fleet has practically disappeared, there being not more than one-half
dozen vessels engaged in this branch of the fishery during the year; it
being understood that this term "shacking" applies to vessels which
formerly, from May to September, based their operations on the banks to
the eastward of the 66th parallel of longtitude and from there brought
capacity trips which were entirely for splitting and salting.
Another feature of the fisheries year is the wonderful increase in the
receipts of fresh mackerel and the welcome invasion along our shores of
schools of these delectable fish in such quantities that one has to revert
to the years of 1883 and 1884 to find its equal. The catch this year, as
far as fresh mackerel are concerned, closely approximates the champion
fresh mackerel year of 1926.
This increased demand for fresh, frozen and smoked fish in fillet form
is shared by salted fish in packaged form, also whole smoked fish and
pickled fish.
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State Supervisor of Marine Fisheries
During the year His Excellency the Governor and the Legislature
approved the necessary legislation to set up a Marine Fisheries section
in the Division—to be under the direction of a State Supervisor of Marine
Fisheries.
The law creating the position (Chapter 372, Acts of 1929) transferred
to the Supervisor most of the duties heretofore discharged by the Director
but with the provision that the Supervisor should serve under the
Director. This is the first time in the history of the Commonwealth that
the State has committed itself to a policy of constructive service to this
great industry.
Mr. Zenas A. Howes of Wellfleet was appointed by His Excellency the
Governor to be the Supervisor, dating from October 16, 1929. Mr. Howes
brings to the work a practical experience over many years in all
branches
—
particularly shellfish.
The initial appropriation was sufficient to cover the Supervisor's salary,
office assistance, the part-time services of Dr. David L. Belding as con-
sultant biologist, necessary travelling expenses and office equipment.
Quarters for the section were provided in the State House.
The Supervisor devoted himself to becoming familiar with those por-
tions of the coastal area with which he had a previous limited contact, con-
ferences with the boards of selectmen and representatives of the industry
in general, and in the study of some local problems. It has been his aim
to start the work by being as helpful as possible to the selectmen and
others in an advisory capacity.
The coastal warden service is included in the marine fisheries section,
and will serve under the Supervisor. Since the transfer of the coastal
wardens' work occurred so near the close of the year, the report of entire
year's work is included in the section on Law Enforcement.
Inspection of Fish
By reason of the large increase in the fish catch by Massachusetts crafts
and also the greatly enlarged volume of business in all its branches,
together with a very important and all-embracing decision of the Attorney
General of the Commonwealth, an increase in the force of deputies is
urgent. The inspections made during the past ten years have been of
great value, not only to the fish dealers themselves and to the fish con-
suming public of Massachusetts, but also to those in other sections of
the country who have the assurance that products of the sea landed at the
various Massachusetts ports and manufactured and distributed by Massa-
chusetts concerns, have been inspected.
It is desirable that this "new fish" idea shall be continued and enlarged
upon. In order to keep up this high standard more and closer inspection
is necessary. This can only be accomplished through additions to the
inspection force. As is well known, the trade in fillets, both fresh, frozen
and smoked has become almost the backbone of the fish business of the
State, leaving aside for the moment the extensive dealings in salted and
pickled fish. Many of the dealers at the present time owe their business
success to the extension of this fiillet trade and they are very anxious
that nothing shall occur which will disturb or set back the natural trade
increase which is to be expected; in other words, they wish to defeat any
plans for placing in the southern and western markets fillets of inferior
character.
At the present time, with but three deputies to cover the great whole-
sale fish pier at Boston and the fish wharves of Gloucester (ports which
together are today receiving annually almost 350 millions of pounds of
fresh fish) to say nothing of the outlaying ports, it is simply impossible
to cover adequately the whole field with the force at hand—especially when
it is remembered that there are some 2,400 dealers throughout the whole
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Commonwealth selling fish at retail and that each of these stores should
be inspected two or three times a year. This suggestion of additional
deputies is made in order that the State may be of increasing helpfulness
to an industry which is developing the second largest natural resource in
the Commonwealth and which is growing by leaps and bounds.
Another instance of the additional work which is being placed on our
inspection force is the opinion of the Attorney General, who has decided
among other things that the word "fish" as used in the statutes includes
all forms of fish, such as fresh, frozen, cold storage, salted, pickled, or
otherwise preserved, also all shellfish and Crustacea. It can readily be
seen that this widely expands the inspection requirements and is another
evidence that additional deputies are necessary if the present high
standard of the work is to be continued and maintained.
For the information of the general public, herewith is appended the
decision of the Attorney General, and from its importance it is felt it
should be in full.
"February 25, 1929.
Hon. William A. L. Bazeley,
Commissioner of Conservation.
Dear Sir:
"1. You have asked my opinion as to whether or not, in advertis-
ing or other forms of publicity, cold storage fish must be so desig-
nated as to distinguish it from fresh fish.
"G. L., c. 94, Sec. 78, is as follows:
No person shall sell, offer or expose for sale fish which have
been held in cold storage, without notice to purchasers that
such fish have been so held, nor without the conspicuous dis-
play of a sign marked 'Cold Storage Fish'; nor shall any per-
son represent or advertise or sell cold storage fish as fresh
fish.
"G. L., c. 94, Sec. 74, as amended by St. 1922, c. 17, sec. 1, pro-
vides, in part, as follows:
All fresh food fish before being offered for sale or placed in
cold storage shall be graded as follows:
No person shall represent, sell, offer for sale or advertise
fresh or frozen fish of any grade under any but the truthful
and correct name and grade or corresponding term for such
fish.
The words 'advertising, or other forms of publicity/ as
used in your question, may be somewhat ambiguous; and you
may mean to include in these words some specific case in which
it would be possible to construe the form of publicity as an
offer, in which case, of course, notice that the fish offered has
been held in cold storage is required by the statute. An ad-
vertisement, however, in the sense in which that word is com-
monly used, will usually be construed by the courts, not as an
offer, but as an invitation for offers. See Williston on Contracts,
section 27. And, in any event, it is clear that the word 'adver-
tise/ as used in the two sections of the statute above quoted,
is used as distinct from 'offer/ Assuming then, as I must, that
your question refers only to advertisements or forms of pub-
licity which are not in law offers, I answer your question in
the negative.
"The requirement of section 78 as to advertisement is merely
that cold storage fish shall not be represented as fresh fish.
An advertisement of fish, without more, is not a representa-
tion that it is fresh, as distinguished from cold storage fish.
Nor is there anything in section 74 which leads to a different
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result. The words 'name' and 'grade' have no reference, as
the preceding part of section 74 clearly shows, to any distinc-
tion between fresh and cold storage fish.
"2. You also ask my opinion as to whether or not the word 'fish,' as
used in St. 1928, c. 40, sec. 1, includes all forms of fish, such as
fresh, frozen, cold storage, salted, pickled, or otherwise preserved,
all shellfish and Crustacea. Said section, amending G. L., c 94, sec.
82, makes it criminal to sell for food purposes fish which is un-
wholesome or unfit for food. I think that shellfish and Crustacea
were intended to be, and well may be, included under the term
'fish' as used in this statute. Provisions relating to these types are
contained in G. L., c. 130, entitled 'Fisheries.' See also Weston
v. Sampson, 8 Cush. 347. Nor do I think that this statute makes any
distinction as between fresh fish and fish that is salted, pickled
or preserved. The purpose of the statute, namely, to guard against
the sale of impure food, applies to all equally. Accordingly, I an-
swer your second question in the affirmative.
Very truly yours,
Joseph E. Warner, Attorney General."
As to the general work of the office it can be said that more cases have
been brought to court than the previous year and that the amount of fish
seized and condemned was less than in 1928. The latter statement results
from the fact that captains and crews have learned that poor quality trips
are an economic loss to all concerned. Of the 48 cases brought to court
but 5 were decided against the deputies. It is pleasing to note that as a
general proposition the policy of inspection has the concerted backing of
the wholesale fish men all along the coast.
On February 13 Lawrence N. MacKenzie of Provincetown was ap-
pointed to fill the vacancy made by the death on November 6, 1928 of Cap-
tain Jerry E. Cook of Gloucester. Mr. MacKenzie has been connected with
the fisheries as hand on fishing vessels and as manager of fishing plants
practically all his life.
The following table shows in brief some of the work of this office for
the year 1929
:
Inspections in retail stores, 3,578.
Inspections in wholesale stores, 21,414.
Freezer inspections, 347.
Inspection of pedlar's carts, 100 weekly.
Inspections at Yarmouth, N. S. steamer, 147.
Vessel inspections at Gloucester, 877.
General inspection trips, 5.
Fish condemned at Boston Fish Pier from vessels, 1,200 pounds.
Fish condemned at Gloucester direct from vessels, 25,000 pounds.
Fish condemned at retail stores, 2,006 pounds.
Condemned at Boston Fish Pier from consignments on Yarmouth, N. S.
steamer; graded as "jellied" 42 fish; 10,491 pounds.
Condemned, landed at Boston from Canada by rail and steamer, 2,837
pounds ; 400 pounds of lobsters.
Condemned, landed at Boston Fish Pier arrived by rail, 20,246 pounds
fish; 608 pounds oysters; 139 pounds scallops.
Condemned, landed at Boston Fish Pier, direct, graded as "jellied" 88 fish;
23,390 pounds.
Total condemned at Boston Fish Pier, and at Boston from Canada by rail
and steamer, 59,311 pounds.
Total inspections, 31,563.
Total fish condemned, 86,317 pounds.
Total court cases, 48.
Total convictions, 43.
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The Deep Sea Fisheries
The building of new crafts of the latest design calculated by modern
methods to catch the most fish in the least possible time and bring them
to market practically "right alive," is bringing more and more into the
limelight and extending country-wide the supplying of Massachusetts fish
to practically every corner of this country. We are not in a position to give
exactly the amount of the total landings of fish at our various ports, but
it is our opinion, conservatively expressed, that were figures at hand to
add to the data published by the United States Bureau of Fisheries the
total would be so compellingly large as to leave no doubt in the mind of a
business man that Massachusetts now, as always, is, without question, the
largest food fish producing state in this country.
Space permits only a resume of the doings of the different fleets and for
this reason figures are relegated to the rear and contained in the various
tables under Boston, Gloucester, etc. The year's showing indicates a re-
markable increase in the catch of groundfish, particularly haddock ; an in-
crease in the catch of fresh mackerel to the extent that the total will
closely approach the record fresh mackerel year of 1926, and so on. The
only noticeable falling off is in the catch of halibut and this can be ac-
counted for partly by the decrease in the number of vessels pursuing this
particular line of fishery. For instance, this year but 17 vessels pursued
the halibut fishery where but a few years ago the number was 30. The
halibut catch will total 2,717,607 pounds and it is interesting to note in
this case that one vessel of this fleet landed 552,000 pounds of the entire
catch and that this vessel fished on the banks to the eastward, that is
Green Bank, Grand Bank, St. Peters Bank and Quero. Continuing the
halibut story a little further it is to be noted that the total catch was
pretty evenly divided between the eastern and the western banks ; that is,
after the advent of fresh bait the vessels fishing on Georges and Browns
made quick trips and small catches but in the end they counted up to such
an extent that the fish landed from eastern and western banks about made
a 50-50 percentage. As the halibut fleet practically knocks off fishing the
latter part of October and does not resume until the middle of January
and possibly the first of February it cannot be said that a closed season
would be the panacea for the ills which beset this fishery. Rather it is
fair to assume, and this on the opinion of hardened halibut fishermen, that
the more vessels that go the easier it is to keep run of the fish and conse-
quently the larger the catches. At present with but 17 vessels it is not at
all easy to keep run of the migrations of these fish on the various banks.
As to the haddock fleet which today is the backbone of the fishing in-
dustry, the year beginning December 1 opened with a good supply, but
fell off with bad weather on the fishing grounds, only to meet with good
success again just before Christmas and met with the lower prices that
usually apply when the supply is large. From Christmas on to the middle
of January, the fleet operated with success, obtaining moderate fares and
meeting with high prices, following which time bad weather set in and
light receipts were in order. It is worthy of note here that in 1927, along
about January 25, so many fish were landed for the week that the market
wras unable to take care of them and many trips went to the splitters to
salt. Early in February heavy weather and snow storms were conducive
to light catches and this was the order of the day. One craft was so for-
tunate as to secure a good catch on which the stock of $9,480 was made on
which the crew shared $300, the vessel having been out only a week.
Approaching the opening of the Lenten season, on February 15 the total
receipts for the year was still over a million pounds behind that of the
previous year, but moderating weather set in and good catches were made
and prices were lower. Good fishing weather prevailed for quite an ex-
tended time and the fleet profited accordingly. For the week ending Feb-
ruary 20 at the Boston Fish Pier there were 142 arrivals landing 7,222,050
pounds of fresh groundfish which at the fish pier was considered the
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record for all time, the previous heavy record having been for the week
ending March 17, 1927 when 129 arrivals landed 7,084,100 pounds. These
figures however were put in the shade when for the week ending March
28, 139 arrivals landed 7,843,550 pounds, which is without doubt the
record for all time of the fishing fleet landing at the Boston Fish Pier.
On March 4 there were 51 arrivals at the Boston Fish Pier landing
2,365,900 pounds of groundfish, the largest day of the season and one of
the largest on record, this being accounted for by good catches of haddock
and cod on Georges. Naturally, as one would expect, the prices were the
lowest that day of the year, but bad weather came and a sharp advance
was noted in the following few days. On March 15 one craft happening
to have good success on Georges landed a trip on March 12 of 100,000
pounds of cod and haddock in which the stock of $7,700 was made, the
crew sharing $304 to a man and the craft having been gone but six days.
For the week ending March 28, as previously noted, there were landed at
the Boston Fish Pier 7,843,550 pounds of fresh groundfish and on March
27 of that week 20 arrivals landed a total of 1,600,000 pounds of ground-
fish of which 1,300,000 were haddock and this caused Fred F. Dimick of
the Boston Fish Bureau, an acknowledged expert, to remark that more
haddock were landed at Boston direct from the fishing fleet than any other
port in the world, not excepting Grimsby, England. From this time on
the haddock fleet enjoyed its usual prosperity, the demand for haddock
for filleting being so large as to insure good prices throughout the spring
and summer months. The fall season opened with bad weather and short
catches, the crafts finding fish scarce in South Channel and on Georges
and the captains seemed to be of the opinion that this condition of affairs
was liable to continue throughout the coming winter or until the school
fish struck.
The record of the swordfish fleet for the year was the largest in regard
to the number of fish taken and price received of any year since crafts
have gone for these now most popular eating fish. The first trip of the
season, 12 fish were landed at Woods Hole and received a price of 45 cents
per pound, following which the landings at Boston and other ports was one
succession of prosperity catches. The vessels made their trips in short
time, the fish did not average over-large in size and a3 result it was nec-
essary to condemn but very few fish as jellied.
The popularity of swordfish can be seen when it is stated that despite
the unusually large local catch, for the receipt of eight cars of sword-
fish from the Pacific coast by Boston Fish Pier dealers found no trouble
in finding a lucrative market at practically the same prices as were
paid for the home goods. During the winter season also several cargoes
of frozen swordfish were brought to the Boston market from the Pacific
coast and were eagerly absorbed by the trade. These fish came from
San Pedro and San Diego, California.
The Newfoundland herring fleet experienced a good season, the first
cargo of 1,500 barrels of salt herring from Bay of Islands being re-
ceived at Gloucester on December 13, 1928. From this on, bulk car-
goes of salt herring and many barrels of pickled herring were received,
but as far as noted no cargoes of frozen herring were brought to mar-
ket from Newfoundland ports.
The total landings of the Newfoundland herring fleet at Boston and
Gloucester for the year aggregated 17,880 barrels of salt bulk, 730 bar-
rels of pickled, and 50 barrels of Scotch cured, although this does not
show the total amount of these fish handled by these two ports because
many thousands of barrels arrived via steamer and were eagerly ab-
sorbed.
The fleet was somewhat larger than the previous year and the fares
landed met with good demand for smoking and as pickled barreled
goods, the Scotch method of preparing evidently being responsible for
a good demand for this line.
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The gill netting fleet from Gloucester had a prosperous year and it
is interesting to note that this fleet is increasing in size yearly, for
after having dropped to a mere six or seven vessels, at the present time
at least from twenty to twenty-five crafts are engaged in this line of
shore fishery and doing well in catching cod, haddock and pollock in
season. Of course these crafts are able to turn over almost immediately
into mackerel fishing when^ the season shows the chance for a profit in
that direction.
All in all it is safe to say that never in the history of all time has
the fleet of fishing crafts hailing from Massachusetts enjoyed such an
era of prosperity as was theirs in the year 1929.
The Mackerel Fishery
But for the fact that unusually bad weather faced the mackerel
catching crafts both in last spring and this fall, it is perfectly safe to
say that the 1929 season would have broken all records since the fleet
as a whole has confined its operations to landing its catches fresh. It
is felt that it is not fair to compare the catches of recent years with
those of 1883 and 1884 when the fleet, numbering some 500 or 600 sail
of vessels, landed between 400,000 and 450,000 barrels of salted mack-
erel, because of the fact that the fleet in recent years is practically
around 100 crafts only and that outside of the spring operations in
southern waters and a few crafts going to the Nova Scotia Cape shore
for a two weeks' trip in the spring, operations are now practically con-
fined entirely to waters contiguous to the Massachusetts coast, and
when a comparison is made between the two it is believed it can be
shown that in proportion to crafts and men engaged at the present
time the "good old days" are left far astern.
The mackerel fleet in its annual southern venture began to fit away
in the latter part of March and the first craft to head south was the
schooner Linta, Captain Joseph Fronterio which sailed from Glouces-
ter on Tuesday, March 26, the date of sailing of course as usual being
based upon the approach of the dark nights. This craft was quickly
followed by many others of the fleet to the extent that by April 5, forty
crafts had made their getaway.
The first catch of mackerel in the southern waters this spring was
made by the steamer Lois H. Corkum, Capt. William Corkum, which ar-
rived at Cape May on April 8, having 2,000 pounds of mackerel which
weighed about two pounds each and were taken in latitude 38 in forty
fathoms of water, the captain reporting seeing only a few small schools
of fish. However, between this date and the closing of the week the
numerous crafts of the fleet found quite a body of fish with the result
that there were 27 arrivals at Cape May and one at New York landing
a total of 364,000 pounds of fresh mackerel, the fish running from 1%
to 2 pounds each in weight, while there were mixed in fish weighing a
pound and also some weighing 2V2 pounds each. The first landing in 1928
was that by the schooner Stiletto, Capt. Howard Toby, at Cape May with
3,000 pounds of fresh mackerel, weighing l^i to 2y2 pounds in weight,
caught 25 miles southeast of Winter Quarter Lightship.
From then on for quite a spell the fleet met with easterly winds and
bad weather and this, with the combination of light nights, was not
favorable to the mackerel fishery. These conditions continued until
May and a size-up of conditions can be had by the fact that up to
April 26 the fleet had landed 3,387 barrels as against 12,831 barrels for
the same date the previous year. With the advent of May, fishing con-
ditions improved and some good fares, mostly by the netters, were
landed at New York, Atlantic City, Cape May and also at Boston. By
May 17, many of the fleet of seiners had arrived home at Gloucester re-
porting a poor season and blaming their ill success to the continued
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bad weather and the fact that the fish were in small schools and very
wild.
Some of the crafts fitted immediately for the Nova Scotia Cape Shore,
while others elected to return to southern waters believing that with
the advent of good weather there was a fine opportunity for good catches
as they had seen what they considered to be a very large body of fish
working to the northward.
The judgment of those who went back south was confirmed quite soon
by some very fine catches, but still by the first of June we were confronted
by the fact that the catch in southern waters amounted to but 29,991 bar-
rels as compared with 46,067 barrels the previous year. The fish how-
ever, were coming along and large schools were sighted fifty miles from
Nantucket Lightship and to the southwest of Block Island and soon some
fine fishing was enjoyed. The same story applied however, to the crafts
that went to the Cape Shore but this latter was only a small portion of the
fleet. However, their success chimed in with that of the crafts which
fished off Long Island, Block Island and No Man's Land.
Along about the middle of June the fleet began as a whole to enjoy real
prosperity and from then on to the end of the season and the beginning of
the bad weather in the late fall, or, rather, the early fall, it was simply a
succession of splendid catches with prices graded only by the number of
trips which happened to be at market on any particular day. It is doubt-
ful if ever in the history of the mackerel fishery were as many mackerel
taken on the shore grounds contiguous to Massachusetts as there were
taken this year. At times the glut of the market was so great that mil-
lions of pounds had to be landed to be split and salted, there simply being
no other way to take care of these. Thus at the Boston Fish Pier and also
at Gloucester days were quite common when a million pounds would be
awaiting the bids of the dealers. These fish were what the dealers gen-
erally figured as "pound fish" but which really run from % to l 1/^ in
weight. As the season advanced, the fish, naturally thriving on splendid
feed on the shore grounds, increased in fatness so that the quality was of
the best. The range of the schools was wide ; for instance, when fish were
being taken off South Shoal Lightship and No Man's Land at the same
time fish would be taken off the Isles of Shoals and in South Channel, and
this situation applied practically throughout the whole season. By the
latter part of June it would seem that the large body of the fish had defi-
nitely been located in South Channel, from 50 to 60 miles southeast of
Highland Light, Cape Cod. The great majority of these fish at this time
weighed from one to two pounds each, and at the same time the fleet re-
ported seeing many schools of tinker mackerel going from V2 pound to a
pound and blinks that would go three or four to a pound and some that
would go six or more to a pound.
The catches during June had been mounting rapidly and the first week
in July saw a catch of over 23,000 barrels, these being mostly of two-pound
fish, with smaller ones being noted by their absence. So great was the
strain this week on the retail market that more than a million pounds
were landed at Gloucester to be disposed of for canning and salting and
also for freezing. At this time also the traps on the lower end of Cape
Cod were making large catches of blink mackerel.
The success of the fleet, as stated above, continued throughout the sum-
mer season, the body of fish still being centered around South Channel
and Georges Bank, with smaller catches being made of mixed sizes in-
shore, and blinks and tinkers again being reported in large quantities.
Toward the end of July the major portion of the catches, instead of being
of two-pound fish, were tinkers and blinks, these being taken mostly oft*
Chatham while the schools of large fish on Georges and South Channel
were noticeable by their absence. From then on the operations of the
fleet ranged from South Channel to the coast of Maine and the fish run-
ning in about four sizes—two-pound fish, one and one-half and one pound
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and one-half pound, but mostly the half pound to pound fish. Reams could
be written around the operations of this mackerel fleet during the season
but space forbids. By August 17, despite the bad start out south the
landings of the fleet had actually exceeded those of the previous year of
the same date by some 2,000 barrels and this supremacy was held and in-
creased even until it almost seemed possible that the record year of 1926
would be exceeded, but the bad weather of the early fall put a damper on
these hopes, and the year ended with a catch but three million pounds
short of the 1926 total, which certainly is cause for congratulation to all
engaged in the mackerel venture. During the early fall, many large indi-
vidual catches were made and many large day's receipts were recorded.
The weather, however, from the time the fall netters started was very bad
indeed, with the result that this large, fine fleet of small crafts which
hoped to do as well as the previous year was doomed to disappointment.
The Massachusetts catches of fresh and salted mackerel from December
1, 1928 to November 30, 1929, inclusive, and for the corresponding period
of the three previous years, were as follows
:
Dec. 1, 1928 Dec. 1, 1927 Dec. 1, 1926 Dec. 1, 1925
to Nov. 30, to Nov. 30, to Nov. 30, to Nov. 30,
1929 1928 1927 1926
Salt Mackerel (Bbls.) 1,464
Fresh Mackerel (Bbls.) 286,582
288,046
352
199,565
199,917
1,002
252,962
253,964
5,380
304,385
309,765
Cape Shore Catches of Mackerel for Eight Years
Year
1929
1928
1927
1926
1925
1924
1923
1922
Fresh Salt
Mackerel Mackerel
Arrivals (Pounds) (Barrels)
13 833,000 60
8 385,000 19
o 155,000 3
53 2.397.700 1,310
34 1,545,000 1,075
24 996,000 854
31 1,240,680 211
48 1,353,900 2,344
Improvement in Bluefish and Striped Bass Catch
It would seem that the prediction made in this report last year that
indications were good as to the gradual comeback of the bluefish and
striped bass along our shores through Vineyard and Nantucket Sounds
and Buzzards Bay, and also the inner side of Cape Cod (this being based
upon, of course, reports from all of these vicinities), is coming true, in-
asmuch as in some of these localities a marked increase in the catch of
these fish has been noted and also, in the case of the bluefish, a marked
increase in the size of the fish taken. This increase has been gradual
and was first definitely noted in 1927 and so judged from a three-years
standpoint, a feeling that it will continue can be taken as being based
upon actual results. From all the reports received at this office and
also from personal contact with many people along the coast come re-
ports of the most encouraging nature, especially as to bluefish. For in-
stance, to start in with, even up along the coast on the northeast corner of
the State, where bluefish has never attained any prominence, our deputy
writes us, "Bluefish weighing from 1 to 2 pounds each were taken in
some numbers in Parker River and Plum Island Sound this summer."
During the late summer the newspapers of Martha's Vineyard and
Nantucket used columns of space describing the remarkable bluefish-
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ing enjoyed by those who love the sport and hailed the return of these
fish in the waters of the Vineyard and Nantucket Sounds in such goodly
quantities as to induce them to recall the days of 1914 and that vicinity
when great catches were made by hook and line and the heave and haul
methods. At Nantucket for instance, it was cited that on Sunday, July
11, sixty-three men and boys were lined up on the beach all fishing at
one time for bluefish and that one man landed 73 fine specimens, which
surely must have approached the catches of the "good old days." It
will be remembered here that the bluefish deserted Nantucket waters
after 1914, disappearing suddenly, just as they had on several occasions
in the dim, distant past and that many people predicted they would
never return. But here they are in 1929 with splendid catches being
made. The fishing for bluefish continued through August and the con-
census of Nantucket opinion was that the fish were there to stay and
would return next year. Even as late as the last week in August, Nan-
tucket handliners and summer visitors were enjoying the finest kind of
bluefishing.
At Martha's Vineyard the story of the return of the bluefish seems to
be the same, not that the numbers were overwhelmingly great, yet these
gamey fish were in Vineyard waters sufficient to provide good sport for
the sporting fishermen and also a considerable financial gain to the
commercial fisherman. Both the Vineyard and Nantucket papers con-
tributed columns of reminiscences of the old days when bluefish were
plentiful and how the present day fishermen should rig their fishing
gear in order to obtain the best results. Accurate advices show that
there was a marked increase in the number of bluefish caught in both
Vineyard and Nantucket Sounds in the traps as well and that they ran
to better size than the previous year and also that a good run of striped
bass proved profitable to the commercial fishermen as well as furnish-
ing plenty of sport for the rod and reel men.
Turning to the Cape proper, more bluefish were taken in Pleasant
Bay this year than for many years back and the fishermen there are of
the opinion that this indicates a return of these fish. It can be said
here, however, that while striped bass were more plentiful in these
waters, not as many fish were taken as last year because the weather
when these fish struck in was not favorable to good fishing.
At Brewster, Warren E. Burgess, who for the past two years has fur-
nished this office with very interesting news in regard to the bluefish,
says that his traps there took 5,000 pounds of bluefish during the sea-
son weighing from 1 to 5 pounds each, but mostly two-pound fish, the fish
striking in about July 1 and continuing until October 25. He also took
about 500 pounds of striped bass during the same season and the size ran
from 2 to 14 pounds. Mr. Burgess notes that there were more bluefish
and bass along the Cape Cod coast in this vicinity than during any
recent previous year, and although his catch was not as high as 1927,
it was because of the fact that the bay was full of sharks all the season
and it seems that at times when the blues and the bass were running,
the sharks ran also and that the sharks made war on these fish with
unpleasant results. He also notes, after stating that he caught and
shipped many sharks to market, that a great many of them tore the
traps, sometimes making as many as a dozen holes as big around as a
barrel and of course the bass and bluefish easily found these holes and
simply left the trap leaving no trace.
At Wellfleet during August there were taken at least four schools of
striped bass aggregating 6,500 pounds in weight. These were caught in
drag seines and the largest single catch was 3,300 pounds and netted
the fortunate crews a little over $1,000. The next largest school was
1,600 pounds in weight. These four schools were caught by the same
men and they happened to be the only ones on the Cape that were fitted
and rigged to catch these kind of fish with seines.
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The Provincetown traps made a few small catches of striped bass
also. They got their hauls in September. The traps at two concerns
landed 750 pounds each on one day and the next day two other traps
had 400 pounds each; then there were others that had from one to five
fish in count at different times. In all, about 4,000 pounds of striped
bass were taken by traps at Provincetown harbor.
It will be of interest to record this quotation headed "Bluefish" from
the Vineyard Gazette of Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard which said
—
"Bluefish are more plentiful in these and neighboring waters
than they have been since the good old days when the favorite out-
door sport of Vineyard boys was to see which one could heave a
jig the farthest, and nothing counted under 60 fathoms.
"These blues don't run to any great size, the. largest average
around six to six and one-half pounds per. Their favorite school-
ing ground seems to be around Marion where the boats have been
drailing 25 or so a day, but there are some fish nearer home and the
bay traps are bringing in a few at every haul. The striped bass
are still in our midst, and down along the Cape Shore they are get-
ting more than they are here, but none of the old timers will do
much raving about them as long as there is a chance to get a blue
on a drail."
These intimate figures and remarks are made here because of the
realization of what the probable return of the bluefish and striped bass
means to thousands of people, sportsmen and commercial fishermen
alike, in the waters of this state from Nantucket to Cape Cod. While
the destructive qualities of the bluefish to other fish are well known,
yet it is hardly possible to find a fisherman who does not earnestly wish
for the return of these wonderful fish in goodly numbers.
Cape Cod Activities
It seems to be the general opinion that fishing from Cape Cod ports was
not as good as in 1928. It is true that there are some high lights which
give encouragement for the future in the recurrence of the bluefish and
striped bass, but at the same time it is necessary to note that it was not
what the dealers would call a good trapping year, and, after all, the suc-
cess of a Cape Cod fishing year depends considerably on what measure of
success attends the traps. Some species of fish were found in more abun-
dant quantities than last year, while, on the other hand, some which are
considered staples were not caught in as goodly quantities as the previous
year. For a comparison it might be shown where ten men fishing a string
of ten traps in 1928, one crew of five shared $1,000 and the other crew of
five shared $1500. The same crew with the same traps this year shared,
one crew $1,000 and the other $800. After August 15 very few fish were
taken in the traps. Weather conditions, however, during the season were
good for trapping, which means there was very small loss of twine from
storms. However, the fishing was not as good as last year.
The trap season on Cape Cod opened early. Some of the traps in Prov-
incetown harbor were kept in the water all winter. They caught herring
and spurling at different times, but in no great quantities. The price re-
ceived, however, for these catches was large and so the trap owners were
well paid for their judgment. The other trapmen who hauled their traps
before Christmas started driving early in February and as soon as the
traps were fishing began to get spurling. These were shipped to New
York and sold for food fish. These small herring at times were very plen-
tiful, so plentiful, in fact, that it did not pay to ship them "to arrive" on
only the first three days of the week. About 40% more spurling were
caught this year than were taken in 1928.
Large herring generally strike around Provincetown every spring about
the middle of May. This year they struck in about two weeks later than
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usual, and not in such plentiful quantities as usual, and they did not stay
as long. These herring are the fish that the freezers depend upon for bait
herring to last them through the winter, but there will be no winter ser-
vice in this respect as the catch was only about 30% of normal and the
freezers were sold out on them by July 1.
The whiting catch also showed a decrease over the last year, and, in-
deed, was far below the average of the past five years. It is estimated
that 30% less whiting were caught this year than in 1928 by the traps.
The concensus of opinion is that the freezers at Provincetown, North
Truro and Chatham are each about 1,000 barrels short of what they had
last year.
The catch of squid also showed a decrease, in fact, it is estimated that
only about one-quarter as many squid were taken as last year. These fish
are used mostly for bait and taken together with the shortage of herring,
and no other bait frozen, would indicate that there will be a scarcity of
bait at Cape Cod ports during the coming winter. Bone squid were plen-
tiful at Chatham and all along the south side of the Cape, but they were
no more plentiful than they were a year ago, and following the plan of last
year all were caught that possibly could be, the freezers everywhere taking
in all they could. There is a lot of bone squid frozen in consequence and
no doubt the vessels of the fishing fleet will have to use a good many of
these for bait when other bait is used up.
Mackerel were more plentiful than they were a year ago. They were in
large schools, so large that one school would have fish enough to fill sev-
eral vessels. Of such size were these bunches of fish that seines would
actually burst under the weight of the fish before they could be bailed out
onto the deck of the vessels catching them. The freezers on the Cape had
more mackerel frozen up to October 1 than they had all last year, this
being said with the thought in mind that there is still two months of the
mackerel season to come. Mackerel, it might be said right here, did not
strike in the traps in any large quantities, although there were instances
of good hauls, but were caught mostly by the mackerel seiners and netters.
The first mackerel to strike around the Cape were large fish which came
in about the first of August and were followed shortly after by mackerel
of about three quarters to one pound in weight. These fish were very
plentiful and consequently very cheap, and a lot of them were sold to
freeze and salt as there would have been no profit in shipping them to sell
on the fresh fish market at Boston.
Bluebacks were scarce indeed this year and only about three schools
were caught all together, which is practically not 10% of the catch of a
year ago. These fish all were sold for salting and curing. The take of
bluefish was about the same as last year, the fish caught running from
one-half to two pounds each, and these were taken mostly in the mackerel
nets. The traps took only a few. Butterfish were a little more plentiful
and ran of good size and brought good prices. Very few of these fish were
frozen except at Chatham, and the Chatham freezer has more butterfish
frozen than all the other freezers together. There were more striped bass
caught in Wellfleet and Provincetown waters than for many years, but
Orleans and Brewster reported the catch in decrease of the past few years.
So all in all it would seem that the total amount taken was about the same
as a year ago.
The flounder catch suffered a severe decrease, it being estimated by
the fishermen themselves to be practically cut in halves as compared
with the 1928 catch. It is an actual fact that flounders are getting
very scarce around Cape Cod. Many observing ones charge this up to
the account of fishing during the spawning season. These fish are
caught in the spring in large numbers when they are full of spawn, and
there is some talk of the actual necessity of stopping fishing during the
spawning season if an increase instead of a decrease from year to year
is to be looked forward to. There has been an increase in the codfish
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catch this year of about 10% over that of 1928. This is due not so
much to the larger amount of fish on the fishing grounds as it is to the
fact that the fleet of boats catching them has increased quite a bit.
There are at least 10% more power dories in the Provincetown fleet
than there were last year, and these crafts, being equipped with plenty
of power and being exceptionally good sea boats, think little or nothing
of going twenty to twenty-five miles to sea to make their catches. They
carry but two men, but some of the boats are 32 ft. long and have large
horse power engines. They use trawls for fishing. About twelve Prov-
incetown boats are engaged in the haddock fishery. This little fleet
fishes from Race Point to Chatham and brings its catches to the Boston
market. It did not, in its total catch, register half the amount of the
year previous. Practically no pollock were taken around Cape Cod.
This has been a good year for the sea scallopers. A fleet of seven
or eight small boats fished about nine miles off Race Point. It is a
peculiar circumstance that none of these boats or crews belongs on
Cape Cod and only one craft hails from a Massachusetts port—New
Bedford. The others all hail from Maine or New York. The catches
have been very large, and, as there is always a welcome and, it might
be said, a high-priced market, the crews actually shared twice as much
money to a man as the fisherman in any other line during the season.
The following report by the principal fishing ports tells the story
very well.
Sagamore
Butterfish—Slight increase, lower prices.
Cod—Decrease in catch, prices same as 1928.
Herring—Increase in catch, prices same as 1928.
Mackerel—Big increase in catch, prices about same as 1928.
Sardines—Increase in catch, prices same as 1928.
Bone Squid—Catch same as 1928, prices same as 1928.
Bait Squid—Very scarce, prices about same as 1928.
Whiting—Double the catch of 1928, prices about same as 1928.
Barnstable
Butterfish—Increase in catch, lower prices.
Mackerel—Decrease in catch, lower prices.
Bone Squid—Big increase in catch, prices about same as 1928.
Bait Squid—Decrease in catch, prices about same as 1928.
Cod—Catch same as 1928, prices same as 1928.
Whiting—Decrease in catch, prices about same as 1928.
Yarmouth
Mackerel—Catch about same as 1928, slightly higher prices.
Bluefish—Large increase in catch, prices good.
Squid—About same as 1928, higher prices.
Butterfish—Scarce.
Lobsters—Increase in catch, higher prices.
Provincetown
Mackerel—Increase in catch, prices same as 1928.
Haddock—Increase in catch, higher prices.
Cod—Increase in catch, prices same as 1928.
Herring—Decrease in catch, prices same as 1928.
Whiting—Catch less than in 1928, lower prices.
Squid—Decrease in catch, lower prices.
Flounders—Decrease in catch, prices slightly higher.
Bluefish—Large increase in catch, good prices.
Sea Scallops—Quite plentiful, good season.
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At Chatham (a very active and component part of the fisheries of
Cape Cod), the season, generally speaking, was a good one. The freezer
had a good year. As to squid, more were taken than ever before in the
remembrances of the everyday fishermen, so many that traps were
almost sunk with the weight of fish. Unfortunately they came over
a period when it was sometimes impossible to market them at a profit
and many hundreds of barrels were dumped. Striped bass were more
plentiful, but not so many were taken as last year on account of the pre-
vailing bad weather when the fish were in. However the increase in the
numbers is very encouraging. More bluefish were in the bay this year
than for many years back. The first run of bluefish was small, running
from IV2 to 2V2 pounds, but the second run appeared to be of large fish,
many of which weighed down the scales at 6 and 8 pounds. Some of these
fish were taken in the traps and a great many were taken by the heave
and haul method.
Butterfish were not in such good supply as for a few years previous
and also the size was smaller. There was only one spurt of large butter-
fish and that did not last long. The scallop season was good with the
finest kind of scallops both as to size and quality. But here, as at other
points along the Cape, the fishermen complained of the low price from the
boats.
Taken as a whole, the fishing season at Chatham, while satisfactory,
revealed a catch in size not as large as the previous year, and with prob-
ably less money made for the fish taken.
At Hyannis the flounder fishing opened on October 15 when the crafts
from Provincetown began operations out of that port. At the start ten
boats were engaged. The catches were so good and returns so satisfactory
that the fleet rapidly enlarged to where thirty boats (not all from Prov-
incetown) were operating from this port and landing their catches daily.
The fish taken seemed to run somewhat larger than the early catch of
last fall, but reports were received of flounders landed along the Cape
that, though smaller in size, were, because of their thickness, very much
favored in the market. At the opening of the season these boats averaged
a catch daily of about seven barrels, figuring 160 pounds to a barrel.
Practically all of the catches went to New York, but so great was the
demand and the competition of buyers that before the fleet had been in
operation many days eight or ten buyers had congregated from New York
besides the local and Provincetown buyers who usually accompany the
fleet. Nine and ten dollars a barrel were paid cash on the wharf for these
fish. Practically no small flounders were taken by this fleet and the season
progressed with good success, and at times with increased catches. How-
ever, about November 23 and 24 news reached the fleet that the boats at
home at Provincetown were finding the flounders plentiful. A very few
days afterwards the Provincetown boats departed for their home grounds
and left the field practically clear to the local boats. Contrary to news-
paper reports no catches of "carbolic" flounders were taken and that no
shipments were turned down at New York on this excuse.
Buzzards Bay Fisheries
In this famous Bay which has been the subject of so much fisheries
legislation in the past 15 or 20 years, there was an increase in the hand-
line fishing. This is carried on mostly for the sport and home table con-
sumption. A part of the increase is due to a shortage of full-time labor
in New Bedford and to fair weather on Saturdays and Sundays when
people have the time to boat and fish. Reports are that good catches
of tautog, scup, tinker mackerel and bluefish have been made and that
also there has been a gratifying increase in the take of squeteague. Also
that some hauls of striped bass were made from the shores. Along with
this it can be said that during the season bluefish running from l 1/^ to
6 pounds in weight were taken off-shore in "goodly numbers."
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The traps in the Bay proper, are reported to have done not as well as
last year. One observer remarked "some of them keep fishing the traps
simply because they have them." The scallop season was successful with
trade very brisk, although some dissatisfaction was reported as to price
from first hands. By November 26 the report was to the effect that the
season seemed to be almost over at some of the points at the head of the
bay. It is noticeable that at Dartmouth there was an unusual increase
in the take of scallops, especially in Slocum's River brook. In this con-
nection it should be remembered that the taking of mersal and demersal
fishes except for a few traps which have authorized locations is confined
wholly to hook and line fishing as the bay by statute is practically closed
to fishing by seines and nets and other appliances.
Observers in the various towns are gratified at the continued increase
in the take of bluefish, tautog, sequeteague and striped bass and believe
that the Bay once famous for its large catches of these sporting fish, will
again come into its own.
At New Bedford, one of the two principal fishing ports of the Bay,
reports are as compared with the previous year the mackerel landings
were not up to the 1928 figures and that as a whole the receipts at the
port of all kinds of fish by the comparatively large fleet which uses this
port at certain times during the year, did not total to the 1928 figure.
Prices paid averaged well, but most of the fine fleet of high-powered
draggers, and baby trawlers which call New Bedford their home town,
landed generally at Boston and New York. The swordfish landings
totalled 1472 fish, an increase of fully 25% over last year. Quite a ma-
jority were taken on the grounds to the westward of Georges. Of these
fish 8 averaging about 225 pounds each in weight were jellied and con-
demned.
The port of Woods Hole, one of the active fish markets of prominence
along the coast and located at the eastern entrance of the bay, reports a
very successful fishing season. The port had the distinction of having
the first swordfish landed there instead of at Boston as is the usual
custom, when the schooner Liberty of Edgartown pushed in on June 4
with twelve fish, all taken to the westward, for which Captain Claude
Wagner and his crew were paid the fine price of 45 cents per pound.
Less butterfish were landed than in the previous year and the price
averaged less, for the reason that the general run of "butters" was
smaller and naturally not as welcome in the market as the "jumbos."
More haddock and yellowtails were landed than last year. An encourag-
ing sign for the port is that more boats were landing their trips than ever
before.
More tautog were landed than last year, but the trap fishermen had
the poorest year for at least twelve years. As at the head of the bay,
Woods Hole reports that the handliners did very good. The swordfish
totals figure about 200 less than in 1928, but a remarkable feature was
the lateness in the season with which these fish remained in the so-called
western waters, for as late as October 15, swordfish were landed from
Sound Ledge.
The fishing interests feel greatly encouraged over the large number of
bluefish taken and landed. These fish, which ran from lVfe to 6 pounds
seemed to come from all directions, from Buzzards Bay, the Vineyard
and Nantucket Sounds. Less striped bass were taken than during the
previous year. More squid were taken, but as at Chatham it was difficult
to market them to advanage. Very few herring were taken and also less
scup were landed than last year, the latter bringing less price due to
small size. There were good landings of mackerel in May, followed by
a run of bull's eyes in June, but speaking generally the mackerel land-
ings were not up to those of last year. It is gratifying to note that the
lobster catch showed a remarkable increase over last year. The prices on
the average were much higher, although there was a sharp decrease at
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times, due to the large Nova Scotia landings at Boston. The scallop
season was very good with "eyes" of good size. Taken all in all, Woods
Hole has reason to feel satisfied with its fisheries season of 1929.
The following pointed paragraphs sum up concisely the fisheries for
the year
:
Mackerel—Increase during May and June. Rest of season decrease.
Twelve caught with rubber bands. The decrease during summer was
due to presence of frigate mackerel, sometimes called Boo Hoos, which
averaged 13 pounds each of which 30 barrels were caught. These are the
first seen here in the last ten years, and as soon as they show up, the
mackerel disappear.
Flounders—Increase in yellow tails due to good prices, which caused
more fishermen to be out, and they continued all winter fishing in back
of the islands.
Swordfish—Slight decrease; less caught on shore than last year. Two
"jellies" caught. Weather good which made extremely long season, the
last two fish being brought in October 14.
Codfish—Average amount about the same as 1928, but run very small
and poor market.
Haddock—Big increase due to good prices which caused more men to
fish. Ran larger than last year, and boats fished all winter.
Squeteague—Slight decrease, but ran larger than last year. About
800 pounds taken for the whole season.
Scup—Slight decrease, more boats fishing, but less fish.
Striped Bass—Slight decrease this year.
Bluefish—Very large increase which ran in two schools, one school
averaged 2 pounds per fish, the other from 4 1/2 to 5 x/2 pounds per fish.
No tinker blues caught.
Porgies or Menhaden—None caught this year.
Tautog—Large decrease this year owing to recent restrictions in Buz-
zards Bay.
Alewives—Slight decrease in traps but more ran in rivers. Market
poor.
Squid—Large increase, perhaps ten times more than last year. No
summer squid caught.
BulVs-eye mackerel—Increase in large size, decrease in small. Total
catch decrease over last year.
Butterfish—Decrease this year, but ran good size what there were.
Lobsters—Marked increase this year, ran good size, but not many
jumboes. Good catch in spring, also during September and October.
Traps—Poor season due to low prices and scarcity of fish.
Worms—Worst year ever known, due to long, hot, dry summer which
warmed up the waters and made ideal conditions for these pests.
Nantucket Fisheries
Where but a few years ago the fish landings at Nantucket were in
excess of forty thousand barrels, practically all of flounders, it is not
consoling to note that during the past year but 8,500 barrels were landed.
This is due to the exhaustion of the on-shore grounds, compelling the
fishermen to go further and further off-shore for their catches. Such
fishing necessitated larger crafts, and these found it more profitable to
run their trips direct to the New York and Boston markets.
The smaller crafts do not operate during the heavy weather season,
which accounts in quantity measure for the decrease in the landings at
this very handy place of shipment. The above does not mean that the
catch of flounders by the fleet as a whole is being reduced, for it is
probable that the opposite is the fact and that the flounder fishery, which
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is being pursued with such intensity, is showing a relative increase of
catch year after year, so much so that there is great need of a broad
survey by the United States Bureau of Fisheries. Certain it is the
flounder fishery, which a few years ago practically centered around Nan-
tucket, has moved away and we wish to assist in every way possible to
bring about its return.
Our deputy's report for the year from the Island gives the following
figures
:
Flounders landed for the year to December 1, 1929 8,500 barrels
Quahaugs (and this is the take locally) . 15,064 barrels
Cod and haddock landed and shipped .... 3,763 barrels
During the past year about sixty boats have been engaged in fishing
and the catches have been very good as compared with last year, although
about all fish caught have been bought by New York buyers. The
scallop season has been one of the best for years, there being about eighty
boats engaged and prices have run from three to four dollars a gallon.
The great run of bluefish in these waters is noted elsewhere.
Martha's Vineyard
In reporting the result of the fisheries of Martha's Vineyard it should
be borne in mind that conditions on the eastern and western ends of the
Island sometimes are quite different.
For the eastern end of the Island the report is:
Cod and haddock were more scarce than in an average year, with only
a few small vessels dragging. The blackback flounder catch was some-
what below the average while yellowtails were very plentiful. In fact,
more of these delicious fish were taken than for a number of years.
There was a very large run of alewives. Any falling off m the catch
was due to less fishing in the latter part of the season because of the
dullness of the market wThich takes the alewives salted. Also the scale
fish market was dull.
There were hardly any flukes taken. Scup and sea bass were caught
in about the usual amount, but the market was low, with only a boat or
two fishing for them for the local market. The take of striped bass was
about the same as for the last few years and was very encouraging from
the fact that for quite a long time previously practically none of these
fish had been taken to any extent. The bluefish appear to be returning.
Probably over 1,500 of these fish were taken here by trolling and fishing
from the shore as against about twenty fish the previous year and also
practically none for ten years before this.
The season of 1928-29 on scallops was rather below the average, but
as regards the catching period up to the close of this report (November
30) scallops were reported very plentiful but local boats do not start
fishing until November 15. As to quahaugs and little necks more were
garnered than for some years. Clams were very scarce. Some disease
seems to have been prevalent during the last two or three years as
practically all the clams taken in large sections are found dead.
At the western end of the Island and the vicinity of Buzzards Bay it
can be said that the traps have not done as well this season as usual.
The run of scup in the spring was early and had practically gone by
before the traps were put in. Blowy weather made the excuse for the
traps being put down later than usual. The handline fleet that usually
follow scup had varied success. These fish did not bunch up as they
usually do and the fleet was pretty well scattered with the result of small
catches. The lobster catch was better than any year since 1920 with
prices about as usual until the last week in August when due, it is claimed,
to the influx of the Nova Scotia lobsters at the Boston market the price
dropped materially. It seems to be the opinion of the fishermen of the
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Vineyard that there should be a duty imposed upon all shipments of
lobsters from Nova Scotia and also that a larger duty should be imposed
upon fish from Canada.
Swordfish were fairly plentiful on the inshore grounds in the proximity
of Cox's Ledge. These fish hung on late with fairly profitable fishing
all through September. Summer flukes were more plentiful than for the
past few years, the draggers doing well in the Sound during July and
August.
There was a good run of fall mackerel but prices were low owing to
the large supply from eastern points. There was a marked increase in
the number of bluefish caught this season and they ran to better size,
also there was a good run of striped bass which proved profitable to the
commercial fishermen as well as furnishing plenty of sport for the rod
and reel men. It is too early to predict the fall run of cod and haddock.
Summing up these two reports from the opposite ends of the Island,
together with the report from the coastal warden, the result is as follows
:
Scup—Season was very poor. The spring run of scup arrived two
weeks earlier than usual and the trap fishermen, not expecting this, did
not have their gear ready. The second run did not hold together and
were very hard to find. They seem to have kept on the move at all times.
Those that were taken were all very good fish and ran to large sizes.
Pollock—Due to the warm weather they showed up early but did not
stay, and very few were taken. The small pollock that usually show up in
the fall did not appear very plentiful and only a very few were taken.
Mackerel—Not as many big mackerel taken as there were last year.
There were more small mackerel than in many, many years. They
stayed around for months but did not come inshore much. One of the
theories was that they were driven off by the bonita.
Bonita—No great numbers were taken but there were more around
the Island than for many years.
Bluefish—Much more plentiful than for many years and ran quite large
as to size, in fact, more large bluefish were taken this year than the
total catch amounted to during the last five years. This may have been
due partly to the great bodies of squid that were present in local and
adjacent waters. The traps at Lambert's Cove were so full of squid at
times that they could not be hauled and had to be dumped.
Striped Bass—The same may be said about striped bass as bluefish.
More were taken and of much larger size than for a good many years.
Sea Bass—The catch ran smaller than last year. As a whole the fish
ran smaller as to size. Handliners found some but had as much of a
problem to keep on them as they did with scup.
Flukes—The catch was average, the size way ahead of other years.
Blackbacks and yellowtails up to the present time have run average in
numbers, but most have run small as to size. Have to go way out wide to
get large fish. Yellowtails are not quite up to average in numbers.
Haddock—There has been a steady increase in the haddock catch for
the last few years and especially last year. This year they have shown
up in greater numbers than for many, many years. They differ from the
schools of years ago in that hardly any are taken with spawn. They all
run to big heavy fish.
Cod—Very plentiful. The bottom is practically alive with them and
the schoolfish are very much better as to size than in other years. The
ledge cod are running very small on about a 60-40 basis, 60% marketable
and 40% scrod.
Sivordfish—Swordfish were scarcer than last year. There were plenty
of them but they did not come inshore, due to the fact that when they
struck on there was a scarcity of mackerel.
Whiting—Considerably below the average.
Smelt—The season was average, not a large amount taken commercially.
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Eels—Eels are away ahead and running larger than for many years,
especially the pond eels.
White perch—The season on white perch was about average—not quite
as many taken as in other years due to the fact that they did not fish for
them.
Wastefish—Much more wastefish than usual (robins,, sculpins, dogfish,
etc.).
Lobsters—Catch as a whole way above the average. There were quan-
tities inshore, but not many taken and a large number of those were seed
lobsters that had been marked and liberated. Offshore the catch ran
better than for a good many years.
A large salmon weighing about fifty pounds was taken in a trap at
Gay Head. There were a few sturgeon seen but none were taken. There
were more frigate mackerel taken this year than for many years.
Boston Fishing Activities
The port of Boston, which is generally conceded to be the largest fishing
port in the new world, has just concluded its most successful year both
as to size of landings and business prosperity. The increase in catch
from last year in round figures is 46,881,159 pounds and there is every
indication that this pleasing state of affairs will continue providing that
the fish continue to inhabit the fishing banks in the same quantities as
at present. There is so much that could be said about the industry as at
present conducted on the Boston Fish Pier that a volume would be neces-
sary to tell the complete story. However, it can be said that fleets and fish-
ermen have done better than ever before and that the concerns have pros-
pered accordingly. The main features of the year at the Pier have been
a great increase in the number of new crafts which have been built to
engage in fresh fishing, the marked increased demand for fish fillets,
and the large increase in the receipts of fresh mackerel. These three
items alone are enough to indicate that prosperity has been the lot of the
industry.
As is usual in these reports, we take pleasure in making public the
opinion of Fred F. Dimick, Secretary of the Boston Fish Bureau for over
47 years, whose comments and judgment are excelled by none. Mr.
Dimick says:
"In the spring of the year good catches of haddock were made on
Georges Bank. In the fall of the year, however, the fleet found fish
scarce—scarcer than they have found them for a number of years. The
handliners had rather a poor season, owing to the scarcity of codfish.
"The receipts of fish at Boston from the fishing fleet show an increase
in practically all kinds of fish except large codfish and halibut.
"The receipts of mackerel at Boston show a gratifying increase. This
was largely due to the catch of small mackerel and blinks, a large body of
which were off the Massachusetts coast during the fall months and re-
sulted in good catches by the seiners. The crew of one of the Italian
seiners up to the first of November shared $3,000 each, and others have
made good shares.
"The mackerel fleet that fished in southern waters was about the same
size as last year, but the netting fleet was a little larger. Owing to the
bad weather the seiners had a poor season. The netters had a compara-
tively good season. The first mackerel were landed by the southern fleet
April 8, a small catch of 2,000 pounds of two-pound fish. This was four
days earlier than the first catch was landed last year.
"Importations of mackerel into Boston from Nova Scotia were light.
When mackerel were plentiful on that coast, prices were so low in our
market that they could not be shipped here at a profit.
"The receipts of swordfish made a new record, aggregating 27,463 fish,
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compared with 18,519 the previous year. The fleet fishing on Georges
Bank was very successful owing to the weather conditions that were
unusually good. The catch to the eastward and on Cape Shore was not so
good. The foreign receipts amounted to 2,035 fish, compared with 2,387 the
previous year. A large quantity of swordfish were put into cold storage.
"Swordfish are now being received from the West Coast. The fish
are just the same as the Atlantic coast fish, but run large in size. The
cost of laying them down here is high. Six cars of these fish have been
received this year to November 1st, and this is a business that promises to
increase in the future.
"Salmon and halibut have been in good supply from the West Coast.
"A comparison of the number of vessels that landed fish at Boston the
past year with last year is as follows:
1929 1928
Draggers, large and small
Steamers .....
Line vessels, handliners and trawls
Swordfish .....
Mackerel .....
Halibut
"The shipyards have been busy building new vessels. There are 15
steamers either contemplated or under construction and a number of
draggers.
"In a bad storm in February the steamer Seiner was lost with all of the
crew. From January 1 to date, fourteen vessels have been lost. Eight of
these vessels were destroyed by fire.
"The receipts of fish from Cape Cod have been light as the catch of
all kinds of fish in that section was disappointing."
198 182
60 41
66 72
76 79
103 113
17 23
RECEIPTS OF FRESH FISH AT BOSTON, DIRECT FROM THE
FISHING FLEET
Large Codfish
Market Codfish .
Cod Scrod .
Haddock
Haddock (scrod)
Large Hake
Small Hake
Pollock
Cusk
Halibut
Mackerel
Swordfish
Miscellaneous
Total
.
Pounds
Dec. 1, 1928
to
Nov. 30, 1929
23,576,163
15,786,557
280,386
153,624,371
9,647,206
10,567,876
3,420
4,286,822
2,170,200
2,609,119
21,232,279
4,096,085
11,675,599
259,556,083
Pounds
Dec. 1, 1927
to
Nov. 30, 1928
24,426,905
15,406,558
87,890
121,587,472
12,143,585
5,663,183
73,000
2,954,785
1,560,014
3,286,376
15,114,960
2,263,437
8,106,759
212,674,924
The Gloucester Fisheries
During the past year there has been a gratifying increase in the land-
ings of fish at this old port, and the firms engaged in all lines of the fish
business have been prosperous. New crafts have entered the fisheries and
new concerns have "hung up their shingle," and all seem to be doing well.
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There has been a noticeable decrease in the number of fresh fish trips
from the eastern banks, capacity trips for salting and curing, and their
place has been taken by quick caught fares on nearby fishing grounds
which can only mean a better quality of fish going into the salted and
packaged product. The fresh fish business has really staged a remark-
able comeback. At the present time it is safe to say that the market
needs of the various concerns and dealers here are waited upon by no
less than 115 crafts, large and small, the smaller craft predominating.
Some of the firms of the city have gone into the filleting business, and
with the rejuvenation of the fresh fish business and the marked increase
in the demand for salted and pickled fish it is easy to see that both fisher-
men and dealers of Gloucester have reason to congratulate themselves.
More fish fresh for market and table consumption were landed than for
any similar period since the ill-fated Gloucester Fresh Fish Company
closed its doors years ago.
Another notable feature of the season was the unusually large catch of
small mackerel. The old fishermen claim there were more mackerel school-
ing along these shores than for a great many years. During the months
of August and September and early October, so great were the catches
that the fresh fish markets of Boston and Gloucester were unable to
absorb the landings, with the result that during this time more mackerel
were salted on the wharves of Gloucester than ever before, and it can be
safely affirmed that a great many more would have been landed to salt
if the employees on the wharves could have taken care of them. These
men worked early and late, Sundays and holidays included, and are
deserving of great credit for their cooperation in working out this ex-
tremely difficult problem of how to take care successfully of the excess
catch. Furthermore, the fishermen themselves should be commended for
the splendid spirit displayed in willingly and many times voluntarily dis-
carding large quantities of fish, which, while perfectly sweet, were in too
soft a condition to be marketed.
The number of barrels of mackerel salted was approximately 35,000,
.and considering the fact that they were small fish, counting from 350 to
500 to a barrel, it is easy to figure that there were salted on the wharves
of Gloucester a total of fourteen million pounds of fresh mackerel.
This large body of small mackerel which frequented our shores is con-
sidered by the fishing captains as a good sign for the future, and the
outlook for this branch of the fisheries is very encouraging. These blink
mackerel were practically the same size as those that made their appear-
ance off our harbor in the latter part of August 1923, which body of fish
the mackerel fishermen have been working on every year since. It is
fair to assume that they may have this year's spawned fish to work on
for the next four or five years.
Another encouraging feature is the vast improvement in the quality
of codfish that were landed for splitting and salting purposes. This is
due to the fact that the fish caught were the results of very short trips
which the vessels are now making, the time gone averaging from a few
days to little more than one week where previously a ten or twelve-day
trip was the best that could be expected, and many were much over that.
The local swordfishing fleet on the whole had a very profitable season,
finding fish plentiful and prices holding up well. There is a growing de-
mand for these fish and the men who go swordfishing have good reason to
be hopeful for the future. The number of vessels engaged in the halibut
fishery was comparatively small, and while a few vessels did well, on the
whole the season was below the average.
The following table gives the landings by American fishing vessels at
Gloucester as reported by the United States Bureau of Fisheries from
December 1, 1928 to November 30, 1929.
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Cod, fresh:
Large
Market
Scrod
Cod, salted:
Large
Market
Haddock, fresh
Large
Scrod
Hake, fresh:
Large
Small
Hake, salted:
Large
Small
Pollock, fresh
Pollock, salted
Cusk, fresh
Cusk, salted
Halibut, fresh
Halibut, salted
Mackerel, fresh
Mackerel, salted
Flounders, fresh
Swordfish, fresh
Herring, fresh .
Herring, salted
Other, fresh
Total, fresh
Total, salted
GRAND TOTAL
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Pounds
7,200,231
1,596,645
13,740
918,875
155,322
17,596,905
1,224,560
505,956
6,130
11,885
920
4,826,084
2,795
119,025
9,470
46,459
460
14,727,702
143,210
652,196
11,181
79,600
2,928,112
480,557
49,086,971
4,171,049
53,258,020
It will be noted that this table shows a gratifying increase over the
amount landed at this port last year, and, as was noted last year, when
the real standing of Gloucester as a fishery port is to be considered, the
fish landed from other sources that do not come within the scope of the
above table and which amount to a very high total, should be considered.
For this reason the following estimated data is given, with the assurance
that the figures are secured from reputable sources and are, to say the
least, conservative
:
Pounds
United States unregistered crafts under 5 tons . . 5,000,000
Cured fish from Maine ports 2,000,000
Fish, not the product of American Fisheries, and also from
Treaty coast 18,785,625
Fresh fish trucked to Gloucester from the Boston Fish Pier 10,000,000
TOTAL . 35,785,625
When this latter total is added to the total given by the United States
Bureau of Fisheries within its prescribed limitations, making the port
total for the year 89,043,645 pounds, it will be seen that the showing of
Gloucester is one to be proud of and that the landings of this ancient
port are annually increasing.
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Shore Fisheries
General
A summary of the reports of the shore net and pound fisheries, as
required by Section 148, Chapter 130, General Laws, follows
:
Number of men engaged, 117; number of boats, 73; value of boats $30,-
147.00; number of fish pounds, 37; value of fish pounds, $40,950.00;
number of nets, 286; value of nets, $19,645.00; catch in pounds:
Alewives
Bluefish
Butterfish
Cod
Flounders
Mackerel
Menhaden
Pollock
Total pounds, 4,320,852y2 ; total value, $91,030.51.
17,036 Salmon —
6,808 Scup 8,141
63,972 Sea Herring 1,105,359
28,748 Shad 3,936
4,546V2 Squeteague 969y2
807,463 Squid 1,132,040
— Tautog 10,174y2
50,393 Whiting 759,915
Other edible or bait spe-
cies 321,351
The North Shore
The report from the shore fisheries beginning with Salisbury and end-
ing at the Gloucester line show in some respects that the past season has
been a little more prosperous than that of the preceding year as far as
the taking of cod, pollock, hake and haddock are concerned. Fishermen in
this locality were favored with good weather, an abundant supply of bait
and an absence of any great number of dogfish. Naturally, this all
tended to hold a good school of shore fish for long periods and con-
tributed to the good result.
During June, Newburyport harbor and waters just off the beaches
adjacent produced an exceptionally good catch of large market cod. They
were mostly taken by handline and trawls and on the flood tide as
far up Newburyport harbor as the Hump Sands. Great schools of
"jogger" herring was evidently the inducement for their remaining there.
On one Sunday in June there were counted 100 persons fishing from boats
inside of the jetties, and there were half as many more fishing from
the rocks off the jetties. Two or three hundred weight of these fishes were
taken by many of these boat fishermen at a tide. But few large pollock
were taken this year and the catch ran to pollock weighting about three
and four pounds each. A goodly number of hake and haddock were taken
by trawl and handline fishermen in Ipswich bay during their respective
seasons.
Salisbury and Newburyport each had one or two small power fishing
boats and a number of dory fishermen who trawl and handline. These
power fishing boats are owned by retail fish dealers, and most of their
catches go to supply the local needs for fresh fish. There is diversification
in their fishing activities as the different schools of fish strike inshore
waters. They drag for flounders principally, but likewise take cod,
pollock and haddock in this way whenever the opportunity affords. Some
of them this year engaged in the mackerel fishery when these fish were
so plentiful in Ipswich bay, seining a great many just off the bar. One
fisherman is said to have secured over thirty barrels of mackerel in one
haul inside of the jetties. For the first time in a great many years a
Newburyport sloop was outfitted to engage in the swordfishery, but met
with poor success. The flounder fishery is reported by those engaged
therein as decreasing year after year. This naturally is attributed to too
much dragging over the same ground, which is none too large in area.
In this district the lobster fishery reached its lowest ebb the past season
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and there are few or none who look for an improvement next year. Those
interested in the lobster fishery and whose livelihood to some extent or to
a large extent is dependent upon the same have different ideas as to what
is necessary to bring back the fishery to a semblance of its former produc-
tivity. Some desire absolute protection for all adult female lobsters
whether they are egg-bearing or not, while others feel that a long period
of closed season will soon be imperative unless the situation materially
changes.
Clamming in this district at the present time is in a very precarious
condition. According to reports received at this office some engaged in
conducting it are defeating their own best interests by avaricious-
practices. It would be very interesting to see the contaminated areas in
Salisbury, Newburyport and Newbury opened up to digging through the
medium of a cooperative clorinating plant, the whole thing to be con-
ducted in an efficient and common sense business-like manner. Vast beds
of large clams now in these areas and which are now going to waste
could thus, it is claimed, be utilized for the benefit of all, whetTTer clam-
mers, dealers or the consuming public.
As in the past few years, the Parker River smelt fishery has proved an
utter failure, and for no apparent reason. There was a good run of
smelt to their usual spawning grounds last spring, with a consequent set
of live spawn therein. Of marked interest it is to note that bluefish
weighing between one and two pounds were taken in some numbers in
Parker River and Plum Island Sound during the summer. This evidence
of the return of the bluefish coincides and in some measure tallies with
the generally encouraging reports received from the south shore.
The eel fishery is reported to be on the decline. The town of Newbury
has seen fit to enact several stringent by-laws regulating this fishery,
which they are attempting to enforce. It has been suggested by some
interested in this work that since the State has given the towns and
cities full right to regulate the fishery, it would behoove other towns to
adopt some regulatory measures. The sand eel fishery has been pros-
perous this season, there having been much local demand for these small
fish for bait purposes.
During August, September, and October, abundant schools of mixed
sized mackerel appeared in these waters. Many were taken by hook and
line as well as by seine and in gill nets. It is reported to this office by
what is considered good authority that in recent years such good mackerel
fishing in this district has not been known, there being several fishermen
who jigged over two barrels a day. Many of these fish were taken right
in Newburyport harbor and as far lip as the Towboat wharf.
No herring of any size have been in appearance in these waters up to
the present writing but there have been a lot of "jogger" herring
and alewives and one spurt of small summer squid.
The white perch fishing in the Parker River this spring was very good
and attracted hundreds of fishermen.
In connection with this report it is deemed advisable to quote the
opinion of the coastal warden of this district on some vital fishing matters.
He says, referring to the clam situation:
"The contaminated shellfish areas of Newburyport harbor, which in-
cludes areas in the towns of Salisbury, Newburyport and Newbury, are
under good control and very few shellfish are taken therefrom. At Ipswich
we are faced with a far different situation as far as the contaminated
areas are concerned. Clam diggers are on these areas every day. These flats
are well protected, being surrounded by barren marshes, and these clam-
mers post sentries with high powered glasses and it is practically im-
possible for a warden or even a stranger to get within a quarter of a
mile of them. Even the series numbers of the cars used by the wardens
are known and the minute one of these autos is spotted a fast motor boat
goes down the river and gives the violaters warning. Also there are
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many people who do not believe in the present clam law restrictions and
who warn the clammers and in this way do everything they can to help
the violators. My idea is that just as long as there are clams in good
quantities in the contaminated areas, and this is about the only place now
on the North Shore where there are any clams left, practically all the
good areas being dug out, just as long do these clam violators take a
chance. There is no doubt but that a good many of these diggers are
egged on by crooked clam dealers. The conditions at Ipswich are bad
and I think that this area will be a hard one to handle.
"Although the clam areas are no larger today than they were at any
previous time, the number of diggers has increased ten-fold and autos
make it handy for thousands of diggers to get to these clam flats where
in the past, before the advent of auto, it could not be done so handily.
The town authorities, after they make a good law regarding clams, seem
very lax in doing much enforcement of the same. The majority of the
clammers are always kicking about every kind of a clam law. They want
everyone to help them out, but as far as I can see they are never willing
to help themselves. In the town of Newbury the clammers have been
the instigators of calling several special town meetings for the purpose of
stopping the Rowley clammers from digging on Newbury territory. This
fight has been going on for about four years and the situation is right
where it started and the clammers themselves are to blame, for no sooner
would the town pass a law to benefit the clammers than they would find
some fault with it and the men that the town has elected to enforce these
laws have done no enforcing at all, and one or two good officers have
resigned in disgust.
"All the lobster fishermen in this district continue in favor of the
idea of buying the seed lobsters by the State and say it is one of the best
things that has been done for the lobster situation and that they hope the
practice will continue."
Continuing on from the Ipswich line and covering the so-called Cape
Ann-Gloucester territory, the lobster fishery is probably the most im-
portant of all in the shore fishery line. This seems to have passed
through a fairly good year. The early spring fishing was not as good
as usual and through the early summer did not seem to be very produc-
tive. However, during the latter part of the summer and throughout
the fall, fishing picked up immensely and very good results were en-
joyed. It is safe to say that for the entire year the catch will average
up pretty well with those of recent years and that the prices averaged
a trifle higher. There were several storms of minor importance that
caused more or less inconvenience to the lobstermen, but there were
no blows that caused any great loss of gear. Seed lobsters were quite
plentiful and even though the State is buying them from the fishermen
through local agents it seems to be the consensus of opinion in this
vicinity that the lobster fishermen themselves, to a great extent, pre-
fer to liberate the seed lobsters as soon as caught and sacrifice the
money they could receive therefor when brought to shore, in order that
the mother fish may be deposited upon the spots where found and with
the least handling. In this district it is hardly necessary to say, and
the same report obtains practically along the whole shore, that "shorts"
are still being handled by unscrupulous fishermen to some extent. It
is largely a question as to how many men can be provided in the coastal
warden force to stop this sort of business along the whole coast.
The fleet of dory trawlers, made up for the most part of lobster fish-
ermen who follow this form of fishing during the lull in lobster fishing
in early spring and other times, had a very good season, and, except for
the fact that it was very difficult to obtain bait when needed, would have
done unusually well. These lobster fishermen are fortunate in having
good trawling ground so handy as in Boston Bay, Ipswich Bay and off Rock-
port, and by following this branch as a sideline for a part of the year,
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they are able to round out a good year's work. It is true that the gill
netters and draggers interfered to no little extent with the operation of
this style Of fishing, and in the minds of some there should be some re-
strictions on these latter named crafts that they may be kept further
out to sea.
The shore draggers and the gill netters had a very fair spring. Most
of them resumed their style of fishing in the fall and the prospects are
for a good fall and winter season.
Trap fishing in this locality was very, very poor indeed. Many species
of fish that were taken in goodly quantities in years back by this method
seem to have changed their habits and for the last few years have not
appeared along the coast except in very small numbers. As an example,
butterfish and Old England and silver hake, which in years back were
taken in unusually large quantities and which were a great help to the
trap fishermen, are at the present time almost a rarity in this vicinity.
True it is the traps take some herring and mackerel, but the run of
these fish is very uncertain indeed and without question the season for
the trap fishermen in this district can be almost entirely put down as
a blank.
Herring are being taken this fall in the Essex and Ipswich Rivers in
goodly quantities by the torching method, but the market seems unable
to handle them at this time, so the men engaged both in torching and
seining them are unable to operate at full capacity with profit.
The flounder fleet at Beverly and Salem and the small handliners
therefrom, for the most part still continue to operate and do very well.
They keep their local markets well supplied as well as being able to
ship a considerable amount of fish to outside points. Several men are
engaged continually in this style of fishing as a means of livelihood,
while on the other hand, a great many folks engage in it on Sundays
and holidays and "afternoons off" as a pleasurable sport.
Smelt fishing, while not a commercial proposition by any means in
this district, is worthy of some consideration and it seems that some-
thing should be done to reestablish it hereabouts. In former years
smelt fairly abounded almost anywhere from the New Hampshire line
to Salem in the rivers and around the wharves, both during the summer,
fall and winter, but of late years they seem to have disappeared almost
to the point of extermination.
The clam industry has passed through a very successful year finan-
cially and with the closing of more flats on account of contamination,
together with a constant increase in the number of people engaged in
digging them, it is nothing short of miraculous that the supply holds
out. The flats in this district are still producing fairly good digging
even after being combed all summer long and a good set of young is
assured in most places. With the constantly increasing demand for
this great delicacy and the impending danger of its extermination it
behooves all those at all interested, either commercially, financially or
from a conservation standpoint, to stand by and do something before it
it too late and attempt to prevent such a catastrophe as "the passing of
the clam."
Exact figures of catches of fish landed at the smaller ports are very
hard to secure, for few, if any, concerns keep any total record for the
ports indicated. However, it is learned that at Beverly from November
1, 1928 to November 1, 1929 there were landed 326,600 pounds of fish,
most of which were haddock, yellowtails and cod. The weather during
the spring of 1929 according to the fishermen themselves, was not very
good for fishing. At the present time there are twelve boat fishermen
(not counting the lobster fishermen) and four crab fishermen fishing
out of Beverly. At the port of Salem the fishing industry at the present
time amounts to but little, there being but very few fishermen engaged
and they trawl for flounders simply to supply the local restaurants.
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While they were unable to give any accurate figures as to their catch,
they did say, however, that their total landings were better than the
previous year. At Marblehead there were found only three men that
fish the year round exclusive of the lobster fishing. There are many
lobster fishermen who go out shore fishing after the weather gets too
bad to continue lobstering. The same condition exists here as at Salem
and one of the fishermen indicated that in his opinion the catch was not
as good as the previous year. Most of the fish caught by the Marble-
headers are haddock, a few cod and flounders being taken. At Swamp-
scott the fishing in the summertime is nil, but after the lobster season
there are about seven boats which fish with a total of fourteen men, using
gill nets. They also say that the 1929 season was not as good as the
previous one.
The district covering the territory of Swampscott to Boston reports
that while the fishermen are of the opinion that lobsters were not quite
as plentiful this year as last, they do tell of an encouraging factor of a
very large amount of small lobsters in the pots which would indicate
a good season for next year. The trawl fishermen, most of them, re-
port a fair catch of cod and flounders, while some others indicate that
the season was poor with them. The net fishermen had a fair year on
most all fish excepting mackerel and these seemed to be very scarce at
times inshore. As to smelt, these delicious fish were more plentiful this
fall than for several years past, most of these fishermen getting good
catches. Eels were not as plentiful in the Saugus and Pines rivers as
in other recent years, but there has been advanced no reason for this
and it possibly may be taken as one of the "ins and outs" of the busi-
ness.
In this district there is only a small area open to clam digging and
this is badly depleted by the many diggers practically combing on the
grounds and nothing being done to re-seed these flats. The first part of
the season they got very good digging, and later on they met with com-
paratively poor success, while the reports are that in the contaminated
areas there are plenty of clams. The crab fishermen had good fishing
the whole season.
The Boston Harbor district offers little opportunity for fishing and also
little opportunity for clamming, there being no open area and practically
all the flats being on the contaminated list. There are those, of course,
who, defying and disregarding the law, persist in digging on these pol-
luted areas, and by the amounts of some of them who are alleged to have
dug there seems to have been plenty of clams in these places where they
should not be dug. From the Boston district there were sent this year to
different districts along the shore, large consignments of short lobsters to
help replenish the stock in the various localities. These lobsters were
seized as "shorts" by the coastal wardens from consignments on the
steamer from Yarmouth, N. S. arriving at Boston and bringing thou-
sands of crates of legal length lobsters for the local market.
The South Shore
The marine fisheries from Boston Harbor to the southward, taking in
Quincy, Weymouth, Cohasset, Duxbury. Braintree, Hingham, Scituate,
Kingston, Hull, Marshfield and Plymouth, ran along in about the same
groove as the previous year. The spawning of the smelt in the spring was
greatly retarded by the pollution of the streams and consequently what
might in time become a very flourishing industry seems to have little
chance of getting beyond a sporting proposition. We hope increasing in-
terest will be shown in the restoration of this fishery. The cod and had-
dock fishing in this district could be termed as normal and practically
about the same as the previous year. Quite a number of horse mackerel
were taken in the vicinity of Gurnet Light during the summer, and also
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during the same season mackerel were found in abundance, but this fall!
this fishery was very poor and the lack of smaller fish was noticeable. The
boats going after herring had a very good year and at the present time
torching for these fish is a very profitable business.
The lobster industry in this district seems unquestionably to be getting
j
back on its feet, due to the fact that less short and egg-bearing lobsters
have been commercialized. Practically all the local lobster fishing centers
have noticed the change this year and it seems to be an opinion of the
fishermen that by strengthening the laws the fishing can be placed on a
good business basis.
A resume of the situation in this district would seem to be clearly shown
in the following summing up.
Clams—A good season. Much complaint in regard to the restricted area.
Oysters—None in this district.
Quahaugs—None in this district.
Scallops—None in this district.
Lobsters—A fairly good season.
Mackerel—Large number of small fish. No trap.
Codfish—An average season.
Haddock—An average season.
Herring—A good catch of mostly small fish.
The outstanding feature of this season's fishing has been the unusu-
ally large number of butterfish in the waters of the district. At one time
a trap located near the Plymouth-Bourne line was catching them in large
quantities.
The Lobster Fishery
Under the law authorizing the purchase of egg-bearing lobsters 9,047
were bought at a total expenditure of $8,578.31, and liberated near the
localities in which they were taken.
From what this office can learn the plan of purchasing egg-bearing
lobsters is working out successfully and even the most pessimistic of
the lobstermen themselves are now fully in accord with the retention
of the law and the annual appropriation for its upkeep. As a whole
many assert it is one of the best single pieces of legislation for the as-
sistance of the lobster fishery that has been passed by the State for
many years.
These lobsters when caught and returned to the waters by State
agents were punched in the middle flipper of the tail, experience having
shown that marking thus would identify an egg-bearing lobster for an
indefinite period.
The action of the Division of Fisheries and Game in liberating the
egg-bearing lobsters thus taken in as near as possible the same localities
in which they were caught, would seem to be bearing fruit from the
fact that early in 1929 lobstermen all along the coast reported taking
female lobsters with punch marks prominent at the end of the tail, and
these, of course, were immediately returned to the waters. In the course
of a few years it may be possible to check up on the worth of the State's
policy of purchasing egg-bearing lobsters through the increase of small
and under-sized lobsters taken in the traps of the lobster fishermen.
During the year, from shipments from Nova Scotia and other points
outside the State, there were seized at Boston 8 egg-bearing and 9,456
short live lobsters, all of which were distributed on favorable lobster
locations along the whole State coast.
The totals of the tabulation of the returns of the year's fishing, re-
quired of the lobstermen by law, follow. The period covered is October
20, 1928 to October 20, 1929.
Number of men engaged in the fishery, 538; number of boats, 685;
value of boats $203,630; number of pots, 40,202; value of pots, $107,-
930.35; number of lobsters taken, 1,100,632; number of pounds 1,644,-
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885; value of lobsters, -$845,887.27; number of egg-bearing lobsters
taken and returned to the waters, 8,247. (The difference between the egg-
bearing lobsters reported herewith and the number reported as having
been purchased, undoubtedly is due to the failure of certain fishermen
to file their annual reports).
From the returns to the Division of Fisheries and Game for the year
it would seem that there is very little if anything to indicate any par-
ticular change, either up or down, in the catch of lobsters in the State.
It is however, to be noted that evidently the price of lobsters has
jumped, to a considerable increase, for, according to the returns of
1928 the value of lobsters taken was $515,594.73, whereas the value of
the catch of 1929, according to returns filed at this office, is $845,887.27.
An apparent diminution of catch of about 98,000 lobsters has no im-
portant bearing on a possible increase or decrease in the stock.
As required by Chapter 130, Section 106, General Laws, it is hereby
reported that the number of lobster licenses issued in 1929 was 1,022.
Bounties on Seals
The following towns were reimbursed by the Commonwealth for boun-
ties paid on seals, under Chapter 130, General Laws, Section 155. Claims
made in 1928, but paid in 1929—Essex, $2; Kingston, $2; Norwell, $2;
Rockland, $2; Rowley, $2; fees to treasurers, $2.50. Claims in 1929—Co-
hasset, $4; Duxbury, $68; Eastham, $4; Essex $20; Gloucester, $2; Ips-
wich, $174; Kingston, $56; Lynn, $4; Marion, $2; Newburyport, $4;
Provincetown, $2; Revere, $4; Rowley, $10; Salem, $2; Somerville, $2;
Yarmouthport, $22; Yarmouth, $160; fees to treasurers, $135. Total
1928 claims, $12.50; total 1929 claims, $675.
Mollusk Fisheries
Clam
Data received from the shore wardens, statistics obtained from those
handling clams commercially, and from the diggers, indicate that it was a
fair season. The winter was again extremely moderate and the weather
conditions favorable to the industry, and from nearly all sections a good
set of young was reported for the summer of 1929. The beds in the closed
areas are in very good condition and are said to contain large numbers of
clams. In those areas open to digging, about 50% of the areas are in fair
condition and about 50% depleted. The estimated number of clams dug
during the year was somewhat greater than in 1928. The wholesale mar-
ket prices showed, in most instances, an increase over the preceding year.
Oyster
From those districts in which oysters are collected, 50% reported a fair
season and the other 50% a poor one. The extremely mild winter was of
benefit to the fisheries but in only one section was a good set reported for
the summer of 1929. The beds are said to be in fair condition. Statistics
collected from those engaged in the oyster business indicate that the take
aggregated considerably less than in 1928, and the prices which they
brought were about the same as in 1928.
Quahaug
Data obtained from the quahaug diggers indicates a fair season. The
sxtremely moderate weather was favorable to the fishery, and the beds in
3ome sections are reported in fair and in others in excellent condition.
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The total number of quahaugs dug during 1928 and 1929 was considerably
less than in 1927, and the prices which they brought in the market rangec
about the same as in 1928.
Scallop
Those engaged in scalloping reported a prosperous season from thos*
waters from which scallops are taken. The weather, as reported undei
the other mollusks mentioned above, was favorable to the fishery. Th<
set of young for the summer of 1929 was reported as exceptionally gooc
and in most sections the beds are reported as in very good condition, whik
in others they are fast becoming depleted. As near as can be estimated
the number of scallops taken during 1929 was considerably less than ir
1928, and the prices obtained were somewhat higher than in 1928.
Alewife
As usual the wardens having alewife streams in their district col-
lected the usual statistics of the alewife fisheries operated during the
year. They likewise kept an eye on the fishways in their respective dis-
tricts. The usual routine was followed, except that no adult alewives
were transplanted to depleted localities. It is our conclusion that this
work should be grouped under the marine fisheries activities, and no
work was done as no appropriation had been made to cover it.
Respectfully submitted,
William C. Adams, Director.
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APPENDIX
No recommendations for legislation were made to the Legislature this
rear —such being made, instead, to the special commission which had
>een appointed, under Section 34 of the Resolves of 1929, to revise and
odify the laws relative to game and inland fisheries.

